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VAbstract
The mixed sand and gravel barrier beaches located on the South Island's East Coast
are formed predominantly of Greywacke, eroded from the mountains, and transported
via the major river systems. These barriers act as the interface between the South
Pacific Ocean and the surrounding hinterland. In times of high energy coastal events,
breaching is common.
This thesis examines the form and function of the Waihao-Wainono barrier, a section
of the coastline situated north of the Waitaki River. Breaches along this part of the
barrier are frequent and several have rendered the surrounding farmland unusable for
several years due to the effects of saltwater inundation. There is some concern
among the local community as to exactly why the barrier breaches at certain locations
and not others, making land planning and management a difficult task for farmers.
Several of the local landowners believe that since the construction of the Waitaki
Dam in 1935, a significant decrease in sediment size along the barrier has occurred. It
is also thought that the barrier form has experienced substantial change.
Through the use of physical techniques used in the field of coastal science, 17 sites
along the Waihao-Wainono barrier were studied. Excavations were carried out,
surface and substrate profiles recorded and sediment samples collected from the
surface, sub- surface and substrate of the barrier.
Analysis of the barrier form and barrier volume concluded that the past breach sites
consisted of steeper lower foreshore slopes than the non-breach sites, and at two sites,
the substrate was not reached. Breach areas display the greatest barrier volume of all
the study sites, which is contrary to belief.
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In relation to the surface sediments, the majority of barrier profiles displayed the
distinct mean grain size cross shore zonation, characteristic of mixed sand and gravel
beaches. The best and most consistent surface sorting was also identified as being a
characteristic of the breach sites. The sediment size is not shown to have drastically
reduced over the thirty year sampling period as was perceived by the local
community.
Within the sub- surface of the barrier, the sediments displayed chaotic sizes and
generally poorly sorted material. Several of the breach sites contained a distinct
change in sediment size between the coarser surface layer and the finer layer located
immediately below. This layering of coarse and fine sized sediments leads to
differences in permeability within the barrier, which is thought to be a major factor in
why these sites have breached.
Resulting from these findings, a group of characteristics of breach sites was formed
and several predictions made as to where the barrier may breach in the near future.
Key words: mixed sand and gravel, barrier, volume, sediment, substrate, profile
form.
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lChapter One
Introduction
1.1 Background
This thesis addresses the variability in both form and function of the Waihao-
Wainono barrier, a mixed sand and gravel (MSG) barrier situated on the South
Canterbury coast. Timaru lies to the north and the Waitaki River to the south. Figure
1.1 shows the study area and its surroundings. Hicks et al., (2002)have suggested a
maximum barrier height of up to 7m and a barrier width ranging from 40-100m.
Research for this thesis has taken place along the Wainono coast, the study area
starting 14km north of the Waitaki River and extending 28km to the Otaio River. The
hinterland is extensively farmed and low lying, much of which rests at elevations of
only 1-2m above mean sea level (MSL). At several sites the barrier has
'rolled over'
onto the farmland and during numerous storms overtopping or breaching, has flooded
the land with saltwater and rendering it unusable. Overtopping occurs when the
maximum wave height exceeds that of the barrier crest and breaching occurs when a
weak area in the barrier collapses, giving way to water passing through the barrier.
The four most southern profile sites within the study area do not experience rollover
or overtopping as the barrier is backed by eroding sea cliffs, which continue south to
the Waitaki River. These cliffs are composed of alluvial sediment formed in the late
Pleistocene and provide sediment to the barrier (Gibb and Adams, 1982).
The area contains a significant ecological and cultural site named Wainono Lagoon, a
waterbody that has intermittent connections to the sea, classified as a
'waituna' by
Kirk and Lauder (1994).
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Figure 1.1: Location of the study area.
3The study area has been the focus of much recent debate on the effects of reducing
sediment supply from the Waitaki River under the proposed Project Aqua scheme,
and from existing dams on the River. Project Aqua is a hydro power generation
scheme that was proposed by Meridian Energy Ltd. in the hope of reducing power
crises that the country experiences on an almost yearly basis. The proposed scheme
involved diverting part of the flow of the Waitaki River through a 60km long canal
system on the south bank of the river. Figure 1.2 displays the general layout of what
was put forward. In addition to the canals a series of six power stations were to be
located along the canal system with outfalls back to the river at both Black Point and
Steward Road.
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5This scheme was annulled in March 2004, but many locals are still concerned about
the effects the existing dams have on the barrier. These perceived effects of damming
include a lowering of the barrier height, a decrease in the barrier width and sediment
size, and an increased frequency of overtopping or breach events (Bruce 2003,
pers.com.). Figure 1.3 provides an image of one section of the barrier.
Figure 1.3: Photo of the Waihao-Wainono barrier at the Lows Road site.
It is well known that the South Canterbury coast has been steadily eroding for a
number of years. The effects of farming and irrigation are thought to have an effect
on erosion, but this is not proven. A reduction in sediment supply from the south is a
contributing factor to erosion of the Waihao-Wainono barrier. Again it is unknown as
to whether this reduction has stemmed from the construction of dams in the Waitaki
River dating back to the first dam in 1935, or if it is due to the natural decrease in
sediment supply (Kirk, 1980; Shulmeister and Kirk, 1983; Hicks at al., 2002).
As well as erosion being closely linked to barrier breaching, the sediment volume of
the barrier and the magnitude of storm events are equally as important in identifying
the underlying causes of breaching (Single and Hemmingsen, 2001). During the
6April/ May storm series in 1985, the barrier was significantly weakened as the waves
removed 29% of the upper beach volume (Todd, 1991). The barrier was breached
again in July 1985 during a severe storm event when 500 ha of farmland became
inundated with saltwater. The land was unable to be-used for agricultural purposes for
over three years.
Breaching and overtopping events of different scales are frequent along the Wainono
coast and many stopbanks and drains have been constructed to stem the effects of
breaching on the surrounding hinterland (Single and Hemmingsen, 2001).
Environment Canterbury (ECan) provides annual monitoring through profiling
numerous sites along the 30km barrier. This monitoring provides information on the
changing form of the barrier.
1.2 Previous Studies on the Waihao-Wainono Barrier
Mixed sand and gravel beaches like those along the East Coast of New Zealand are
termed to be rare on a global scale (Kirk, 1980). New Zealand coastal scientists are
however gaining an understanding of how mixed sand and gravel beaches function.
Members of the Canterbury University Coastal Group have studied these beaches
since the mid 1960's, and the South Canterbury coast in particular since the mid
1970's (Kirk, 1980; Single, 1992).
In 1977, Hewson studied the erosion and beach dynamics of the Oamaru-Timaru
Coast, describing the processes operating on it and the rates of erosion. The most
rapid rates were found south of the Waitaki River. Hewson also constructed a
sediment budget model and described the variation of across-shore sediment sizes.
General observations of the lowland coast and surrounding areas were made, linking
geological information with historical sea level fluctuations.
Neale (1987)studied changes in the average volume of the barrier north of the
Waitaki River and believed that 'sediment slugs' were responsible for the variability
of sediment volume along the barrier, with above average sediment volumes being
termed the crest and below average volume, at a particular site, being termed the
trough. According to Neale, the
'slugs' of sediment are sourced from particular
7events such as flooding of the Waitaki River or severe storm events. These cause
erosion of the cliffs, which introduce new sediment to the beach. Neale indicated that
the slugs moved northward, and that breaching or overtopping of the barrier would
occur in areas of sediment troughs.
Single (1992)found that the beach response on the Waihao-Wainono barrier was
strongly connected to the volume of sediment in the foreshore. He concluded that
areas with large berms, wider foreshores and high volumes are less likely to breach.
Single provided guidelines of beach volume limits based on the actual beach state as a
way of predicting whether a site will breach in high-energy events.
Further north, Benn (1987)carried out research on the erosion issue along the
Washdyke-Seadown coast north of Timaru. He paid particular attention to the
morphological characteristics, the volume and sediments of the beach system, the
characteristics of the sediments comprising the beach's hinterland and the erosion
trends of the beach. In order to gain volume data Benn excavated several pits along
the beach to substrate depth. To date no research of this kind has been carried out
along the Waihao-Wainono coast.
In 1999, Hart completed research, which involved an examination of hapua; coarse
barriers formed in front of river mouths subsequently causing offset outlets to the sea.
She examined the dynamics of hapua type river mouth lagoons, the lagoon hydraulics
and morphological variation on hapua behaviour and integration with marine
processes. Although her research was not focussed on the Wainono Lowland area,
Hart added some new insights into mixed sand and gravel barriers and how they
function, especially at or near river mouths.
81.3 Purpose of the Investigation
From previous research along the South Canterbury coast it is clear that our
understanding and knowledge of mixed sand and gravel beaches is increasing.
However only certain aspects of the barrier have been studied and all have focussed
on erosion dominated objectives.
From consideration of the background of the Waihao-Wainono barrier and the
previous studies identified in section 1.2, this thesis plans to examine the relationship
between barrier variability in both time and space, and sea flooding into the
surrounding farmland and hinterland.
Past research on the Waihao-Wainono barrier has been directed at gaining information
on the surface profile form and sediment characteristics both cross shore and along
shore. Barrier volume has in the past been calculated based on estimations of
substrate form and location. The advantage of this
.study
is that in addition to taking
account of barrier surface characteristics, sub surface sediments and substrate form is
also examined. Volume calculations at each site will be carried out and it is hoped
that conclusions will be reached with regard to the depth of the substrate and the role
it plays in the determination of breach sites. Planning and management of the area
will then be more effective and able to be directed at certain areas of the barrier.
1.3.1 Hypotheses
There are four main hypotheses as to why the barrier breaches at certain sites and not
others. Within the context of the development of the barrier, the first three hypotheses
are included in the scope of this study.
1) A trough in sediment supply determined by less volume, height and width of
the barrier at particular sites.
2) Differences in sediment size, type, distribution and its variability within and
between profiles.
3) Differences in substrate elevation and composition.
4) Differences in offshore bathymetry and wave conditions.
91.3.2 Objectives
The objectives of this study are aimed at answering the hypotheses set.
1) To accurately estimate beach volume. This can be used as a baseline for
future changes in profile volume.
2) Determine spatial sediment volume variability along and across the barrier.
3) Determine barrier profile form both spatially and temporally over the last
thirty years.
4) Determine sediment size distribution spatially both cross-shore, along shore
and with depth.
5) To determine whether any temporal trends in changes in sediment size are
evident.
1.4 Investigative Framework
When carrying out research a conceptual framework is essential on which to base the
study. Within the coastal literature many frameworks are used such as the sediment
budget model (Miller and Ziegler, 1958), the morphodynamic model (Wright and
Short 1984) and more recently the descriptive model proposed by Hart (1999)to
represent the dynamics of hapua. Two conceptual frameworks are used in this study.
The first is the Process-response Model (Krumbein, 1963). The process-response
model, shown in Figure 1.4 displays the interaction of all parts of a beach system,
resulting in the continual environmental adjustment to attain equilibrium.
The model shows that the process elements (energyfactors, material factors and
shore geometry) affect the response elements of beach geometry and beach materials
of the beach system. The feedback loop displays that the response elements can also
affect the process elements.
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CONCEPTUAL BEACH MODEL
PROCESS ELEMENTS RESPONSE ELEMENTS
ENERGY FACTORS
Waves: Height
Period
Angle of Approach
Tides: Range
Diuma1 Pattern
Stage BEACH GEOMETRY
Foreshore Slope
Currents: Velocity Width
Direction Height of Berm
Backshore Width
Wind on Backshore: Velocity
Direction ) BEACH MATERIALS
Mean Grain Diameter
MATERIALFACTORS Sorting
Mean Grain Diameter Mineral Composition
Sorting Moisture Content
Mineral Composition Stratification
Moisture Content
Stratification
SHORE GEOMETRY
Straight
Curved
BottomSlope Gentle
Steep
L-----FEEDBACK ------
Figure 1.4: The process-response model. Process elements (initialproperties) are on the left side and
the response elements (resultantproperties) are on the right side. From Krumbein (1963).
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The ordered control model as termed by Lauder (1987)is the second conceptual
framework used in this study and investigates how the variables that influence beach
morphology interact (Figure 1.5). The model distinguishes between first order
(sourcearea) and second order (hydraulicfactors) controls, the two independent
variables which provide an initial control beach materials and sediment
characteristics.
First Order Second Order Variables
initial Controls SOURCE AREA HYDRAULIC Independent
CHARACTERISTICS FACTORS
SIZE Skewness Shape
Beach Materials
SORTING Kurtosis Roundness
I
Permeability
I
I
Beach Geometry FORESHORE SLOPE Dependent
Figure 1.5: The ordered control model relating initial controls, beach materials and beach geometry.
The level of dependency decreases from top to bottom. First order controls are indicated by solid
arrows, second order by dashed arrows. From Mclean and Kirk (1969).
It is the source area characteristics that have a first order control on the beach
materials. For example, if the main source area for a beach is a gravel river, the beach
material will be different to a beach that has a dominant source of sandstone cliffs.
Hydraulic factors (waveenvironment, wind environment, currents, tidal influences)
are named as the second order variable and influence the material supplied to the
beach from the source area. Foreshore slope is seen as the ultimate response element
of the beach dependent on all other variables. By using this model the barrier
materials and barrier geometry will be investigated.
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The ordered control model provides the underlying concept for this research. The
main sediment sources of the Waitaki River and the coastal cliffs are known. The
barrier characteristics such as sediment size and sorting and the foreshore slopes of
both the surface and substrate profiles will be investigated.
1.5 Thesis Approach
In researching the variability of the Waihao-Wainono barrier three main approaches
were used. Historical data such as profiles from the 1970's through to 2003 were
analysed and organised so that the 2004 profile data could be added to them.
Newspaper articles and reports were gathered to find information on historical
breaches and storm events. Knowledge of past changes of the barrier is essential to
build an understanding of the processes at work on the barrier now, and the processes
that have ultimately led to the present form and function of the barrier. Historical
data provides a baseline to which present and future data can be added.
The second approach consisted of fieldwork data collection, observations and
laboratory analysis. This contributed to the understanding of the present day form of
the barrier. The fieldwork required profile surveying of 17 ECan sites along the
barrier, all of which can be linked to historical profile data. Excavations along the
profile sites were also carried out and sediment samples were collected at varying
positions along each profile. Laboratory work was in the form of sediment analysis.
The results were then utilised to infer the composition of the barrier and its behaviour
m storm events.
The third approach was to combine all of the data to determine the barrier volume and
composition and to provide detail as to how and why sites breach.
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1.6 Thesis Format
This thesis consists of eight chapters. The purpose of this section is to outline the
ideas introduced and discussed in the following chapters. Chapter One has introduced
the reader to the background of the immediate study area and stated the hypotheses
and objectives of the thesis.
Chapter Two is a review of the mixed sand and gravel beach literature. It describes
the morphology of mixed sand and gravel beaches and barriers and provides a global
and local context for which the thesis can be placed.
Chapter Three is essentially a description of the research environment, describing the
main geomorphic and geologic features of the study area. This chapter provides the
reader with a clear understanding of the different components that influence the
barrier including physical and anthropogenic systems.
Chapter Four is the methodology section. It outlines data collection methods and
analysis techniques. The objective of this chapter is to place this study into a broader
academic context through reviewing theoretical concepts related to this research. An
insight into the Resource Management Act (1991)is provided in terms of carrying out
research within the binding legislation.
Chapter Five presents the results and discussion of the surface and substrate profiles,
providing in depth spatial and temporal analysis of the barrier form. Volume
calculations are also presented in this chapter.
Chapter Six is the second of the results chapters and is focused on the presentation
and discussion of the sediment characteristics (meangrain size and sorting) of the
Waihao-Wainono barrier.
The previous two chapters are linked together in Chapter Seven which discusses the
main characteristics prevalent at the past breach sites. This chapter makes inferences
as to possible future breach sites.
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Chapter Eight provides the main conclusions drawn from this study. Hypotheses and
objectives outlined in Chapter One are revisited and future research possibilities are
discussed.
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Chapter Two
Mixed Sand and Gravel Barrier Coasts
2.1 Introduction
The main aims of this chapter are to build on Chapter One by providing an overall
understanding of the morphology of mixed sand and gravel beaches. A brief review
of the general literature pertaining to this beach type will be provided. The chapter
will then focus on barrier beaches, bringing together both local and global
understandings of barrier evolution, their distinct features, and the methods used to
study them.
2.2 Mixed Sand and Gravel Beaches
Coarse clastic beaches comprising of shingle, gravel, pebbles and boulders are located
in the mid to high latitudes where glacial deposits have been reworked and formed
into shorelines (Pontee et al. 2004). In New Zealand these beaches are more distinct,
displaying neither pure gravel nor pure sand. They are termed mixed sand and gravel
beaches and are somewhat more complex than either sand or gravel beaches
(Zenkovich, 1967; Kirk, 1980). Zenkovich (1967)has suggested that they are more
complicated due to the different ways in which the separate sediment components are
displaced.
Kirk (1967)credits the development of studies of gravel dominated coastal systems to
Palmer (1834)due to the need for coastal protection and engineering works on these
types of beaches in the British Isles. World War II was another era in which studies of
gravel beaches increased as soldiers often launched attacks from the sea and there was
a need to be aware of the physical surroundings (Kirk, 1967). Since then, studies
have focussed on management strategies and process studies. In New Zealand
knowledge of gravel beaches has accumulated by way of necessity. This is because of
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increasing hazard awareness as the human population spreads to once secluded coastal
areas.
2.2.1 General Characteristics of Mixed Sand and Gravel Beaches
McLean (1970:142)stated that in New Zealand, all the larger of these mixed sand and
gravel beaches embody certain common features:
(1)they contain a wide range of sediment sizes (sandto boulders);
(2)they are derived from the same dominant rock type (greywacke);
(3)they are backed by Pleistocene and Holocene alluvial plains and fans often
covered by major rivers; and
(4)they are exposed to the high energy waves of an East coast swell environment.
A typical mixed sand and gravel beach is 100-200m wide but in areas of chronic
erosion may be a lot narrower. Beaches may reach 14m high but generally sit at
elevations of 4-6m above mean sea level. In profile form, mixed sand and gravel
beaches are steep, typically 5-12° and convex in shape (Kirk, 1980).
Kirk (1980)identified four major zones of mixed sand and gravel beaches; the
backshore, foreshore, break point step and the nearshore. Figure 2.1 shows this
typical morphology. The internal structure is unknown and discovering this
'unknown' is one of the aims of this research.
BACKSHORE I FORESHORE I BREA¾POINT NEARSHORE
(Upper) (Middre) (Lower)
CLIFF OR
STORM BERM
WASHOVER
SLOPE .
INTERMEDIATE
BERM(S)
INTEANAL
4 STRUCTURE
'"
. .....................
.S
UNKNOWN NEARSHOAEFACE
2 (Gravel)
NEARSHORE
O BED (Fine Sand)
0 20 40 60 80m
Figure 2.1: Typical morphology of a mixed sand and gravel beach profile. Updated From Kirk
(1980:193).
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The backshore is landward of the highest limit of the storm swash. The backshore
may consist of washover lobes containing the largest sediment on the beach and a
high proportion of disc and blade shaped pebbles (Single, 1992). When a cliff backs
the beach, a storm berm is usually absent and the foreshore profile is reduced. Mixed
sand and gravel beaches rarely have dunes, but if they do, they are usually only
weakly developed. This is due to several factors: the occurrence of strong offshore
winds, the lack of sand for aeolian transport, and that many mixed sand and gravel
coastlines are eroding (Kirk, 1980:193).
Figure 2.1 shows that the foreshore extends from the upper most berm or cliff base to
the break point. It is this zone that Kirk (1980)described as the 'engine room'
because it is where most of the morphological changes on mixed sand and gravel
beaches occur. Swash and backwash processes dominate this zone and it can contain
several swash berms that represent the upper limit of low energy events. These berms
may be modified or removed from this zone in times of high energy wave events
(Single and Hemmingsen, 2001). A major feature of the lower foreshore is a distinct
break-point step. This zone is very turbulent as waves breaking at all stages of the
tidal cycle are confined to this narrow area. Due to this turbulence any fine material is
thrown into suspension and transported offshore, thus the lower foreshore is often
characterised by coarse sediment (Kirk, 1980; Dawe, 1997).
Immediately seaward of the break-point step is a narrow steep nearshore face
consisting of coarse sediments at or near their angle of repose. At the base, the face
gives way to a gently sloping shelf composed of sands too fine to remain in the
foreshore. For most other beach types Kirk (1980:194)states that it is often difficult
to determine the seaward limit of the nearshore, where deepwater processes give way
to shallow water processes. On mixed sand and gravel beaches this boundary is
clearly defined.
Neale (1987)showed the mixed sand and gravel shore as containing six zones
(subsystems).As shown in Table 2.1, Neale (1987)added two zones to the four zone
mixed sand and gravel model of Kirk (1980).He distinguished the swash berm and
the storm berm as having distinct process characteristics, effectively adding two sub
zones. According to Neale these sub zones are event dependent in their horizontal
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position on the beach. The sub zones are determined and linked by input from and/or
changes in the environmental processes. Changes between sub zones are initiated by
process changes. An example is shown in that higher waves will relocate the swash
berm higher up the profile and erosional or accretional episodes will alter the
geometry of both the nearshore and foreshore faces, which in turn may affect the
whole beach profile. From this Neale (1987)believes that all subs zones are
interlinked but can be distinguished by differing geometry, sediment composition and
process regimes.
Table 2.1: Process-response subsystems of a mixed sand and gravel foreshore (afterNeale 1987).
Subzone Geometry Materials Energy Flux
Nearshore steep coarse gravels, high high, very turbulent,
Face settling velocity, low mostly shore-normal
(breakerzone) mobility dissipation and
reflection
Foreshore moderately steep gravels and coarse high, turbulent,
Face (5°-12°),concave, sand, high mobility, increasingly shore-
(swashzone) changeable well sorted parallel, highly
bi-directional
Swash convex, variable coarse gravels, high sharp drop in swash
Berm size, shape, and entrainment velocity, velocity, low potential,
(upperswash) position low settling velocity, mostly shore-parallel,
low mobility some vertical
Storm less steep (5°-7°) coarse gravels, intermittently high,
Face moderately sorted moderate obliqueness,
(stormswash) some vertical
Storm Berm near horizontal, coarse gravels, intermittently moderate,
Washover Slope reverse slope poorly sorted mostly shore-normal
(upperstorm and vertical
swash or
overwash)
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Short (1979)presented a morphodynamic model that described the recirculation of
sediments between the nearshore and the foreshore zones. His model stated that
beaches are in dynamic equilibrium between two different profiles, an accretionary
sequence (reflective)and an erosional sequence (dissipative).Short's (1979)model
predicts that during winter and in times of increasing wave energy, sediment is eroded
from the foreshore and transported to the nearshore where it is deposited as sand bars.
This flat profile then increases sediment deposition in the nearshore.
The recirculation of sediment between the foreshore and the nearshore, while found
on a sandy beach, does not occur on mixed sand and gravel beaches. Jennings and
Shulmeister (2002)have developed a morphodynamic model for gravel beach types
based on results from the New Zealand setting and one that is intended for micro-
meso tidal gravel beaches like those found on the South Island of New Zealand.
Jennings and Shulmeister (2002)proposed a three condition model for gravel beaches:
(1)pure gravel beach; (2)mixed sand and gravel beach; (3)composite beach. The
model uses the morphodynamic concept to link the visual morphology with the
hydrodynamic regime. This model was developed from their own research and
through reviews of the current literature. Table 2.2 displays the major characteristics
of each beach type and Figure 2.2a, b and c illustrate a pure gravel beach, mixed sand
and gravel beach and a composite gravel beach respectively.
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Table 2.2: Table identifying the major characteristics of pure gravel beaches, nixed sand and gravel
beaches and Composite gravel beaches. Adapted fram Jennings and Shulmeisler (2002:223-224).
Characteristics Pure gravel Mixed sand and Composite
beach gravel beach gravel beach
Sediment Gravel dominated MSG dominated Sand (lower
(Kirk, 1980). foreshore) and
gravel(upper
foreshore) zones
(Carter and Orford,
1993).
Sediment sorting Well developed Mixed Gravel area strong
(Bluck, 1967). sorting
Waves Surging and Plunging and Spilling waves
collapsing. collapsing. seaward and
Irrabaren Number Irrabaren Number plunging when
of 1.6-4. Surf zone of 0.7-1.95. Swash reach gavel berm.
processes absent. processes control. Irrabaren number
Little or no surf of 0.5-1.8.
zone processes. Dissipative surf
zone.
Beach widths Narrow 18-50m Narrow 30-80m Narrow <20m to
>60m.
Steepness of beach Tanß= 0.1-0.25 Tanß= 0.04-0.12 Tanß= 0.03-0.1
face (sand)
Tanß= 0.5-1.8
(gravel)
Other Highly reflective at Well-formed break Longshore
characteristics all stages of the point step and bar/trough system
tidal cycle. During sediment zonation. may develop.
storms the beach Sediment Cuspate
face is flattened transported up the morphology can
(Sherman, 1991). beach during develop. Reflective
storms to form a state dominates at
berm (Bird, 1976). high tide (Mason et
al., 1997).
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Figure 2.2: Schematic representation of the three gravel beach types, in cross section and plan view A)
pure gravel beach B) Mixed sand and gravel beach C) Composite gravel beach. The scale for each
beach is different (Jennings and Shulmeister, 2002:224).
2.2.2 Cross-Shore Sediment Zonation
Temporal and spatial differences in sediment size and type vary due to two main
reasons (1) sediment source area (2) hydraulic factors such as wave run-up limit
(McLean and Kirk, 1969).
New Zealand mixed sand and gravel beaches are derived predominately from
greywacke, the basic rock type of the mountain ranges. This rock is eroded by
glaciation, weathering processes and during transport by rivers. Because of this harsh
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abrasion, greywacke has a large range of sediment sizes that are not evenly distributed
across the beach profile by wave processes.
The varying shapes and sizes of sediments available to a mixed sand and gravel beach
tend to be distributed within different zones. Large sediments with lower sphericities
move easily up the beach face in the swash of high-energy waves. The sediment is
then unable to be entrained due to lower backwash velocities and the flat shape of the
particles. The smaller and often more rounded sediments are more easily moved by
the backwash so they are rolled back down to the lower foreshore area (Kirk, 1967).
Shape sorting is often visible across a profile and in 1967, Bluck recognised up to four
different sediment zones for gravel beaches. Discs tend to occupy the upper beach
and spheres dominate the lower. Imbrication often occurs in heterogeneous sediment
in which the smaller particles are trapped between the larger ones. Figure 2.3 displays
the zones of clast shape-size as given by Bluck (1999).
ZONES OF CLAST SHAPE-SIZE
LANGE DISC IMBRICATE OUTER FRAME --
Figure 2.3: Diagram of gravel beach profile with clast shape sorting and zonation
(Bluck, 1999:292).
Greywacke tends to erode into disc and blade shaped particles, which results in the
upper beach face being very distinctive and the spherical dominated infill and outer
frame zones not so easily identifiable. Shulmeister and Rouse (2003)considered that
mixed sand and gravel beaches are gravel beaches that lack the imbricate and the
outer frame zones in Bluck's (1967,1999)descriptions. This zonation has to be
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accounted for when collecting sediment samples especially so that temporal
comparisons can be made with past and future collections.
A general pattern of across shore sediment zonation in New Zealand mixed sand and
gravel beaches is apparent. Single (1992)introduced six sediment zones, as outlined
below. In this classification he used the shape descriptions from Sneed and Folk
(1958),which are given in Figure 2.4. Each of the zones do not have definite limits
but are progressive, displaying a gradual change along the profile:
Backshore Large discs (meansize 70mm) dominate this zone with the disc
Shape being very platy or bladed. The surface layer is two or three particles in depth
and sand sized material is dispersed amongst the larger clasts.
Barrier Crest Very bladed and bladed dominate over platy shaped particles although
there is a complete range of shapes present. Imbrication of the particles on the
seaward facing slope is well defined. The mean particle size is 45mm.
Upper Foreshore The complete range of shapes is present but dominated by
Bladed and platy shapes and is a result of a combination of events of different
magnitudes. This also leads to a mixture of sediment sizes with the mean size being
30mm.
Interberm Nadir The dominant shapes are bladed and platy although there is
an even spread of the rest of the shape range. This zone is also active in a range of
process magnitudes and can be covered in a lag deposit of sand sized particles. The
mean size is slightly less than 30mm.
Intermediate Berm There is a narrower selection of shape particles in this zone,
similar in shape to the backshore but with a smaller mean size (40mm)and few
particles are smaller than 20mm.
Lower Foreshore This zone is bimodal in size range with a mixture of sand to granule
sized particles (meansize 3-5mm) and pebble to cobble sized particles (meansize
18mm). The dominant shape of the larger clasts is bladed but tends towards the platy
end of the blade range of axis ratios.
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Figure 2.4: Classification of shapes of pebbles (Sneed and Folk 1958).
In section 2.2.1 it was stated that the swash zone is the engine room of mixed sand
and gravel beaches as this is where the most change occurs and where the process-
response system of the beach is at it's most dynamic. Swash and backwash therefore
play a major role in the sediment zonation of the whole beach profile. As waves enter
shallow water, wavelength shortens and height increases. Wave energy can be
defined as (Komar, 1998):
E= 1/8pgH2
Where, E-wave energy, p = the density of water, H= wave height.
From this equation it can be seen that available wave energy increases up a beach face
as water depth becomes shallow at the break point. The wave orbit motion moves
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sediment landward as water depth shallows, and wave height increases towards the
shore due to shoaling. The wave energy in the formula is the energy in the unbroken
wave. Larger waves generally have a larger swash, hence have a greater ability to
transport larger sediment. If swash occurred on its own, beaches would not be very
well sorted, as all of the material would be moved to the same point. The reason why
there is such strong foreshore sorting is due to the alternating swash and backwash
process as shown in Figure 2.5. Swash energy is released instantaneously when the
wave breaks compared to the backwash, which may occur over a number of seconds.
The low peak but long period of the backwash means that it is unable to move the
coarsest particles but can easily move fine material and because the movement period
is longer fine material can be transported offshore with each wave (Shulmeister and
Rouse, 2003). Bladed shaped sediments are difficult to entrain so are more likely to
be shifted during the swash motion. Motion of spherical particles is more easily
initiated. They move a longer distance in backwash, as they are more likely to roll
down the beach assisted by gravity.
Time in motion up beach
Time in motion down beach
Swash
Time (s)
Large disc - large net motion up beach
I i Large sphere - small net motion down beach
Small sphere - large net motion down beach
Figure 2.5: An idealised energy profile for swash and backwash. Note the high
peak but short duration of lower peak for the backwash, Shulmeister and Rouse,
2003:151)
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2.2.3 Longshore Sediment Transport
The movement of beach material alongshore has been a subject of interest in the field
of coastal geomorphology since the early nineteenth century. Early studies on
longshore transport were carried out by scientists such as Palmer, (1834)and Johnson
(1919)and included observations and general descriptions of particle movement.
As knowledge grew and the tools for carrying out quantitative analysis evolved the
study of longshore transport has become the most widely studied process that
contributes to morphological variation in beaches (e.g.Zenkovich, 1967; Komar,
1976,1975; Komar and Inman, 1970). The large-scale beach changes that result from
longshore transport especially draw the attention of those concerned with coastal
management. Zenkovich reinforced this in 1967 by stating that:
"Study of the processes that alter the appearance of the coastline begins with the
displacement of beach material along the shore" (p.317).
The majority of longshore transport studies have concentrated on either pure sand or
pure gravel beach systems. Sediment transport processes on mixed sand and gravel
beaches are poorly understood. Healy and Kirk (1992)believe that the transport of
fine and coarse sediments occurs as two separate units, with the distinct break point
step in the profile thought to act as a barrier to cross-shore sediment exchange. Once
fine sediment is transported off the beach from the swash zone it will not be returned
to the system.
On mixed sand and gravel beaches longshore transport occurs by wave drift in the
swash zone. These beaches have a single line of surf so longshore transport is
primarily related to the wave approach angle and wave power (Kirk, 1980). This
process is visible at the coast. A wave approaching the beach at an angle transforms
into a plunging breaker as it crosses the break point step. To the eye this is seen as a
peeling back of the wave in the direction of the longshore transport (Single, 1992).
Neale (1987)examined the processes and patterns of longshore sediment transport of
the mixed sand and gravel beaches south of Timaru. Neale thought that 'sediment
slugs', as referred to in Chapter One, developed from an event that produced a large
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amount of sediment for the coast to rework. The idea of sediment slugs is that
longshore transport processes move pulses of sediment along the beach in a consistent
manner hence ending up with some sections of the beach containing a greater
sediment volume than others. The sediment slugs concept in relation to volume will
be discussed more thoroughly in section 2.4.
Longshore sediment transport is common on mixed sand and gravel beaches,
especially on those to which rivers contribute the bulk of the sediment supply. The
sediments on mixed sand and gravel beaches include a wide range of particles and it is
expected that they would be dispersed in some type of regularity. Pettijohn and Ridge
(1932)described this as a variation series. The most common linear series is when a
bulk supply of gravel occurs at one section of the beach due to a river source or an
eroding cliff series. When there is a source point such as this, the grain size gradually
diminishes away from the source, as a result of attrition or transport processes.
Marshall (1929)described a variation series along a mixed sand and gravel beach
north of the Mohaka River, Hawke's Bay. He found that sorting improved away from
the river and also that the sediment size became smaller.
Kirk (1967)while studying mixed sand and gravel beaches of the Canterbury Bight,
South Island, found no obvious longshore size versus distance relationships. Single
(1992)also noted that sediment variation is greater across the beach profile than along
the shore during his study of the Waihao-Wainono barrier beach. Hicks and Todd
(2003)did find a variation in sediment size, with a northward fining of particle size.
2.2.4 Sediment Abrasion
Marshall (1928)was the first to focus his studies on the processes involved in the
breakdown of gravels on New Zealand beaches. He identified three processes of
gravel breakdown: abrasion, impact and grinding. From the tumbler experiment's
carried out by Marshall, grinding was found to have the greatest erosional force.
Grinding occurs when small grains are crushed by contact and pressure of larger sized
sediment. The major finding was that 24 hours of tumbler action would cause a
weight reduction of about 66% in greywacke sediments.
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Adams (1978)proposed that there are even higher abrasion rates on a natural beach
environment. He believed that in nature, abrasion would be three to four times greater
than that produced by an abrasion mill.
Later, Gibb and Adams (1982)carried out a study focusing on determining a sediment
budget between Oamaru and Banks Peninsula on the South Island's east coast. They
stated that abrasion rates for greywacke could reach 93%. Gibb and Adams (1982)
used the abrasion value given by Adams (1978). However, Hemmingsen (2001)
considered that the single sample used by Adams (1978)was too small for an abrasion
rate assumption to be made.
Matthews (1983)researched a swash-dominated section of Palliser Bay, Wairarapa
and estimated an attrition rate of 40% per year or a gravel life expectancy in the swash
zone of around 2.5 years. This research did not take into account the upper beach face
which has short periods with swash processes acting on it so therefore would have a
lower rate (Shulmeister and Rouse, 2003).
More recent work by Hemmingsen (2001,2004, in review, in press) along the
Canterbury Bight has considerably advanced the understanding of abrasion on mixed
sand gravel beaches. Hemmingsen (2001)produced a major finding in that the
sediments from Washdyke near Timaru abraded more than those from Ashburton
further north along the Bight. Results from this study also show that no single value
can represent the abrasional behaviour of greywacke on mixed sand and gravel
beaches. She proposed several reasons as to why differences in abrasion rates
between sites occur, the source and hydraulic selection of sediments and the possible
effects of wave energy and the wave environment.
Hemmingsen (2004,in review) found that abrasion processes are not just dependent
on grain size but significant differences in abrasion rates were found to occur due to
differences in the sediment textural mixture of beaches. It was also found that it is no
longer just sufficient to look at physical processes associated with abrasion, but that
there is a distinct chemical weathering component as well (Eikaas and Hemmingsen,
in press). Weathering rinds developed when the stones were stationary, and abrasion
was still caused by movement. The reason why the backshore sediments abrade
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quicker than expected for their size, is that the stones are stationary for longer in this
area of the beach, hence have more developed rinds. Eikaas and Hemmingsen (in
press) found there are temporary effects of oxidation of greywacke sediments where
there is a reciprocal relationship between Fe3 and Fe2 due to the salinity of water in
which the sediment particles are being transported.
2.3 Mixed Sand and Gravel Barriers
2.3.1 Barrier Beaches
Hesp and Short (1999:307)define a barrier as a shore parallel, sub-aerial and sub-
aqueous accumulation of detrital sediment (sand/boulders)formed by waves, tides and
aeolian processes. Essentially a barrier is a coastal landform which acts as a
'barrier'
between the sea and older coastal landforms or mainland bedrock. Forbes et al.
(1995)believe that barriers can also be distinguished from beaches in that they have
washover slopes. The Waihao-Wainono coast fits both the stated criteria.
The first writings on the origin of barriers dates to De Beaumont (1845)who believed
barrier emergence occurred through the upward movement of sand bars. Gilbert
(1885)proposed that barriers evolved from longshore drift. Apart from this early
work, little progress was made in understanding barriers until the 1960's and most of
this work was with reference to sandy barriers (Hesp and Short, 1999).
The literature pertaining to gravel barrier beaches is somewhat limited. The majority
of research has focussed on the Paraglacial gravel barriers of eastern Canada, Ireland
and England. Most barriers at these locations tend to have a limited supply of
sedinient and it can be said that they make up sediment-starved coasts (Hesp and
Short, 1999). The mixed sand and gravel barriers on the east coast of the South
Island, New Zealand are termed quasi-paraglacial coasts dominated by fluvial
deposits and incorporating glacial outwash (Armon, 1974; Gibb and Adams, 1982).
The barriers along the east coast, South Island have formed under different conditions,
as the sediment supply from the rivers and fans is abundant, although many of the
balTiers
are in an erosional state (Soons et al., 1997).
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2.3.2 Barrier Type and Evolution
Barriers range considerably in all aspects such as size, type, composition, position
compared to the mainland, and stability. There are five main controls proposed by
Carter et al., (1989)that contribute to the form and behavioural characteristics of a
barrier:
1) Sea-level control
2) Basement control
3) Sediment supply control
4) Tidal and wave regimes
5) Textural control imposed by barrier materials
A sixth control can be added from research carried out by Orford et al., (2002):
6) Sediment volume and rate of output
Researchers believe different factors to have varying degrees of importance, but it is
generally agreed that sea level control and sediment supply control are the two of
greatest importance to barrier formation and stability (e.g.Orford et al., 1995, 1996,
2002; Carter et al., 1989). Different regimes have at least one dominant control and
as the barrier changes so too does the dominant control.
Sea level as previously stated is often regarded as being the driving force of barrier
formation and change. In areas where sea level is rising, transgressing barriers and
eroding cliffs dominate. Carter et al., (1989)researched barrier evolution under
differing sea level regimes using Ireland and Nova Scotia as the main study sites.
Both the Irish and Canadian sites were mesotidal paraglacial coastlines and were
exposed to high energy dominant wave conditions. The difference between the two
sites was in the rate of sea level rise. The Irish coast was experiencing a 1.5mm/yr
compared to the Canadian coast, which had double the rate of 2-3mm/yr sea level rise.
They concluded that in areas of slow relative sea level change, the sediment supply
gradually declines and the barrier then turns to other sources to remain stable. In areas
where a lagoon was enclosed by a barrier, the hydraulic pressure asserted by the
lagoon is a major control as water seeps through the barriers and causes channelling,
which is then controlled by the Basement structure. The waves can then change the
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morphology of the barrier and how it functions. In contrast to this, during rapid sea
level rise, the sediment supply is extremely dynamic in that it may switch from an
abundant sediment supply to a scarce supply because as the sea level rises, waves
have new areas to erode.
Sediment supply is directly related to sea level rise, especially in the Irish and
Canadian examples. When there is an excess supply of sediment often an aggradation
of ridges forms, appearing as a staircase type feature towards the sea. Where
sediment supply is less abundant, the barriers respond by morphological change to
stabilise against wave action and sea level rise. Some barriers respond by a change in
barrier geometry such as changes in slope, width and height and in others
cannibalisation occurs, which involves the reworking of areas of the barrier that have
greater sediment volumes to supplement a weaker area in another section of the
barrier. These processes may cause barrier stretching and ultimately points in the
barrier, which will eventually breach. The most common force of barrier destruction
is through the remobilisation of sediments, especially in locations where the barrier
may have already breached (Carter et al., 1989; Hesp and Short, 1999)
The many different controlling factors of barrier evolution determine the ultimate
form of a barrier. A morphodynamic model has been developed by Canadian and
British researchers. Forbes et al., (1990)developed a scheme for the classification of
barriers which was later refined by Orford et al., (1991).Barriers are separated into
two types: drift aligned and swash aligned. These two barrier types are based upon
the shoreline configuration of the barrier in reaction to longshore sediment surplus or
scarcity (Orford et al., 1995). Where downdrift sediment supply is sufficient for
longshore transport, accretional morphologies will result terming the barrier to be drift
aligned. Swash aligned barriers occur where downdrift sediment supply is
insufficient for the available longshore power such that sediment already deposited on
the barrier is remobilised by the excess energy. The sediment already in the barrier is
then liable to erosion (Orford et al., 1996). Figure 2.6 is used to explain the
evolutionary typology of gravel barriers on a paraglacial coast undergoing
transgression.
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Figure 2.6: Evolutionary typology for gravel barriers on a paraglacial coast undergoing transgression
(Forbes et al., 1995:68).
In the conceptual model, barrier structures go through a three stage evolution: (1)
Initiation of a spit downdrift of the point source in either a swash or drift alignment
(2)development of a mature shore-parallel spit or shore normal barrier (3)breakdown
of the barrier through storm overtopping or sediment starvation (Forbes et al., 1995).
Orford et al., (1996)developed a different model in that they believe there are four
major distinctive domains: growth, consolidation, breakdown and reformation (Figure
2.7). The domains reflect the importance of the controls stated above and is a
variation of that described by Forbes et al., (1995).
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Figure 2.7:The four main barrier domains as defined in terms of response
between relative sediment supply and relative barrier crest height. (Orford et al.,
1996:601).
The growth domain is dependent on increasing sediment supply and ridges are formed
with low crests. The sediment supply reaches a peak and then moves into the
consolidation domain as the sediment supply rate is reduced but consistent, and a
barrier moves into a drift aligned or swash aligned phase. The crest of the barrier
increases even though there has been a reduction in the sediment supply due to the
increasing shoreline realignment. The breakdown domain contains three phases; slow
rollover, fast rollover and dissolution. Slow rollover is a sign of barrier transgression
and is an indication of washover processes occurring. During consolidation, rollover
is viewed as stable as the barrier is simply gaining its spatial position. In this state the
barrier can respond to the effects of sea level rise and may also increase in height.
Slow rollover generally occurs on barrier's where the sediment sizes are ordered in a
regular distribution across shore. Fast rollover is a phase in which the barrier is less
stable. The diminishing sediment supply along with the reduction in sediment volume
will cause spatial instability. Because the barrier transgresses at a fast rate the textural
variation is quite random and does not tend to display across shore zonation of most
mixed sand and gravel beaches. These two phases highlight the importance of
textural variation within a barrier. The final phase of the breakdown domain is
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dissolution where the unstable barrier can lead to weakened zones within the barrier
ultimately causing breaching. During this phase, the basement geometry determines
the potential for barrier reformation, the final domain. The sediment eroded from a
weakened area of the barrier is then transported and used to construct a new barrier
form. This domain process has occurred in the high latitude regions but it is not
known whether this is the case for mid-latitude regions such as New Zealand.
According to this classification, the Waihao-Wainono barrier is between the
breakdown and consolidation domains. Orford et al., (1996)realise there is no set
control on the evolution of barriers but the domains they have presented simply imply
that there is a set of controls through which environmental interactions create and
destruct barriers.
2.3.3 Barrier Breaching
Barrier breaching has been discussed in the literature in relation to barrier evolution
and as a phase within it. Breaching occurs as a result of barrier instability, which is
defined by the antecedent conditions of the barrier and the processes operating on it.
Barriers often enclose lagoons and other important ecological environments. The
human population has also spread to previously uninhabited coastal areas and now
barriers not only enclose lagoons but also act as protection against the sea for
farmland and urban areas. Barrier breaching in many areas has become a hazard to
many with financial and ecological assets near the coast.
Barrier breaching has been studied with relation to sea level rise, sediment supply,
tidal and wave conditions but only recently have studies been carried out that offer a
view on the internal structure and sedimentary stratigraphy of barriers (Bluck, 1999;
Orford, 1984). Antecedent morphology of the barrier and the ability for a barrier to
self organise is critical. How well a barrier can do this is often dependent on the
basement structure, which in essence provides the room for sediment accumulation.
The volume of sediment, its characteristics and the morphological structure is critical
in defence against storm waves and breaching.
The antecedent morphology, also termed the basement structure, defines a number of
attributes of gravel barriers. The form of the basement structure provides a base for
the barrier to build upon. In terms of basement geometry, barriers are classified as
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either 'fringing' or
'free-standing'. Fringing barriers occur when a barrier is formed
against a cliff face and free-standing barriers are exactly that and are able to migrate
landward (Carter and Orford, 1993). As sea level rises, a fringing barrier is
susceptible to being drowned and barrier reformation is dependent upon cliff supply.
The basement defines the width of the initial barrier development and also the
gradient to which the barrier will develop. The base of a barrier is also the point that
is most resistant to wave energy and provides hinge points for sediment to accumulate
(Orford et al., 2002).
Sediments then start to distribute across the basement, eventually forming the highest
point of the barrier termed the crest. The morphological form of the barrier is defined
by the supply of sediment and the forcing involved to move it. The beach crest will
be highest if it is formed by high energy storm waves compared to a flatter beach crest
formed by lower energy swell waves. The height of the crest is defined by sediment
characteristics such as size, shape and sorting. The larger the sediment size, the
higher the beach face gradient and the resulting permeability as there is more space
between each sediment particle for water to move through. Because of the swash and
backwash processes on a mixed sand and gravel beach, most of the sediment is
removed from the lower part of the swash zone than from the upper part as discussed
in section 2.2 (Masselink and Li, 2001; Caldwell and Williams, 1985). Ultimately a
steepened beach gradient then leads to the barrier becoming weakened and vulnerable
to breaching during storms (Todd, 1991).
2.3.4 Internal Barrier Structure
Internal stratigraphic studies of mixed sand and gravel beaches are limited firstly
because sand beach studies have been the dominant focus and secondly, studying the
internal structure is a difficult process to carry out, as it often involves large scale
excavation, trenching and coring. Bluck (1967)and Carr (1969)were among the first
to research size grading along gravel beaches. Carr collected surface sediment
samples along a number of profiles on Chesil beach, England. Samples were also
collected from boreholes from the beach ridge, the backslope and a raised beach. The
surface samples showed the coarsest gravels to be situated on the crest and the
overwash fans, with the smaller pebbles to be found on the lower foreshore. The
borehole samples highlighted a general decrease in size and an increase in pebble
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angularity with distance below the surface. The major benefit of investigating the
internal structure of mixed sand and gravel beaches is that it provides insight into their
long term dynamics to complement studies of short term barrier process and form
(Neal et al., 2002).
Bluck (1999)in a study of gravel beach sequences in Wales and Namibia used both
natural and man-made sections to provide an example of the internal structure of
barrier beaches. From his study he identified three lithosomic sheets all composed of
different clast assemblages- the degree to which clasts show uniformity in size and
shape. The first type of gravel lithosome identified is that of regressive barrier bars
that form as a result to uneven sediment distribution, forming a bar seaward of the
beach. This occurs when sediment supply is high compared to the wave energy or
when the sea level is falling. The second type of gravel lithosome sheet contained
continuous sheets of gravel due to a continuous supply of sediment to the beach,
therefore allowing it to build seaward. The final type of lithosomic sheet identified is
of transgressive nature. Bluck (1999)found a truncated stack of lower foreshore
deposits produced in response to the transgression of barriers.
Since the first attempts to understand the internal structure of barrier beaches were
undertaken, the tools for carrying out this research have advanced and in the last ten
years Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) has helped scientists to form a picture of what
lies beneath the surface of barriers. GPR is a non-invasive method of gathering
information on the stratigraphic structure of internal deposits and is most efficient
when used on low conductive sands and gravels (Leatherman, 1988; Jol et al., 1996;
Neal et al., 2002). GPR is the transmission, reflection and reception of
electromagnetic waves. Reflections in the stratigraphy occur due to the differing
properties of sediments.
Van Heteren et al., (1998)focussed on the interpretations of reflections produced by a
GPR system taken from a decade of research along a New England paraglacial coast.
This work involved one primary aim; to define and characterise GPR facies and to
present the interpretations of them. Van Heteren et al., (1998)were successful and
identified interpretations for eight different GPR facies. Figure 2.8 contains the results
found. Mixed sand and gravel beaches can best be identified through oblique facies,
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which were found to be linked to Pleistocene outwash deltas that provide sediment for
gravel barriers. Basin-fill facies are those which are likely to occur on barriers backed
by a lagoon environment. Van Heteren et al., (1998)believe that GPR as a tool used
by itself is not sufficient in determining the internal structure of barriers and that the
use of GPR with core sampling and excavation techniques is the most efficient
technique.
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Figure 2.8:GPR facies and their interpretation in a paraglacial coast setting.
(Van Heteren et al., 1998:186).
Neal et al., (2002)presented the results of GPR investigations into the internal
sedimentary structure of mixed sand and gravel beaches at Suffolk, southeast
England. The GPR method was used because beach excavations were unsuccessful as
there was little cohesiveness of the gravel and it was impossible to gain relevant data.
High frequency GPR surveys were performed along transect lines that were used as
part of a two tier monitoring programme in hope of determining a detailed
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progradational history of the barrier. Neal et al., (2002)found that berm ridges on the
backshore display a simple internal structure consisting of one or two seaward dipping
beds. This combined with the monitoring data showed that the characteristic
formation developed due to specific storm events leading to the landward migration of
berm ridges from lower sections on the beach face. Results determine that the beach
ridges consist of horizontally and vertically stacked backshore and foreshore deposits
that formed during periods of high overtop and overwash of the beach crest.
Although the GPR proved successful on some areas of the beach, it proved to be
unsuccessful on the present shoreface so shallow excavations were used instead.
During another study carried out on the English coast, Neal et al., (2003)found
similar stratigraphies when investigating Cheniers, a special type of beach ridge that
are anchored in the upper foreshore and surrounded to landward, seaward and beneath
by tidal mudflats. This study was focused on distinguishing the various beach ridge
deposits and to identify the processes responsible in their formation. Neal et al.,
(2003)found similar results to that of the study described above, in that deposits
formed through storm induced processes are characterised by gently dipping
landward, sub parallel stratification.
The knowledge of GPR as a method for determining the internal stratigraphy of mixed
sand and gravel barriers has changed the way research is carried out. It does however
seem that this method is most useful for understanding the different geological
components of barriers. Through reviewing the gravel barrier literature in relation to
breaching and the internal structure it is evident that changes in sediment
characteristics such as shape, size and sorting have had little attention. Calculations of
the actual barrier volume (theamount of sediment that accommodates the space
provided by the basement structure) have been largely ignored in terms of the possible
relationship it may have with breach sites.
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2.4 Barrier Studies in New Zealand
Coastal barriers are wide spread around New Zealand's extensive coastline (Figure
2.9) and range from barrier islands to strand-plains. Barriers also occur in a range of
sediment types consisting of sand in some areas and cobbles in others. Therefore as
well as gaining knowledge on mixed sand and gravel barriers, there is also a growing
understanding of New Zealand's sandy barriers, although for both types this
knowledge is limited.
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and Hesp, 2003:165)
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Some barriers are located adjacent to rivers where sediment output is high, such as the
barriers along the South Canterbury Coast. The contemporary relationship between
sediment input and barrier formation seems to be poor. For many New Zealand
barriers, greater significance to barrier formation can be placed on offshore gradients
and antecedent morphology rather than on the river sediment inputs. (Shepherd and
Hesp, 2003).
Shepherd and Hesp (2003)provide a classification scheme for New Zealand barriers.
They state that barriers may be barrier islands (withno attachment to the mainland) or
be completely attached to the mainland. In Australia, barriers are termed to be either
regressive or transgressive (formedduring falling or rising sea levels) or still stand
(stablesea-level) (Roy et al., 1994). Shepherd and Hesp (2003)believe New Zealand
barriers cannot be classified in such a way due to the varying nature of the
environment. For example, New Zealand is a very tectonically active country and
relative sea level curves are different at different locations around the coast. In terms
of New Zealand sand barriers Shepherd and Hesp have classified them through their
morphological parameters (Figure 2.10). It must be noted that these authors did not
formulate mixed sand and gravel barrier classifications, although they have
incorporated a classification, which accounts for various ridges consisting of gravel or
shell material, within a predominantly sandy barrier. The Waihao-Wainono barrier is
mixed sand and gravel barrier so does not fit into Shepherd and Hesp's (2003)
classification. The use of the sandy barrier classification in this thesis is to highlight
the wide range of New Zealand barriers and to show that they occur throughout all
sediment types and sizes.
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Figure 2.10: Characteristics of New Zealand Barrier Types (Shepherd and Hesp (2003:175).
As mentioned earlier, barriers form in varying environments. The New Zealand coast
is scattered with estuarine and lagoonal features, of which several authors have
studied. Like barrier classification, a number of classifications on estuaries and
lagoons have been provided (e.g.Hume, and Herdendorf, 1998; Pethick, 1984; Owen,
1992; Kjerve, 1994). Kirk and Lauder (1994)concluded that the coastal waterbodies
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of the east and south coasts of the South Island cannot be characterised as estuaries.
Instead, Kirk and Lauder (1994)have described two types of lagoon as being either
'river mouth lagoons' or
'coastal lakes', named hapua and waituna respectively.
Table 2.3 is provided below outlining the major characteristics of both hapua and
waituna.
Table 2.3: Characteristics of both Hapua and Waituna (After Kirk and Lauder, 1994).
Hapua Waituna
• Coarse grained MSG • Coarse grained MSG
• Braided rivers flow into them • High energy coasts
• Predominantly freshwater • Predominantly freshwater
• Run parallel along the coast • Coasts in long term or chronic erosion
• Impounded by long, narrow spit • Hinge points or loci of coastal change
• Prone to breaching • Prone to breaching
• Distinctive sequence of creation and • Occupy low-lying interfan depressions
destruction • Positive hydrological balances
• Shallow <3deep
Both Hapua and Waituna can be likened to choked lagoons as described by Kjerfve
(1994).Kjerfve identified three types of coastal lagoon, choked, restricted and leaky
lagoons (Figure 2.11). Choked lagoons are located in high-energy environments
where waves are the dominant force and where longshore drift is prevalent, such as at
Wainono Lagoon.
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Figure 2.11: Choked (a),restricted (b),and leaky (c)lagoons as defined by Kjerfve (1994)
Waituna have small fluvial inflows, contain finer sediments and have fewer and
infrequent openings to the sea. Hapua are river mouth lagoons dominated by large
fluvial flows (Kirk and Lauder, 1994). One major difference between hapua and
waituna is that many waituna type lagoons over the years have become smaller due to
the effects of long term erosion. A good example of this is Waimataitai lagoon near
Timaru which was destroyed in the early 1930's. Of importance to this study is that
Kirk and Lauder (1994)recognised that both hapua and waituna are prone to
breaching. Hapua and waituna differ from lagoons elsewhere in the world such as
those described by Carter et al., (1984)and Jennings et al., (1997).
The most recent study of hapua and waituna was carried out by Hart (1999).Hart
directed her investigation at the balance between marine and fluvial processes
operating on hapua. At both the Ashburton and the Hurunui hapua, it was found that
during times of low river flow, waves are the most dominant factor in influencing
hapua change. Several new types of hapua behaviour were identified. One of the
findings was that flood induced secondary breaches tend to occur some distance from
the actual river mouth. Hart examined patterns of permeability within hapua barriers
and in doing so stated that it can also be applied to barriers fronting waituna such as
Wainono lagoon. It was found that the permeability of the sediments decreased with
depth, although this trend was interrupted by intermediate layers of sediments with
high and low permeabilities. The different permeability layers within the barrier
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increases the susceptibility of a barrier to breach due to fluidisation failures.
Permeability is explained further in Chapter Seven.
Kaitorete Barrier and Te Waihora south of Banks peninsula have been the focus of
several "barrier" studies. From the earliest researchers, Speight (1930)hypothesised
that the lake processes of Te Waihora built a series of ridges and that overtopping
formed the stratification of sediments.
Armon (1974)carried out a study on the geomorphology of Kaitorete barrier and the
surrounding relict ridges. He studied the sediments at the various ridges and of the
Kaitorete barrier and found there to be a difference. Armon (1974)found that the
sediments of the ridges showed flatter characteristics than those of the Kaitorete
barrier, which were more rounded in shape. The sediment of the ridges showed
sorting by wave action was limited suggesting that very little sorting had been
attributed to wave action. In contrast the rounded sediments of Kaitorete barrier
suggested considerable sorting along the coast. He posited that those sediments on
the ridges were lake formed rather than marine derived like those on the barrier.
Kirk (1969),through studying the coastal processes in the Canterbury Bight found
that sediment arriving from the south was only of a small amount meaning that barrier
modification is inevitable. Hemmingsen (1997)found the Kaitorete barrier sediment
supply to be in equilibrium, but noted that if in the future there is insufficient
sediment availability, then the barrier will scavenge sediment from itself and move
inland. Under these conditions Te Waihora, which is now classed as a waituna, may
become an open estuary as erosion of the barrier may naturally open it to the sea.
The most recent study of the Kaitorete barrier was by Hemmingsen (1997).Her main
findings were that evidence of overtopping has occurred during storms, and in times
of high water level in the earliest stages of the barrier's development.
Pickrill (1976)undertook a geomorphological study of the Wairau valley in order to
quantify the hypotheses proposed by Cotton (1913)that this coastline had eroded
either as a delta or by the infilling of a lagoon. The spit known locally as the 'Boulder
Bank' consists of coarse cobbles. However, the cliffs nearby produce finer grained
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sediment and the Awatere River has no material coarser than fine sand within it for a
distance of 10km from the mouth.
Pickrill found the presence of marine blue clays indicating a lagoonal or offshore
environment. These lagoonal beds thinned further landward. Combined with the
coarsening of the sediments inland, Pickrill (1976)concluded that the characteristics
found were due to the shallowing of 'Wairau bay' in its transition to a waituna type
lagoon as the barrier formed across the bay. This transition is similar to that of Te
Waihora.
2.4.1 Barrier Volume
Neale (1987)developed a concept of longshore sediment transport named sediment
slugs, as mentioned earlier. Through the use of this term he identified the movement
of slugs of material along the beach as being linked to the supply of sediment into the
system from major events such as cliff erosion and river flooding. He identified the
pulses of sediment passing through the system as shown in Figure 2.12 and estimated
the average rate of slug movement along the Waihao-Wainono coast to be 1.15km/yr.
A slug was identified through variations about the mean foreshore volume. An
increase in average volume above the mean indicated the presence of a sediment slug
at a particular site.
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Figiire 2.12: The translation of a slug of sediment alongshore (afterNeale 1987).
Single (1992)tested Neale's concept of sediment slugs and through his analysis of
beach foreshore volumes it is visible that variations in sediment volume exist along
the Waihao-Wainono coast. Single found the average difference in sediment volume
between the slug crest and the slug trough as being 50.5m3, VOTy CÏOse to the 45m3
that Neale calculated. Single (1992)believes that sediment slugs play an important
role in determining the antecedent morphology available to dissipate wave energy. A
slug crest is evidence of a healthy beach as the increased volume provides protection
against wave attack. The beach crest is higher and the foreshore is able to absorb and
dissipate most of the energy before reaching the crest of the barrier and overtopping
by waves is minimised. In contrast the profile containing the sediment trough is more
susceptible to overtopping by wave run up as this part of the barrier contains a smaller
volume of sediment. This is the area most prone to barrier breaching.
Hicks and Todd (2003)constructed a sediment budget model for the different cells of
the Waitaki coast, north of the Waitaki River. They concluded that the barrier volume
has remained constant over several thousand years, because if there were a sediment
deficit, the barrier would have ceased to exist and if there was a surplus, a series of
accretionary ridges would be evident. Net beach volume was used as the determinant
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of barrier volume rather than gross beach volume as it is more useful in determining
the health of a barrier and its response to storm waves (Single, 1992). The net beach
volume determines the amount of beach gravel on the barrier without the influence of
substrate material.
For their study, Hicks and Todd (2003)determined the volume above an assumed
substrate surface; being a horizontal line from the backshore to the beach crest then
downward sloping to the mean sea level line as displayed in Figure 2.13. Hicks and
Todd (2003)note the discrepancies involved in calculating the net beach volume by
assuming a substrate profile line. For cliff-backed profiles, a net beach volume was
not estimated, as knowledge of where a cliff substrate may be situated was very
limited. Through the use of Environment Canterbury surveys and as discussed by
Single (1992),Hicks and Todd believe that storm wave washover is related to beach
ridge gravel volume. At the Wainono profile, crest retreat appears to be related to a
low net beach volume. The volume appears to be greatest in the ridges in front of the
Wainono lagoon. At this site all of the sediment above the mean sea level appears to
be barrier gravels.
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Figure 2.13: Assumed volume calculations used by Hicks and Todd (2003).
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In terms of further research on the Waihao-Wainono barrier, Hicks and Todd suggest
sampling of beach material across the profile is important, as well as gaining material
from within the barrier. Because the use of an assumed substrate was needed to
estimate beach volume at different sites, an estimate is just that, and they suggest that
profiling of the substrate beneath the barrier will offer more insights into the barriers
behaviour in both terms of volume and its relationship to breach events. This study is
the basis for the author's research.
2.5 Summary
This chapter has presented a review of mixed sand and gravel beach and barrier
literature. The primary aim of this section was to provide a base for the understanding
of mixed sand and gravel barrier beaches.
The general characteristics of mixed sand and gravel beaches provided by Kirk (1980)
are essential in terms of understanding the way in which mixed sand and gravel
beaches function. Jennings and Shulmeister (2002)have provided a condition state
model for gravel beaches a) pure gravel beaches b) mixed sand and gravel beaches
and c) composite beaches all of which function in slightly different ways.
Barrier beaches were discussed with example from both the global and local context.
Within the international context Carter et al., (1989)and Forbes et al., (1991)have
provided evolutionary typologies for the formation of barriers in the Canadian setting
in which barriers are separated into two types, swash aligned and drift aligned,
relating to longshore transport.
With regard to the New Zealand context, studies from Kaitorete barrier highlight the
formation and destruction of the barrier and the development of the waituna, Te
Waihora. Hemmingsen (1997)studied the geomorphology of the barrier and outlined
the phase of its evolution and destruction. Hart (1999)carried out a major study on
river mouth dynamics along the South Canterbury coast. Her permeability studies
have implications for why the barrier may breach at certain points.
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This thesis is based on collecting accurate data on barrier volume. Hicks and Todd
(2003)have in the past estimated the volume of the Waihao-Wainono barrier. A
greater accuracy is required in order to fully understand how the barrier functions.
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Chapter Three
Waihao-Wainono Barrier
3.1 Introduction
This chapter provides a detailed description of the study area. The geologic and
geomorphic features of the study area are described in order to understand the major
influences that contribute to the form and function of the Waihao-Wainono barrier.
3.2 Location of the Study Area
The Waihao-Wainono barrier is located in the Waimate District an area bounded by
the Waitaki River to the south, the Pareora River to the north and the Hakataramea
Valley to the west. The Pacific Ocean acts as the eastern boundary. Figure 3.1
outlines the study area and includes place names described in the text.
In 1840, the first descriptions of the coast were made by travellers using the barrier
beach as a track between Christchurch and Dunedin. It was not until the 1890's when
the influence of the Waitaki River was highlighted and described as the major
sediment contributor to the coast (Single, 1992).
The area is dominated by two major features, the Waitaki River and the Hunters Hills.
The geomorphology of the area is attributable to the deposition of gravels from the
Waitaki River, draining regions of the McKenzie Country, and smaller coastal streams
draining the Hunters Hills. The Hunters Hills rise from a flat alluvial plain formed by
alluvial outwash fans of the Waitaki River, draining a catchment area of 2400km2
The Waihao-Wainono barrier acts as the interface between the Pacific Ocean and the
hinterland area and is composed of gravels transported by the rivers from the Southern
Alps and from the cliffs of the alluvial fan.
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Figure 3.1: Location of the study area including place names mentioned in the
text (Scale 1:20,000).
3.3 Description of the Waihao-Wainono Barrier
3.3.1 Geology
An understanding of the geology of the study area is important as the coastline and
surrounding hinterland develop according to the basement structure of the sediments,
as well as in response to the different processes acting upon it.
The geology of the study area is shown in Figure 3.2 and illustrates the geologic units
of the area. The Quaternarygeology of the area is derived from Pleistocene glacial
activity and to a much lesser extent, tectonic activity. A geological time scale is
provided in Appendix 1. The Waitaki River, in the past experienced long phases of
alluvial fan building in which the river carrying large supplies of sediment aggraded,
which ultimately led to the construction of a broad alluvial fan (Hewson, 1977).
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While the glaciers advanced, the sea level lowered and the coastline shifted east by
considerable distances. When the climate became warmer, the sea level rose and has
continued to do so until its present position. Erosion of the coastline has led to the
truncation of this alluvial fan and the shortening of the Waitaki River. Wave action,
the contemporary context, has caused the shoreline to retreat, forcing the river mouth
to arrive at the coast, at a uniform grade. Erosion of the coastline has also left areas of
cliffs (Hicks et al., 2002; Hewson, 1977).
The back barrier area from the Waitaki River to Pareora is largely composed of
greywacke gravels laid down during the late Pleistocene (20,000to 70,000 years
before present). These gravels are assumed by Mutch (1963)to be part of the Morven
formation (60,000-70,000years B.P) or of the younger Waikaura formation that
occurred 40,000-50,000 years B.P. Areas of Holocene alluvial material are also
present near riverbeds and form the base of the Wainono Lagoon. This type of
sediment is younger than the greywacke gravels that comprise the Hunter Hills and
the hinterland and was laid down 20,000 years ago towards the end of the last
glaciation.
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Figure 3.2:Geological map of the North Otago, South Canterbury region (After Hewson, 1977).
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3.3.2 Geomorphology
The present topography was shaped during the later stages of the Pleistocene,
denuding the area of its tertiary and cretaceous features. Greywacke is the dominant
sediment type of the area along with much lesser amounts of schist and argillite
(Oborn, 1978). These are the sediments of which the Waihao-Wainono barrier is
composed.
The Waitaki to Timaru Coast can be morphologically divided into four sections:
• The coast from Oamaru to 15km north of the Waitaki River
• North of the Waitaki fan to the Makikihi River (Waihao-Wainono Lowlands)
• The coast from Makikihi to St Andrew's
• The coast from St Andrew's to Timaru
The southern section entails the coast from Oamaru to the start of the study area,
15km north of the Waitaki River. Within this section, the shoreline is backed by cliffs
where the sea has eroded the alluvial fan over the past 7,000 years. Waihao-Wainono
barrier lies in front of the cliffs and contains sediment derived from both the cliffs and
the Waitaki River. The river itself lies within the Waitaki valley and is also fronted
by a barrier beach in which it maintains an ever-changing opening to the sea (Hicks et
al., 2002; Hicks and Todd, 2003; Hewson, 1977).
Along the second section, north of the Waitaki fan to the Makikihi River, the barrier is
backed by a lowland area termed by many (eg.Single, 1992; Hicks et al., 2002;
Hicks and Todd, 2003) as the Waihao-Wainono lowlands. There are a number of
small rivers and streams that drain to the lowland coast. Sinclair's Creek is located on
the south side of the Waihao River and drains a small catchment of 1lkm2. The creek
is often dry and any water that is present is discharged by seepage through beach
gravels. Waimate Creek drains into the Dead Arm, with the water eventually ending
up in the Waihao River. The Makikihi River drains the area to the north of the
Wainono Lagoon. The mouth of this river is closed for the majority of time and opens
only in times of high river flow which is able to force the mouth open.
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The barrier beach reaches maximum heights of 6.5m above mean sea level and
experiences a northward reduction in height. The barrier grows wider to the north and
in combination with the reduced height, creates a flatter, more stable foreshore. Figure
3.3 shows a profile of the barrier at the Ryan's Road site at the southern end and the
Hook Swamp Road site at the northern end of the barrier. The multi berm
morphology outlined by Kirk (1980)and Single (1992)is also evident on these
profiles.
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Figure 3.3: Beach profiles from (A) Ryan's Road site and (B) Hook Swamp Road site. Ryan's road is
steeper and Hook Swamp Road is flatter.
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The hinterland area lies at low elevations behind the barrier, typically 2-3m above
mean sea level. The lowest area encountered is the Wainono Lagoon, which occupies
a depression behind the barrier. In this section of the coast the barrier is
'rolled over'
onto land by storm waves that are high enough to overtop the barrier. The rate of this
rollover depends on the frequency and magnitude of storms (Hicks and Todd, 2003).
Rollover and inundation events along the South Canterbury coast are discussed in
more detail in section 3.4.
The planform of the coastline is concave to Makikihi and then forms a convex shape
between Makikihi and Timaru (Hicks and Todd, 2003). Sediment supply to this
section of the coast is from the Waihao River, Waimate Creek and Makikihi River.
These local rivers are small so most of the sediment on this part of the coast has been
transported north from the Waitaki coastal cliffs and the Waitaki River (Pieters,
1996).
The area from St Andrew's to Timaru is again morphologically different to that of the
more southerly regions of the coastline. Loess cliffs are the major feature of this area
and they provide little sediment to the fronting barrier. The area north to Timaru is an
embayment type coast and is composed of sediment from the Pareora River and the
remaining sediment drifting from the south. Basalt bedrock forms the coast 3-4km
south of Timaru and is especially visible at Tuhawaiki Point.
3.3.3 Wainono Lagoon and the Waihao Box
An area that is particularly vulnerable to overtopping and breaching is Wainono
Lagoon. The lagoon occupies a shallow depression behind the barrier and is the
lowest area of hinterland; sitting at an elevation only just above mean sea level, in its
normal state water levels reach 1m above MSL. The Wainono Lagoon extends 2.5km
along the coast and in total is 325 hectares (Pemberton, 1980). Salt marsh and
wetlands surround the lagoon, adding a further 140 hectares. The catchment area,
which the lagoon acts as a storage area for, is 252km2. The lagoon does not have a
direct opening to the sea; instead it drains via the Waihao "Dead Arm". This Dead
Arm meanders from the south east corner of the lagoon in a south westerly direction
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for 3.4km and then runs behind the barrier for a further 4km until reaching the mouth
of the Waihao River. Figure 3.4 shows the lowland area.
The Waihao River also does not have a natural opening to the sea. To combat the
lack of a permanent opening, the Waihao Box structure was built in 1897 with the
intent to provide an outlet for the river. The current box measures 60m long, 4.6m
wide, and 1.2m high, with the top reaching a height of 2.3m above mean sea level
(Figure 3.5). Mechanical assistance is oñen required to clear the sediment that has
built up in front of the structure so that the water can be released. The box is closed
for around 75% of the time after initially being designed to provide an open mouth in
times of normal flow and as a river flood structure during times of high flow (Hicks
and Todd, 2003).
Wainono Lagoon
Waimate Creek
Sir Charles
Creek Dead Arm
Waihao River
Waihao Box
Figure 3.4: The Waihao-Wainono Lowlands Area showing the location of the Dead
Arm and the Waihao Box.
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3.3.4 Ecological Significance
The Wainono Lagoon is an area of national importance and is the largest coastal
wetland for 250km. The lagoon is a major breeding ground and stop over area for
migratory birds and the total population of birds over the summer months has been
calculated at up to 9,000 derived from 32 different species (Pearce, 1980). The water
ways between the Wainono Lagoon and the Waihao River provide a habitat that
supports 14 species of native fish, two of which are restricted and endangered species.
Five species of estuarine fish and six species of introduced fish also live there (Ward,
1986).
The waterways around the area and the lagoon itself have a high recreational value to
users. Activities include such things as eeling, shooting, white baiting and boating.
In the early 1990's the Fish and Game Council purchased 80 hectares of land
adjoining the southern side of the lagoon and converted it into a wetland to increase
the area for recreational use as almost 200 game-bird hunters use Wainono Lagoon
with popularity continuing to increase (Ward, 1986).
3.3.5 Significance to Tangata Whenua
Te Runanga Waihao is the local iwi of the area and they place great importance on the
Wainono Lagoon and the surrounding areas. The Waihao River and the lagoon are
major Mahinga Kai areas for fishing as they carry traditional foods such as eels,
flounder and whitebait. There are three Maori Reserves set aside in the area;
Waikawa, an area south of the Waihao River mouth, Te Houiri, a small lagoon
between the Waihao River mouth and the Wainono Lagoon, and Puhakatai, a small
area north of the lagoon (Hicks and Todd, 2003).
3.3.6 Bathymetry
The offshore morphology is largely unknown as few studies have been undertaken
because of the danger and difficulty involved in fieldwork. The geological events that
helped to produce the features on land have also created the offshore submarine
features. Bathymetric information taken from Hewson (1977)is focussed on the
Timaru area and may provide insight into the conditions further down the coast.
Figure 3.6 displays the bathymetric information of the area, but unfortunately no
bathymetric data has been collected immediately offshore of the study area.
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A mix of alluvial gravels, sand and silt are present for quite a distance into the
offshore zone near Oamaru, while at Timaru, the seabed consists of fine compact
sand. In the Timaru area, the continental shelf is of a gentle slope even though the
beaches of the area tend to be steep in profile. It is noted that the seabed flattens
towards Timaru so it is envisioned that the nearshore and inner continental shelf is of
a steeper slope. Hewson states that although there have been significant changes in
the foreshore, the changes are not mirrored in the nearshore.
The bathymetry of the coast plays an important role in terms of the features of the
shore, acting as a major control on the waves and currents that ultimately disperse the
sediment both across and along the coast.
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Figure 3.6: Bathymetric map of the South Canterbury Coast. Only limited data has been collected
within the offshore zone of the study area.
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3.3.7 Sediment Size
Sediment size has a major impact on the morphology and characteristics of gravel
barriers as outlined in Chapter Two. Sediment analysis has been carried out from
sediment collections along the South Canterbury coast with all studies having
focussed on samples taken from the surface of the barrier.
Hewson (1977)found that the composition of samples averaged 70% gravel and 30%
sand. A full range of sediment sizes were visible and mean grain sizes ranged from
coarse sand (0.9mm)to pebbles and cobbles (32mm).On occasion sediment sizes of
256mm were measured but in general this size is a rarity. Across-shore trends in
sediment size were also evident from Hewson's analysis. The mean sediment sizes
were largest at the backshore of the barrier and decreased in size to the upper
foreshore. The mean size then increased slightly towards the recent storm berm and
then decreased sharply towards the nearshore zone. Single (1992)identified a similar
trend to that of Hewson. Both authors believed there to be a greater trend in sediment
size across shore than any trends found along the coast.
Hicks and Todd (2003)examined and compared grainsize data from 1977 and 1994
surface samples. The samples could be compared as the collections were taken at the
same morphologic points along each profile for both years. The 1984 samples
gathered by Kirk (1984)were unable to be used as they were gathered at different
points making comparisons impossible. Through examining the 1977 and 1994 data,
an alongshore trend was identified in that a general fining of sediment no°rthwards was
prevalent, although there was a certain amount of scatter between sites. Contrary to
many local resident's beliefs there is no sign of any reduction in size between the
years of 1977-1994.
3.3.8 Erosion
Studies on erosion of the Waitaki Fan have been a subject of great interest for a
number of years. The first research carried out in the area was in fact on erosion. Mc
Intyre (1958)compared the shoreline positions to that of the 1877 survey plans at St.
Andrews and the 1899 plans north of the Waitaki River. From this he was primarily
able to identify that long-term erosion had occurred at both locations. Several authors
have provided insight into erosion along the coast and extended Mc Intyre's first
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observations (Gibb, 1978; Gibb and Adams, 1982; Hewson, 1977; Kirk et al., 1977;
Kirk, 1987; Neale, 1987; Todd, 1988; Benn, 1988).
Hewson (1977)concluded that the erosion rate decreased the further north from the
Waitaki River. His main hypothesis was because the planform of the shoreline is most
convex near the Waitaki River and therefore most vulnerable to wave energy. He also
described the proximity of sediment sources to be of great importance along with the
possible influences of the Waitaki Dam, which was built in 1935. Hewson concluded
through measurements that the erosion rate of the South Canterbury coast was around
0.5m/yr.
Gibb (1978)and Todd (1988)focussed their erosion studies on the cliffed areas of the
coast. Gibb reported that 6m of erosion had occurred during one storm in 1974.
Further ECan surveys showed a cliff retreat rate of 11.8m over one and a half years
during late 1980s. Todd (1988)believed cliff erosion to stem from heavy rainfall
events, leading to saturation of the cliff causing areas of the face to collapse. Storm
waves then remove the material from the cliff base and the cliff is exposed to further
erosion.
Kirk (1987)identified four geomorphic sections of the Waitaki coast, each having
different erosion patterns due to the varying processes acting upon them. The first
section is that of the alluvial cliffs from Oamaru to north of the Waitaki River, the
second, from Waihao River to Makikihi (encompassingthe low lying lagoon area).
The third section comprises loess cliffs near St. Andrews of which cliff retreat is in
the order of 0.3m/yr, and a fourth area south of Timaru, which includes mixed sand
and gravel embayments between basaltic outcrops and in contrast to the other sections
is accretionary. He focussed on the alluvial outwash cliffs in which he believed there
to be 0.45-0.75m/yr of erosion. Erosion of the whole coast but especially that of the
cliffs is termed to be episodic, highly dependent on rainfall events and storms
producing high energy waves.
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3.4 Hydrodynamics
3.4.1 Tides
Tides are the most easily recognisable change in sea level, occurring at least once a
day. Tides can vary by several metres each day, altering the level at which waves
attack the shore. Tides are therefore an important determinant in the morphology of a
coastal zone in terms of erosion and accretion and cross-shore sediment zonation.
Tides produce currents and are one of the major processes involved in keeping inlets
and entrances to bays and lagoons open (Komar, 1998). There are three main tidal
types that are outlined in table 3.1, (1)Microtidal (2)Mesotidal (3)Macrotidal. All of
these are based on the spring tidal ranges as they contain the greatest variance.
Table 3.1: Classification of tidal ranges developed by Davies,
(1964)in Komar, (1998).
Classification Tidal Range
Microtidal Range less than 2m
Mesotidal Range of 2-4m
Macrotidal Range greater than 4m
The coastal environment along the Waitaki/Waimate coastline is microtidal because
the spring tidal range is small, generally less than 2.0m. The tides are semi-diurnal,
with high and low tides occurring twice a day at a 12 hour 20 minute cycle.
The plunging waves and steep foreshore of the beach profile mean that there is little
tidal translation of the breaker zone across the beach. Tides reach the coast at
different times due to the forces of the moon and rotate around different locations
called amphidromic points. These points occur due to the coriolis force which cause
currents to flow clockwise in the southern hemisphere and anti-clockwise in the
northern hemisphere. Due to the current flowing in a certain direction, the sea then
builds up at certain areas around the amphidromic points. These amphidromic points
are the reason tides vary both globally and locally (Komar, 1998). Along the
Canterbury coastline, Oamaru receives high tide about 40 minutes earlier than Timaru
and Timaru receives it 1 hour and 13 minutes earlier than Lyttelton.
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Tides have a major impact on the South Canterbury coast as it is during high tide that
most inundation events occur. The combination of high-energy events coinciding
with high tides can cause waves to reach areas not normally affected during low tide.
3.4.2 Storm Surge
Goring (2004)carried out a study to estimate extreme sea levels on the South
Canterbury coast with particular emphasis placed on storm surge at the mouth of the
Waitaki River and the Wainono Lagoon.
Green Island and Wainono Lagoon have similar oceanographic characteristics so data
from Green Island was used in calculations for Wainono Lagoon. Through analysis
of the tide, storm surge and mean sea level, green Island (andhence Wainono
Lagoon) has displayed a 2% annual exceedence probability (AEP), or a 1 in 50 year
return period, of 1.74m above MSL as shown in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2: 2% AEP (50y return period) sea levels reduced to MSL. Rising sea level assumed to be 50
years @1.8mm/yr.(MLOS= mean level of the sea). (Source: Goring, 2004:7).
Item Green Island Timaru
Tide + Storm Surge 1.57 1.51
Monthly MLOS fluctuation 0.08 0.08
Present MLOS 0.00 0.03
Rising Sea Level* 0.09 0.09
TOTAL m above MSL 1.74 1.71
3.4.3 Sea States
Waves are the major contributor to morphological changes on a beach as they expend
the greatest amount of energy onto the beach system. Waves operate within a tidal
range and they are forced by both winds and currents. The wave environment is the
greatest controlling factor in both short-term fluctuations of beach morphology and
the long-term evolution of a coast.
Davies (1972)classified the South Canterbury wave environment as an 'east coast
swell' type. The waves arriving from the southeast quadrat can be described as
having an unlimited fetch, producing waves from varying directions and power. The
bulk of the wave energy dispersed on the coast is derived from the southern ocean
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where most storms are generated (Hicks et al., 2002). Figure 3.7 displays the regional
wave hindcast directional frequency data for 1979-1998 at the Wainono Lagoon site
on the Waihao-Wainono barrier. This site was chosen as an example as it is in the
centre of the study area and it is also representative of the other sites. The wave data
shows that the dominant wave direction is from the southeast for at least 80% of the
time.
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Figure 3.7: Percentage occurrence of wave direction at the Wainono Lagoon site from 1979-1998.
Waves arriving from the southeast quadrat are the most common. Note the wave direction is
"direction
to" at 10m depth ( Source: NIWA wave hindcast data).
Wave Refraction does take place along the South Canterbury coast, but because of the
large approach angle of high energy events (e.g.45-90 degrees), refraction is often not
complete by the time the waves reach the shore resulting in an oblique wave approach
and break at the shore. This results in the waves arriving at the beach at oblique
angles and ultimately creates the longshore transport of sediment in a south to north
direction. Occasionally, waves generated to the northeast may drive sediment
transport in the reverse direction but overall the net transport occurs in a northward
direction (Gibb and Adams, 1982).
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The significant wave height (Hsig) is calculated as 1/3 of the wave height (H). The
significant wave height mean tends to range from 1-1.5m over all of the wave
hindcast sites and generally occur about 10% of the time. Figure 3.8 shows an
example of the occurrence of significant wave heights at the Wainono Lagoon site.
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Figure 3.8: Percentage occurrence of significant wave heights (Hsig) at Wainono Lagoon 1979-1998
at 10m depth. (Source: NIWA wave hindcast data).
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Figure 3.9: Wainono Lagoon monthly significant wave height means at Wainono Lagoon 1979-1998.
At 10m depth. Note 1=January 12= December. (Source: NIWA wave hindcast data).
In addition to identifying mean wave figures throughout several years, it is important
to identify monthly means within that time. Coastlines and beaches are dynamic
features that are in essence moulded by the processes acting upon them. It is of
special importance in terms of this research because barrier breaches and flooding
events are most likely to occur in times of high wave energy, that is, during the winter
months. Figure 3.9 shows that the months in which the highest significant wave
heights occur are June to August.
The final graph brings together both the significant wave height and mean direction of
the waves. It is clear from Figure 3.10 that the greatest significant wave heights (2-
4m) occur when wave direction is from the south-southeast. The Wainono Lagoon
site is representative of most other sites apart from the Morris Road site that displays
a more southerly direction.
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Hsig &MeanDir at Site 7 (-44.701,171.180)refracted to 10m
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Figure 3.10: Wave Rose of significant wave height (Hsig) and mean direction of waves at the
Wainono Lagoon site from 1979-1998. At 10m depth (Source: NIWA wave hindcast data).
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3.5 Coastal Inundation
There have been a number of coastal inundation events recorded along the South
Canterbury Coast since 1962. The following history of inundation events has been
summarised from Todd (1988),Cope and Young (2001),and ECan records, which is
taken from Hicks and Todd (2003).
Table 3.3: Surm ary of inundation events along the Wainono Lowlands, 1962-2002. After Todd and
Hicks (2003:74-75).
Date Area Affected Inundation Location
April1962 400 hectares Flooded south of Timaru. Although no specific
locations are given, it is assumed that some of
this would have been along the Waihao-Wainono
lowland as damage was reported to the Waihao
Box.
April1968 - Areas along lowland coast shown in Benn (1988)
as being flooded by the 'Wahine' storm.
April1969 350 hectares The Waihao dead arm blocked by four breaches
in the coastal ridge, resulting in flooding.
Possibly up to 150 hectares, excluding Wainono
Lagoon flooded from Makikihi to Morven, and
another 200 hectares in Makikihi to Otaio area.
June 1974 2200 hectares 500 hectares south of Otaio River flooded, and
some 1700 hectares experienced interference
with drainage due to coastal drains being infilled
with sediments
April/July - Likely to have been some overtopping along
1977 lowland coast.
May 1985 - Some small-scale breaching at Wainono Lagoon
and Waihao Box.
July 1985 505 hectares Total of 505 hectares flooded along the lowland
coast. Breaches of the barrier ridge occurred at
Sinclair's Creek, at Waimate Creek on the
waihao Dead arm, and Wainono Lagoon.
June 1992 10 hectares Barrier ridge overtopped, but stopbanks
prevented flooding of farmland at all locations
except 10 hectares at Kohika stream.
July 2001 1148 hectares Total of 1148 hectares flooded along the lowland
coast. Breaches of the barrier ridge occurred at
Wainono Lagoon, Waihao dead arm, and at the
Waihao Box.
April 2002 625 hectares Total of 625 hectares flooded along the lowland
coast. The location and scale of the inundated
areas being similar to the July 1985 event.
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Inundation events occur along the South Canterbury coast through two different
processes: beach overtopping and beach failure or breaching. Beach overtopping
occurs when wave run-up is greater then the height of the barrier ridge. The swash,
instead of returning to the sea as backwash, runs over the top of the ridge and down
the backshore slope. This overtopping results in the barrier being 'rolled over' in the
landward direction. There are four known conditions that Hicks and Todd (2003)
describe as contributing to overtopping and these are displayed in Table 3.3. From
observations during storm events this type of process takes place over three to four
hours during high tide and occurs fro a maximum of two to three tidal cycles.
Flooding from this type of event has been quite extensive especially along the
Makikihi to Otaio section as the area behind the barrier is at such low elevations.
Once the event is over the barrier height may rebuild but only once the sea conditions
a favourable for sediment deposition.
The inundation events along the Waitaki Coast have occurred due to the low barrier
ridge and the low-lying nature of the hinterland. Past responses to this hazard have
been to construct stopbanks with the hope of preventing salt water inundation of the
farmland. The stopbanks have been constructed parallel to the coast and have proven
to be unsuccessful in many cases. Bank failure occurs when large volumes of water
become trapped between the stopbank and the barrier. Once this water is trapped,
drainage of floodwater is difficult. Coastal erosion has a part to play in bank failure
with sea flood storage areas being reduced in size as the coast retreats landwards
towards the banks and ultimately the banks are overwhelmed by erosion. Coastal
stopbanks do not allow this water to escape to the coast, hence increase the area, level
and duration of inundation. A list of the stopbanks constructed is provided below and
sourced from Hicks and Todd (2003:66-67).
• In the late 1940's and 1950's stopbanks were constructed around the upper
Dead Arm from Wainono Lagoon to Waimate Creek, to exclude the lagoon
from the farmland on its southern and western sides.
• In 1968 following the 'Wahine' Storm, stopbanks were constructed south of
the Makikihi River (750mlong) and north of Sinclair's Creek (750mlong).
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• Following sea flooding from two severe coastal storms in 1974, stopbanks
were constructed at Hook Swamp (2.5kmlong) and south of the Waihao River
(lkmlong).
• Following two storms that caused sea flooding in 1977, a further 3.6km of
stopbank were constructed on the landward side of the Dead Arm from Sir
Charles Creek to the Waihao River, a 700m section of stopbank to the north of
Waimate Creek was realigned as a result of coastal retreat, and banks were
constructed on the west side of the lagoon.
• In 1984, as part of the Sinclair's Creek Control Scheme upgrade, the coastal
stopbanks were extended south of the creek for 750m to aid the discharge of
water through the beach.
• Following coastal storms in 1992, stopbanks were constructed in the Kohika
Stream-Otaio area.
In contrast, barrier breaching occurs under different conditions to those that produce
overtopping. These conditions are displayed below in Table 3.4. Breaching occurs
when the backshore collapses due to part of the beach becoming too narrow to prevent
run up flowing through the beach to the backshore. The backshore then collapses and
the barrier height rapidly decreases. Water is then able to inundate the hinterland
through the now lowered section of the barrier. At all previous breach sites, the
barrier ridge was narrow. Breaching generally has a greater effect on the surrounding
lowland area, as the volume of water that passes through the breach site is greater than
in an overtopping event (Hicks and Todd, 2003).
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Table 3.4: Known conditions for both Overtopping and Breaching events to occur (After Hicks and
Todd, 2003).
Inundation Processes Along the South Canterbury Coast
Conditions for Overtopping Conditions for Breaching
High sea level (e.g.High tide) and large High sea level (e.ghigh tide) and large
storm wave height storm wave height
Flat foreshore Steep foreshore and narrow upper beach
Poorly sorted sediment distribution so Well sorted coarse gravel layer on upper
that percolation into the beach is beach on top of a base of finer poorly
restricted sorted material
Long-duration event so that the width of Steep backshore slope
the beach foreshore becomes saturated
and limits percolation
The long-term retreat rates of the Waihao-Wainono barrier are likely to occur at an
average retreat rate of 0.25-0.5m/yr as is visible from historical data. Ultimately the
rate is dependent on the frequency and magnitude of storm events and on the
combination of height and volume of the gravel barrier. The greater the volume, the
less likely the storm waves are of overtopping the barrier and vice versa for small
volumes (Single, 1992). In the past it is evident that the retreat of the barrier has
occurred in unison with the erosion of the cliffs to both the north and south of the
lowland coast, otherwise the barrier would be stranded or would follow and embayed
coastline.
3.6 Summary
This chapter has provided a detailed description of the study area with the geomorphic
and geologic feature identified in order to understand the major influences that
contribute to the present form and function of the Waihao-Wainono barrier.
The barrier is an important feature as it acts as the interface between the Pacific
Ocean and the hinterland. The Quaternarygeology of the area is similar along the
coast, composed of alluvial and glacial sediment with a dominance of greywacke.
The South Canterbury Coast can be divided into four morphologic areas, with cliffs
backing the coast at some sites, and the Wainono Lagoon and low lying hinterland at
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others. Most sections of the coast are eroding apart from the area nearest to Timaru
where it is accretionary.
The South Canterbury coast is classified as an East coast swell wave environment,
with storm waves initiated in the Southern Ocean. The dominant wave direction thus
arrives from the south-southeast and the waves are at their most powerful during the
winter months when storms are frequent.
Several inundation events caused by overtopping or breaching have taken place along
the coast resulting in salt-water inundation of farmland and the surrounding
hinterland. Overtopping results in the barrier being rolled back onto land leading to
coastal retreat. Several areas along the coast of the Wainono Lagoon have breached
and the barrier ridge has significantly decreased in height. The protection of this area
is important, as it is an area of national importance in terms of ecology, recreation and
culture.
An understanding of the study area is important in terms of identifying the underlying
processes that affect the area and to understand the environment in which the Waihao-
Wainono barrier has formed. The next Chapter will outline the methods used in
researching this area.
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Chapter Four
Research and Analysis Techniques
4.1 Introduction
The main objective of this chapter is to outline the research and analysis techniques
employed during the study. This chapter essentially has two sections incorporating
the main research methods, barrier volume analysis and sediment collection and
analysis. In each section a description of the field and laboratory procedures will be
outlined along with descriptions of the analysis techniques that have been widely used
in sedimentological studies.
4.2 Barrier Volume Determination
Komar (1976)discussed beaches in a way that described them as a protective entity
by stating that:
"The beach profile is important in that it can be viewed as an effective natural
mechanism which causes waves to break and dissipate their energy. The beach serves
as a buffer, protecting sea cliffs and coastal property fromthe intense wave action"
(Komar, 1976:288).
This very statement highlights the importance of the morphological aspects of a beach
in that every characteristic of a beach determines how it will respond to the processes
acting upon it. The actual volume of the barrier is simply the amount of sediment of
which it is constructed, and is one of the major determinants of the protection that the
barrier can provide. A small barrier volume means that the
'buffer zone' between the
ocean and the hinterland is weak, compared to a larger volume that creates a larger
buffer zone, ultimately offering greater protection from the coastal processes. To gain
and display volume data effectively, barrier profiles and mechanical excavations were
deemed the most appropriate methods.
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4.2.1 Barrier Profiles
The profile sites used for this study were first surveyed in 1977 by the South
Canterbury Catchment Board, now incorporated into the Canterbury Regional Council
(ECan). The profile sites were established in response to the need for continual
monitoring of the South Canterbury Coast. Benchmarks were surveyed into position
and are identified as metal pins set in concrete blocks at the base of the warratahs or
railway irons inserted into the backshore or farmland landward of the barrier. (Single,
1992).
The study area for this research incorporated 17 profile sites including 4 cliff sites, 4
lagoon sites, and 9 sites with various backshore features such as stopbanks, farmland
and the Waihao Dead Arm. The sites are shown in Figure 4.1. These sites were
chosen, as the author believed that the different backshore characteristics maybe
translated into spatial morphological differences within the barrier. Surveying was
carried out using a Sokkia 4B Total Station (Figure 4.2) and the staff height was
placed at either 2m or 3m depending on the characteristics of the site. The survey of
each site took into account the major features of the beach. The survey staff was
placed at breaks in slope, berms, tidemarks, storm marks and in areas where a change
in sediment characteristics was visible. Sediment sample sites were also surveyed
into the line of profile.
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S4361
..- S4737 Hook
S4550 sites
S5164
... S5214 Lagoon
S5263 sites
S5320
................
.. S5513
S5554 Dead Arm
S5800 sites
S5954
S6158 Box sites
S6347
....""" S6570
S6717 Cliff sites
S6885
S7037
Figure 4.1: Location of study sites along the Waihao-Wainono Barrier. The red boxes correspond to
the site numbers and sections to the right.
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Figure 4.2: Photo of the Sokkia 4B Total Station
used in surveying.
The profiles were perpendicular to the shoreline, except for those that ECan survey at
an oblique angle to the coast, in which case the author also surveyed with an angle.
All surveys were carried out as close to low tide as was possible in order to cover the
greatest amount of barrier as was possible. Because of the dangers in surveying
seaward of the breaking wave, the sea conditions and the steepness of the foreshore,
the staff holder decided at which point the profile would end. The area within the
swash zone was the greatest seaward extent of all profiles and constantly changed
between sites with the tidal cycle. Subsurface profiles were also carried out in the
trenches of the cliff sites and will be described in a later section.
Once the survey data had been collected it was plotted in an excel spreadsheet with
horizontal data turned into a (x) coordinate and vertical data a (y)coordinate. The
data was then calculated to comply with the ECan data set so each year from 1977 to
2004 could be displayed on the same graph and comparisons easily made.
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The labelling of the sites follows a system that was put in place by the then South
Canterbury Catchment Board. An example of one of the profile site numbers is
SCS5513, where 'SC' means the site is on the South Coast, 'S' is the distance south
of the Opihi River and '5513' is that distance in metres. From the information given
it is obvious that the site is situated on the South Canterbury Coast 55.13km south of
the Opihi River. When referring to the sites in text the number only will be used, for
example 'S5513'.
4.2.2 Mechanical Excavation
In order to calculate the volume of the Waihao-Wainono barrier beach, the depth from
the surface sediment to the substrate must be identified. The substrate of the barrier is
the transition between the basement of the barrier (mud,silt, clays) and the mixed
sand and gravel sediments that sit above the basement. The only method of
identifying exactly where this point lies was to excavate areas along each profile by
way of mechanical digger. This method has been used in many previous studies
carried out overseas such as Bluck (1999),Neal et al. (2003).To date the primary
aims of excavation have been to identify the different sediment characteristics and to
provide baseline subsurface data for Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) research. Very
few inferences have been made with regard to using this information in sediment
volume calculations for both sand and mixed sand and gravel beaches. Benn (1987)
used the excavation method when he conducted research on the Washdyke-Seadown
Lowland Coast. Part of his research was to create a sediment budget for the area in
which he included sediment volume calculations.
4.2.3 Resource Consent
For the research to be carried out, the first process was to gain resource consent.
Section 12 of the Resource Management Act (RMA) 1991, requires that a resource
consent is needed for activities that may have an adverse effect on hazard risk, such as
disturbance of the beach profile. Because excavations of the foreshore were planned,
Rule 9.2 of the Canterbury Regional Coastal Environment Plan had to be followed.
This rule considers the excavation of areas of the barrier to be a discretionary activity.
It was deemed by the researcher that effects arising from the excavations would be not
more than minor. However, to satisfy the test for non-notification under section 94 of
the RMA, landowners, the Waihao Runanga, the Department of Conservation and
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Fish and Game New Zealand were notified in writing of the proposed research, and
what it entailed. These letters were sent out on the 16th March 2004. A copy of the
letter is included in Appendix 2 along with a list of people it was sent to.
Both the landowners of the area and the Waihao Runanga responded by wanting to
gain more information. The Runanga decided that a Hui was required in order for all
parties to completely understand the objectives of the research process and how it
would be carried out. The Hui was attended by the researcher, the Waihao Runanga,
representatives of the local landowners and the Meridian Energy iwi liaison group. It
was held at the Waihao Runanga Marae on the 23rd of March 2004. The Hui resulted
in several conditions being placed on the consent with regard to accidental discovery
of cultural artefacts and site choice. The details of this are also provided in the
appendices. The Land Use consent to carry out works in the coastal hazard zone from
the Morven-Glenavy cliffs to Makikihi coastline for a period of two years was granted
on the 21"* of April 2004 pursuant to Section 104 of the RMA. A copy of the
Resource Consent is included in Appendix 2.
Thoughts on The RMA (1991)Consent Process
My experience of the Resource Management Act has proven to be both positive and
negative. The Resource Management Act is an effective legislation in terms of its
power as an overall authority to protect the physical and natural environment. The
RMA does provide a very effective tool for negotiation. It was great in terms of being
able to meet the locals and gain their perceptions of the barrier and to understand the
importance it holds for the local community. Most of the local landowners were more
than willing to assist with the research by helping identify the weakest areas of the
barrier, allowing me access to the barrier from their fanns, and also lending me a four-
wheel bike.
The negative side of the RMA is that the consent process can be a very long and
drawn out one. There seems to be too much room for consultation, and this can be
negative for the applicant. In terms of my research it has had several direct affects on
the exact methods used and the quality of data obtained:
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• The Hui caused delays and affected the timing of the research. The fieldwork
was delayed for over one month and optimum conditions were missed for
gaining the most concise data. The tidal cycle was a controlling factor in the
fieldwork. The optimum time to gain a full day's fieldwork was if low tide
occurred around llam to 12pm. The month missed would have provided the
most complete profile data because the tidal range was greatest at that time
allowing the maximum beach width to be surveyed
• The initial idea was that trenches be made at all profile sites. Instead through
discussions it was decided that pits would be a more stable method for all
non-cliff sites. If trenches were allowed, the substrate data would have been
very concise and would have left no assumptions. Through excavating pits,
only points of the substrate were known and assumptions had to be made on
substrate form between the pits.
• The Waihao Runanga was unhappy with the excavations taking place at
several of the sites backing the Wainono lagoon. Several planned sites were
thus unable to be incorporated into the research. The Runanga were however
happy to advise me of the sites that were suitable. Purely in terms of the
research, more sites at the Wainono lagoon would have been ideal. The
Lagoon is an area of particular interest as several breaches have occurred in
the past. Obviously the more data obtained from this area, the more
beneficial the research in terms of breach mitigation and coastal planning.
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4.2.4 Actual Excavation Method
The mechanical excavations for this research are now described in detail. The reason
that a digger (Figure 4.3) was used is because there was no other option at the time.
Excavation was the only method that could be used to gain information on both the
sediments within the barrier and the depth of the substrate.
Figure 4.3: Photo of the Digger (Rooney Earthmoving) used to excavate the pits and trenches on the
Waihao-Wainono Barrier.
Excavations were carried out along the survey profile lines described in section 4.3.1.
The pits and trenches were excavated as near to low tide as possible to gain data from
the greatest barrier width available. Initially, it was assumed that three to four pits
would be sufficient at each profile site, encompassing the backshore, foreshore and
swash zones. The number of pits actually excavated at each site varied depending on
such things as the width of the barrier, the tide line, and on what was found within the
first two pits. For example at three sites, only two pits were excavated as both pits
displayed no clear boundary between between beach gravels and the substrate, which
was not reached. This lack of boundary meant there was then no need to disturb the
beach by excavating a third.
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Once the substrate was met, the depths from the surface to the substrate were
measured with a tape measure and sediments were collected at various heights and
layers. At the sites where substrate was not reached, the height was still recorded as it
was deemed to be just as important to know the minimum depth at which beach
material was reached.
At the cliff sites it was agreed that trenches would be excavated as landowners
believed the barrier to be stable enough in this area to allow trenches. The trenches
are a more comprehensive method than pits as the substrate can be exposed the whole
way across shore rather than in certain points, as was the case with the pits. By
excavating trenches, a complete substrate profile could be surveyed, making it easier
to compare and line up with the surface profile. Through the use of a digger, not only
was the substrate able to be identified but valuable sub surface sediment information
was also gained.
4.2.5 Barrier Volume Analysis
Barrier volume was calculated for all study sites. The net volume was calculated as
the area between the surface profile and the substrate profile at each site. All
calculation were taken down to mean sea level (MSL), as the barrier was not surveyed
beyond this point. At the sites where the substrate boundary was not reached, the
volume was calculated from the assumed substrate profile of MSL. All volume figures
are displayed as m3/m.
4.3 Barrier Sediment Characteristics
Understanding beach sediments is a prerequisite for gaining essential information on
the nature of the beach and the way in which it responds to different coastal processes.
Once this is understood, substantial changes in coastal management, planning and
development can be made (Kirk et al. 1987). One of the primary objectives of this
research is to gain spatial and temporal information on the distribution of sediment
sizes across and along the barrier. Surface samples were collected at each site, along
with subsurface collections made possible through the use of a mechanical digger.
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4.3.1 Sediment Sampling
Surface samples were gathered according to a purposive system rather than a random
one. Hewson (1977),Benn (1987),Dawe (1997),Hart (1999)and Vessey (2003)all
used this system of sediment collection on various South Island mixed sand and
gravel beaches. The topographical features of the beach, or areas with obvious
changes in sediment size were thought to be locations in which the best data would be
gained. This allowed for a representative sedimentological range of the
morphological divisions of the beach. Because of this, the number of sediment
samples varied between sites, although each profile had at least four points of surface
collection. The swash zone, the middle berm, top ridge and backshore area were all
sampled, so that once analysed, the information could be compared with previous
sediment data from 1977 and 1994 and with the conclusions made by Hicks and Todd
(2003). The sample sizes varied according to sediment size but generally one to two
spades of gravel (3-5kg)were placed into bags, sealed and labelled for easy
identification in the laboratory.
Subsurface samples were possible through the use of the mechanical digger. For the
non-cliff sites where pits were excavated, sediment samples were taken at various
depths within each pit. Samples were chosen by sight and were collected from areas
that contained clearly different sediment characteristics or an abundance of one size or
type. The depth of each sample was measured with a tape measure, recorded, bagged
and labelled ready to be analysed in the laboratory. At the cliff sites where trenches
were excavated, subsurface samples were collected again from sight and corresponded
to the topographical points of the surface samples.
4.3.2 Graphical Determination of Grain Size Statistics
One of the fundamental aims of sedimentary research is to analyse the textural
properties of the sediments. It has long been recognised that size plays an important
role in the overall morphology and characteristics of the beach. The grain size system
was first proposed by Udden (1898)and is the most popular system in use today. It is
a geometrical millimetre grade scale based on the log2 scale. The boundaries between
each grain size are fixed so that each grain size category is twice the preceding size.
For example, a very small pebble (4mm)is twice the size of a granule (2mm),which
is again twice the size of very coarse sand (lmm)and so on. This scale was revised
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by Wentworth (1922)and is known to many as the Udden-Wentworth scale
(Appendix 3). Krumbein (1934)developed the phi (ø)scale due to the complexities
involved in the calculations dealing with numbers that were up to 10 000th Of a
millimetre. The following is the formula used:
ø=
-log2d
where: ø= phi size
d= sediment particle diameter in millimetres
The scale was inverted, as the most commonly sized particles studied at the time were
sands and silts. The introduction of the phi scale meant that fractions were eliminated
and particles greater than lmm are negative values.
The Udden-Wentworth grain size scale is relatively simple; measuring it is not so
simple. Folk and Ward (1957)suggested six different methods to express grain size.
All have associated limitations and uncertainties. One of the most popular methods of
grain size analysis is mass measurement of a sediment sample through the use of the
sieving technique.
The sieving procedure involves arranging a series of sieves in an ordered stack, each
sieve being ¼ of a phi unit smaller than the one above. It provides a measure of the
smallest cross-sectional diameter termed the intermediate axis length (Lewis and
McConchie, 1994a). The sieve with the largest phi size is placed on top and the
smallest on the bottom of the stack. Sediment sample preparation usually involves
drying and weighing the sample. Overall 136 samples were sieved in the
Geomorphology Laboratory, Department of Geography, University of Canterbury.
For this research, material of size
-4ø
is placed in the top of the largest sieve and
manually shaken until all the sediment that can pass through has done so. This
manual process is carried out until the remaining sediment size reaches lø. At this
stage the sediment is placed in smaller sieves that can fit the mechanical shaker, the
sieves are then shaken for a minimum of 10 minutes and a maximum of 20 minutes.
During the entire process, sediment grains collect on the variously sized mesh screens
of the sieves.
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Each sieve fraction is weighed and then converted into a percentage of the total
sample weight. There is no upper or lower limit to the size of sediment that can be
sieved, but for practical reasons it is normally restricted to sediments from fine
gravels (-4ø)to very fine sand (+4ø). For samples above
-4ø,
manual callipers or a
gravelometer are used. A gravelometer is a template that has larger sized phi holes
cut into it and through which the larger gravels that do not fit the sieves have to be
passed. Material finer than +4Ø was not analysed as this size fraction is considered
insignificant in MSG beaches (Folk, 1966). The samples that contained a greater
amount of sand and sediment with dried mud attached were washed, the mud wet
sieved and the whole sample dried in the oven at a temperature of 70°C and sieved
using the process outlined above.
Although sieving only measures one dimension of the particle, it is a useful method
when dealing with a range of sediment sizes from very fine sand to coarse gravel.
The main limitation of sieving is that it does not take into account the shape or
sphericity of the grains. Kennedy et al. (1985)proposed that irregular shaped
particles take longer to pass through a sieve than smaller particles. The paper
concluded that sieving results are dependent on size and shape instead of solely on
size. However in essence, sieving allows standardisation to be applied to grain size
measurement which when used to study mixed sand and a gravel beach seems to be
the most effective technique. Hence it is the method used in this study.
Once the raw data has been collected it has to be analysed to find patterns and aid
interpretation. From the weight retained in each sieve, percentages of the total sample
were entered into the Excel workbook used by Dawe (1997). This programme
calculated summary statistical parameters including the mean, median, mode,
standard deviation (orsorting), skewness and kurtosis. The mean grain size refers to
the average grain phi (ø)size of a sample. The Udden-Wentworth mean grain scale
(Appendix 3) was used to classify the different classes of phi scale ranging from
boulders to silt. The median is the phi size at the fifty percent by weight percentile,
i.e. half the particles are finer than the median and half are coarser. The mode is the
most common grain size within the sample. Several modes may exist within one
sample, especially in samples on mixed sand and gravel beaches where bimodal and
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polymodal samples are common. The standard deviation is how much the sample
varies from the mean. This variance is a measure of the sorting of a sample. Samples
containing a wide range of sediment sizes have a large standard deviation and are
poorly sorted. Samples with a small grain size range have a small standard deviation,
hence are well sorted. Sorting and the mean grain size were the two sediment
characteristics analysed in this research. For mean grain size (mm)was used so
temporal comparisons could be made and for sorting, both phi and millimetres are
used.
A popular belief suggested by several researchers is the idea that sorting is strongly a
function of grain size (e.g.Folk and Ward, 1957; Griffiths, 1951). It is thought that
the best sorting should always occur amongst fine sand (2-3Ø).The sediment sizes
between fine sand and gravel are the most poorly sorted. The sorting improves once
again as the larger gravel range is reached.(-3--5Ø)and the fine clay range +10Ø.
This suggested relationship produces a sine curve with two distorted cycles (Figure
4.4).
SOURCE AREA CONTR/8UTION
Figure 4.4: The universal size versus sorting relationship presented by Folk (1965:6).
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This shape occurs because the weathering processes produce three basic sediment
groups:
• Larger sediment produced by blocky breakage of rocks along join or bedding
planes.
• A sand-coarse silt group produced by weathering of granular rocks.
• Clay type sediments produced through chemical reactions.
Any material that fits between these three sediment populations shows granules-
coarse sand and fine silt are scarce. Folk (1965)developed a source area hypothesis
stating that sediments in these two size ranges must be composed of either sand with
pebbles, or be of sand or coarse silt with clay. This explains the sinusoidal size-
sorting relationship.
A sample can also be referred to in terms of skewness and kurtosis. Skewness is a
measure of the degree of symmetry in the distribution curve. A symmetrical curve
has a normal distribution. A negatively skewed sample contains an excess of coarse
material so is often referred to as coarse skewed. In contrast, a positively skewed
sample contains an excess of fine material and is referred to as finely skewed.
Kurtosis is the peakedness of a distribution curve and is the ratio between the sorting
of the tails and the sorting of the central portion of the sample. A sample is termed
leptokurtic if the central portion is better sorted than the tails, making the curve
excessively peaked. If the tails are well sorted compared to the central portion of the
curve it is termed platykurtic where the curve is deficiently peaked. Platykurtic
curves are often bimodal, with one mode more dominant than the other. Examples of
skewness and kurtosis are shown in Figure 4.5 (Vessey 2003:62).
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Figure 4. 5: Distribution curves for (A) a
"normal" sample, (B) a positively skewed sample,
(C) a negatively skewed sample, (D) a leptokurtic sample, and (E) a platykurtic sample
(Vessey, 2003:62).
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The statistical parameters outlined above can be calculated by graphical methods as
found in Folk and Ward (1957)or by the method of moments (e.g.Folk, 1966). The
graphical method involves graphing the raw data as a grain size distribution curve.
The graph most commonly used is the logarithmic cumulative frequency curve, which
presents the phi scale on the x-axis and the cumulative weight percent of each phi on
the y-axis. The method of moments is calculated from several different equations. It
is agreed by many (Inman, 1952; Lewis and McConchie, 1994a; Folk, 1966) that
either method is appropriate and that the same geologic conclusions would be met no
matter which method is used. Balsillie (2002)does not agree and believes that the
results differ between the graphical method and the method of moments equations.
Balsillie et al. (2002)based their study on 211 sediment samples and concluded that
the graphical method underestimated the moment mean by 0.6ø.
The graphical equations used in this study are those developed by Folk and Ward
(1957)and are the same equations as those used by Dawe (1997).Folk and Ward's
parameters:
Graphic mean (Mzø)= øl6 + ø50 +ø84
3
Inclusive Graphic standard deviation (sorting)=ø84-øl6 + ø95-ø5
4 6.6
Inclusive Graphic skewness (SKi) = øl6+ø84-2ø50 + ø5+ø95-2ø50
2(ø84-øl6) 2(ø95-ø5)
Graphic Kurtosis KG = ø95-ø5
2.44 (ø75-ø25)
The ø variables are abstracted from the cumulative graph.
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It is widely believed that the method of moments is more mathematically accurate
than the graphical method for determining the summary statistics of a sieved
sediment. The method of moments was proposed for sediment analysis by Van
Orstand (1925)and includes the whole frequency distribution rather than a few
selected percentiles that the graphical method uses. Two of the equations are given
below where D is the midpoint of the phi class of the sample and W is the sample
weight:
1"' Moment (mean): Mø = Ï DW
EW
2ndMoment (Standard Deviation): Sø = Ï [W(Mø-D)2
Ï W
Folk (1966)has identified several disadvantages of the method of moments:
1. Any faults in the sieving equipment can lead to distortion in the in the third
and fourth moments (skewnessand kurtosis).
2. The method of moments requires that the whole sample distribution is
calculated. However, many sediment distributions are open ended in that they
contain a large portion of unanalysed grains. Because the whole distribution is
required, assumptions about unanalysed fractions have to be made.
3. In terms of computation there is an assumption that grains within a class
interval have a centre of gravity at the halfway mark of the class. This is not
necessarily true, as the midpoint has been shown by Folk (1966)to deviate by
as much as 0.30ø.
The writer agrees that both the graphical method and the method of moments have
their advantages and their limitations. Both are suitable for analysing a large number
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of samples as long as the weaknesses and strengths are acknowledged. For this study
the graphical method has been used.
4.3.3 Modal Analysis Technique
Curray (1960)revived the modal analysis technique that had been limited in use up
until the 1960's. Modal analysis is a technique used to complement grain size
analysis. In many cases the use of grain size was not solving many issues in the
analysis, such as the deviation from normal distribution. Curray (1960)believed this
to be attributed to the fact that sediment samples can contain a large range of sizes
comprising of more than one sole mode (unimodal).Most clastic beaches and barriers
contain at least three different sediment populations, being gravel, sand and clay
(polymodal)(Spencer, 1963). For polymodality to be detected the grain size
distribution must have more than one population of sedimentary particles and they
must be clearly separate from each other.
Due to the difficulty in describing bimodal and polymodal sediment samples, they are
commonly described in terms of the relative proportions of gravel, sand and mud.
The proportions can be described in many ways but the most common form is that
used by Folk, Andrews and Lewis (1970)and are shown in Figure 4.6.
Gravel
(>
-2e) G = gravel
sG = sandy gravel
8¾ G msG
= muddy sandy gravel
mG = muddy gravel
gS = gravelly sand
gmS = gravelly muddy sand
gM = gravelly mud
(g)S slightly gravelly sand
me mso (g)mS = slightlygravelly muddy sand(g)M = slightlygravellysand
/
S-sand
9
* mS= muddy sand
sM = sandy mud
gM gmS M = mud
(g)M (g)mS g)S
Mj sM mS \ S \ Sand
(<+5.os) 1:9 1:1
9:1 (-1.oe- +5.0.)
Clay: Sitt Ratio
Figure4.6: Textural terminology for gravel bearing sediments. From: (Folk et al., 1970).
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The most common type of modal analysis is to construct a frequency curve of the data
obtained from the sieving process. Krumbein (1934)outlined a method of deriving a
unique frequency curve from the cumulative curve through using graphical
differentiation, which involved the use of a tangentometer. The tangentometer is a
difficult piece of equipment to acquire so Brotherhood and Griffiths (1947)
constructed an involved mathematical method to determine the unique frequency
curve. The first, second and third differences of the cumulative curve were compared
to obtain an approximate derivative. Curray (1960)used a less precise method based
only on the first differences because he felt that the mathematical method was too
time consuming. In this study, the frequency distribution curve is formed directly
from the raw sieve data. This method is just as efficient as the Brotherhood and
Griffiths (1947)method as shown through comparisons determined by Vessey
(2003:68)(Figure 4.7) and is a much simpler process.
Frequency C¾stributen Curve Brotherhood and Grdtiths Curve
20
0--
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-2 -1
0 1 2 3 4 5
Grain Size (phi)
Figure 4. 7: Comparison of mathematically derived unique frequency curve (Brotherhood and
Griffiths 1947) with the frequency distribution curve derived directly from raw sieve data. The same
modal peaks are detected from either curve; therefore the complex mathematical derivation is
unnecessary for modal analysis.
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4.4 Summary
A review of the barrier volume and sedimentary analysis techniques used in this study
have been provided. To calculate barrier volume at each site, mechanical excavation,
requiring a resource consent, was employed to gain data on the substrate profiles. The
sediment techniques utilised in this research involve sieving samples to gain mean
grain size values. From this, the Graphical approach provided by Folk (1965)was
used to calculate sediment sorting values for each sample. The suggestion by Folk
(1965)that there is a dominant mean grain size-sorting relationship was also
reviewed. Chapter Four has positioned this study into a broader theoretical
framework. The following chapter discusses the results obtained from the barrier
volume analysis reviewed in this chapter.
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Chapter Five
Barrier Profile and Volume Analysis
5.1 Introduction
This chapter presents and discusses the results obtained from surveying both surface and
substrate profiles along the Waihao-Wainono barrier. The study is based on the analysis
of 17 profile sites. The form of the surface profiles will be presented first, highlighting
trends in barrier shape, height, width and slope. This is followed by a discussion on the
substrate profiles, again focusing on the characteristics outlined above. An understanding
of the surface and substrate barrier form leads to the analysis of barrier volume, the focus
of this chapter.
In the past both the substrate form and net barrier volume have been estimated. This
chapter hopes to solve the uncertainty and to provide insights into the form and function
of the Waihao-Wainono barrier. From this research it is envisioned that new insights into
why a barrier breaches at some sites and not others may be identified.
5.2 Surface Profile Morphologies
ECan and the former South Canterbury Catchment Board have carried out surveying of
the barrier since 1977. There is now a substantial data set on the surface form and the
fluctuations that have occurred over this time period. This information can be used to
investigate temporal terms. Although the beach in front of the Morven-Glenavy cliffs
and the Waihao-Wainono barrier is a continuous mixed sand and gravel beach system,
the beach morphologies vary markedly. For this reason, the profile results are presented
in sections, as shown in Table 5.1. The cliff section is presented first, as it consists of the
most southern sites, is nearest to the two dominant sediment sources of the Waitaki River
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and the cliffs themselves, and because transport is away from this area to the other
sections further north (Neale, 1987). All surface profile forms are displayed in the set of
graphs starting on page 105. Reference is made to them throughout the substrate form
section as well.
Table 5.1: Profile site names and numbers and the sections they are grouped.
ECan Profile Name Distance North of Section
the Waitaki RiverSite (Km)
S7037 Archibald's Road 7.2
S6885 McLeay's Road 8.8 Oggfs
S6717 Morris Road 10.3
S6570 Morven Beach Road 11.0
S6347 Ryan's Road 14.0
S6158 Maori Road 15.7 Box
S5954 Waihao Box 17.9
S5800 Lows Road 19.4
S5554 Waimate Creek 21.9 Dead Arm
S5513 Poigndestres Road 22.5
S5320 Wainono South Bank 24.4
S5263 Wainono North Bank 25.0 Lagoon
S5214 Wainono Lagoon 25.5
S5164 Wainono Hut 26.0
S4550 Hook Swamp Road 32.0
S4737 Hook Beach Road 32.1 Hook
S4361 Makikihi 34.0
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5.2.1 Cliff Sites
As shown in Figure 5.3, all four cliff sites display similar surface profiles with the
maximum 2004 beach heights ranging from 5.3m to 6m. The profiles are very flat and
display gentle slopes from the cliffs to the foreshore. The beach slopes at the cliff sites
were surveyed as being 7.4° at S7037 and 9° at both S6685 and S6717. The cliff sites
have very narrow beaches, which appear to have widened over the years as the cliffs have
eroded supplying the beach with more sediment and a larger area over which to distribute
it. The width of the beaches in 2004 range from 37m to 42m (Figure 5.2). Although the
cliff line has eroded over time, the beach profiles have not varied dramatically at
Archibald's Road (S7037), McLeay's Road (S6885) and Morris Road (S6885). In
contrast, Morven Beach Road (S6570) has experienced quite dramatic changes. At this
site, human modification has occurred with the dumping and track formation. This site is
not included as part of this research as the human modifications are too large and the data
gained would be non comparable to the data gained from the other sites within the study
area.
5.2.2 Box Sites
Situated to the north of the cliff sites is the section of three
'box' sites, being those that
are situated in the vicinity or to the south of the Waihao Box outlet. Figure 5.4 displays
that the box sites have similar surface profile shapes. Both Ryans Road (S6347) and
Maori Road (S6158) contain three to four berms. The Waihao Box site (S5954)does not
display as many berms as the other two in the box section, however from visual
examinations of the site, it is clear that it has been altered due to the construction and
maintenance of the Waihao Box outlet. Also it is an area that is popular for fishing and
there is a clear four-wheel drive path near the site that recreationalists use to gain access
to the barrier. Even though there has been some human modification, the site is still
considered to be in a comparable state to the other sites.
The maximum 2004 height is 6.33m at S6347 and the smallest maximum height is 5.07m
at S6158. The beach widths for the three sites range from 61-69m, almost double the
width of the cliff sites. A distinguishing feature of the box profiles is that
'roll over' of
the barrier is visible, and is especially clear at S6158 where the crest has moved landward
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and the barrier ridge has decreased in height (Appendix 4). Washover lobes are also
prominent in this area. The foreshore slopes are slightly greater than those of the cliff
sites. Ryans Road (S6347) fits the MSG slopes outlined by Kirk (1980)with a foreshore
slope of 6.9°, the other two slopes are steeper, at 9.8° at Maori Road and 11.2° at Waihao
Box. Waihao Box (S5954) has shown more variability than the other two sites
throughout the 30-year surveying period. This is considered to be due to the opening,
closing and rebuilding of the Waihao Box outlet, within 50 metres of the profile site.
5.2.3 Dead Arm Sites
The Dead Arm sites are named as such because two (Lows Road S5800, Waimate Creek
S5554) of the three sites in this section have the Waihao Dead Arm immediately
landward of the backshore of the barrier (Figure 5.1). It is important to note that these
two sites have experienced past breach events. The two profiles are both similar in
surface shape, have steep (13.8°and 13.7°) foreshore slopes extending to the highest
barrier ridge, and very steep backshore slopes to the Waihao Dead Arm (11.2°and 24.3°
respectively). The Waimate Creek backshore slope is steep because when this site was
breached, the barrier sediment was forced by wave action into the creek. It was
necessary for the creek to be cleared to prevent further flooding, so the sediment within it
was artificially moved back onto the barrier. The steepness of both the backshore and
foreshore slopes may also be a key factor in the breaching of the two sites. The third site,
(Poigndestres Road S5513) is located near to where the Dead Arm meanders landward
away from the barrier. This site has a flatter foreshore slope compared to the other two
sites, displaying a stronger, flatter surface form compared to the other two sites, and has
not been breached.
Figure 5.5 shows that at the time of the 2004 survey, the sites have a 10m difference in
width. The heights of all Dead Arm sites are similar ranging from 5.lm to 5.5m. The
highest site is the most northerly of the section, Poigndestres Road (S5513). With regard
to temporal change, the two breach sites have experienced a lot of variability in shape,
while the Poigndestres Road has been more stable in form.
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Figure 5.1: The Waimate creek site (S5554), displayingthe Waihao Dead
Arm to the backshore of the barrier.
5.2.4 Lagoon Sites
The lagoon sites are those in front of the Wainono Lagoon. Figure 5.6 exhibits that all
four sites in this section show similarities in shape, width and height. All 2004 maximum
barrier heights range from 4.9m to 5.8m and the widths range from 74m to 124m, a much
greater variation in width than at the Dead Arm sites. This is because the Dead Arm
sites, as well as Maori Road, are controlled to some extent by the stop banks and the
Dead Arm itself. These stop banks provide an artificial limit to the beach width. In
contrast, the lagoon sites do not have stop banks, allowing the barrier to roll in the
landward direction, creating greater beach widths than those of the Dead Arm. The
widest site is the most northerly of the lagoon section.
The shape of all sites displays distinct crest peaks and berms and the foreshore slopes are
relatively steep ranging from 8.2° to 11.9°. Wainono Hut (S5164) and Wainono Lagoon
(S5214) breached in 1985 and again in 2001. These sites have a steep foreshore and
backshore slope and are similar in shape to the other breach sites of Waimate Creek and
Lows Road.
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5.2.5 Hook Sites
As shown in Figure 5.7, Hook Swamp Road (S4550) and Hook Beach Road (S4737)
profiles are similar in both width and height. A distinct barrier ridge and two major
berms occur at both sites. The two sites seem to have experienced little change
throughout the 30-year surveying period. In this section, the maximum width of the
barrier in 2004 was 110.2m and the height 4.70m (S4550). S4737 is slightly narrower
than this and has a higher elevation of 4.67m. The slopes at both sites are steep,
especially in the lower foreshore zone where S4550 has a slope of 26.2° and S4737 has a
slope of 15.2°.
The Makikihi site (S4361) is the most northern site of the study and is different to both
S4550 and S4737 due to the influence of a stopbank, which the beach is now rolling back
over. As a result, the Makikihi profile is steep (12.7°)and narrow (60.3m)wide. The
beach elevation was 4.9m in 2004, which corresponds to the height of the stopbank.
5.2.6 Comparison of Profile Slopes to Neale (1987)
The Hook sites do not fit Neale's (1987)idealised MSG profile zone in terms of the
foreshore face. Neale calculated a range of 5°-12° for this zone. This research shows
that the foreshore face has in fact a much greater and steeper range than that proposed by
Neale (1987). This could be because the surveying for each study was carried out at
different times of the year. For this thesis, the research occurred during the autumnal
months of April and May. At this time of year, beaches tend to be in a more reflective
state, as the winter storm events have not yet greatly modified the barrier forcing a
response to a more erosional form. Through identifying all foreshore face slopes, the
Waihao-Wainono barrier contains slopes from 11°-26°. However, the foreshore slopes
higher up the beach do fit the 5°-12° range suggested by Neale.
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5.3 Barrier Surface Profile Longshore Trends
From the above descriptions it can be seen that the Waihao-Wainono barrier surface
profiles vary longshore. Each section contains three sites apart from the cliff section that
contains four. Within each section, the surface profiles tend to show similarities between
two sites. A third site generally has a slightly different form to the other two.
In general the following spatial trends in barrier surface form can be identified:
• Barrier height decreases to the north (Figure 5.2)
• Barrier width increases to the north (Figure 5.2)
• Foreshore slopes become more stable and flatter to the north
• Backshore slopes become flatter to the north
• The breach sites generally have steeper foreshore and backshore surface slopes.
• The lower foreshore slopes at the breach sites are steep (11.3°-13.8°).
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5.4 Surface Profile Temporal Changes
The temporal changes in the surface profile of the Waihao-Wainono barrier have
already been presented in various theses and reports (eg:Single, 1992, Hicks and
Todd, 2003) so a brief outline will be presented here.
Many sites display a large degree of temporal variation in the barrier size and shape.
For the majority of time, this temporal variation is the barrier's response to high
energy storm events. A prevalent perception held by many locals is that the whole
barrier has reduced in size over a time period of 50 years. These perceptions are
unable to be tested but temporal trends of the barrier over the last 30 years from 1977-
2004 can be investigated, through the examination of ECan beach profiles. Appendix
4 displays all profile sites and the changes throughout the survey period.
Table 5.2 presents the results from Hicks and Todd (2003)on linear regression
analysis of temporal trends in barrier width, height, and volume. Although at all sites
except for Wainono lagoon, the barrier has become wider over time, the results show
that over the total survey period it is difficult to identify a temporal trend in barrier
width. For barrier height, Wainono Lagoon and Poigndestres Road are the only areas
of significant height decrease. The four other sites used in the study displayed small
increases in barrier ridge height over the total survey period. Again, over all sites no
constant relationship occurs between ridge height and time.
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Table 5.2: Temporal trends in barrier width, height, and net volume by linear regression (LR) (Hicks
and Todd, 2003:71).
Barrier Width Ridge Height Net Volume
Dist LR LR
ECan from Total g2 Total LR 2 Total g2
profile Waltaki change Slope change Stope change Slope
location River (m) (m/yr) (m) (mlyr) (m ) (m lyr)
Ryans Rd 14 km +1.9
-0.41
0.35 +0.04 +0.01 0.25 +0.7 +0.38 0.04
Waihao 18 km +12.3 +0.60 0.49 +0.92 +0.02 0.14 +2,4 +1.39 0.30
River
Poingdestres 24 km +6.7 +0.34 0.16
-0.72 -0.05
0.83
-4.0
+0.65 0.04
Rd
Wainono 26 km
-2.1 -0.08
0.01
-1.64
-0.06
0.60
-1.0
+0.02 0.0
Lagoon
Hook Beach 30 km +6.9 +0,24 0.04 +0.23 +0.01 0.07 +1.6 +0.74 0.03
Rd
Hook 32 km +9.4 +0.25 0.07 +0,03 +0.01 0.29 +3,4 +2.23 0.48
Swamp Rd
5.5 Substrate Profile Morphology
Results of the substrate form are presented in this section. Figures 5.3- 5.7 display all
of the 2004 surface and substrate profiles. All profile distances are from the origin of
the ECan benchmarks. They are grouped together rather than in sections because it is
easier to visualise the longshore differences when the graphs are in close proximity to
one another. The profiles are described in the same sections as the surface profiles in
section 5.2.
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Figure 5.3: The cliff sites dispaying the surface and substrate profiles.
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S6347 Rpos Road: 14km north of Wiitaki River
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Figure 5.4:The Box sites displayingthe surface and substrate profiles.
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Figure 5.5:The Dead Arm sites displaying the surface and substrate profiles.
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Figure 5.6: The Lagoon sites displaying the surface and substrate profiles.
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5.5.1 Cliff Sites
Trenches were excavated at the cliff sites in order to survey the substrate of the four
profile sites. Hence, the data gained from this area is very accurate. Figure 5.8 shows
an example of one of the cliff trench sites. As shown in Figure 5.3, the substrate at all
cliff sites is flat sloping and closely follows the shape of the surface profiles. The
substrate tends to be close to the surface, located at shallow depths. At two of the
sites, S7037 and S6885, the substrate slope is greater than the surface foreshore slope
by a maximum of 2°. The widths of the beach material from the beach toe to where
the foreshore slope intersects with Mean Sea Level (MSL) tend to be narrow. During
storms, the local landowners stated that large amounts of sediment are eroded from
the beach, and at some sites in the past, the substrate has been exposed.
Figure 5.8: Photo of the trench site at McLeays Road (S6885).
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5.5.2 Box Sites
The Box sites display quite variable substrate morphologies. At Ryans Road (S6347)
the substrate is at a shallow depth and in some locations along the profile, is just
0.5m-lm below the surface profile. The substrate profile also tends to mirror the
surface profile. A further 1.7km north, the Maori Road (S6158) substrate is at greater
depths compared to the surface form. The hinterland behind this area of the barrier is
at a low elevation and the substrate depth within the barrier reflects this height. The
slope of the substrate in the foreshore/swash zones follows that of the surface profile.
The substrate is slightly steeper than the surface foreshore slope at S6347 (6.9°
surface compared to 8.1° substrate). It is slightly flatter at both S6158 by 4° and
S5954 by 0.8°.
The most northern site of the section, Waihao Box (S5954), has a very distinct shape
in both the surface and the substrate profile. The substrate seems to follow the form
of what was a former drain and stop bank, onto which the current barrier has rolled.
Although not identified in Figure 5.4, the substrate site was exposed in 1990 at the
distance of 95m.
5.5.3 Dead Arm Sites
This section contains two past breach sites, Lows Road (S5800) and Waimate Creek
(S5554). Interestingly, the substrate was not reached at theses two sites as the
boundary between beach material and substrate was significantly below the depth
able to be reached by the digger. Instead of disregarding these sites, the substrate
level for calculations of volume was taken from (MSL) to the Beach Toe of the
surface profile (Figure 5.5). The results show that if there is any substrate present at
all, then it is at quite a depth from the surface. Both sites are backed by the Waihao
Dead Arm which may influence the seemingly lack of substrate as the barrier through
time has rolled over into the Dead Arm. This lack of substrate is thought to have
played a role in the breaches at theses sites.
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Poingdestres Road (S5513) substrate shows a different form, following a steady
downwards gradient from the backshore to the foreshore. The shape also shows
evidence of possible substrate compression, due to the weight of the barrier sediment
as it rolls back over the soft hinterland material. Whether this compression is still
happening or has only occurred in the past is not known. The substrate slope
compared to the surface slope again shows similarities. It must also be noted that
S5513 does not have a creek to the backshore, as do the two other sites in this section.
5.5.4 Lagoon Sites
All lagoon substrate profiles are similar and very distinct in shape (Figure 5.6). They
are similar to the Waihao Box substrate, displaying one major crest peak within the
profile. Compression, shown at Poigndestres Road is not evident at these sites, as
was initially though due to the soft nature of lagoonal material. There are three
possibilities as to why the substrate takes a peaked form:
• The substrate could be an old barrier which the shoreline, hence the new
barrier has rolled onto.
• The shape identified could possibly not be the substrate at all.
• The shape could have formed through the percolation of lagoonal waters
seeping through the barrier. The shape identified could possibly be the silt
material deposited by the percolation of the water and fine material carried by
the wave run up. This suggests that the percolation does not extend right
through the barrier. It is a narrow area and becomes narrower as the barrier
rolls landward. This area of silt material may be the catalyst for breaching.
If the substrate shape is an old barrier form, as the current barrier rolls over and
moves landward, the old barrier underneath would disappear by erosion. This
absence of substrate could then lead to more frequent breaching events in the lagoon
area.
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The four lagoon sites have very similar substrate and surface profile slopes (Appendix
5). Wainono North (S5263) is a site that displays one of the steepest foreshore
substrate slopes, especially in the lower foreshore area or foreshore face as described
by Neale (1987).S5320 has a steeper substrate foreshore slope than the surface slope
with slopes of 14.2° and 12.2° respectively. This substrate slope compared to the
surface slope could offer insight into where the barrier may breach.
5.5.5 Hook Sites
The substrate profile at Hook Beach Road (S4737) lies at some depth compared to the
surface profile (Figure 5.7). Site S4737 displays a steep yet constant downward
gradient from the beach toe to MSL, whereas the S4550 substrate forms more of a
convex curve and lies closer to the barrier surface. There is evidence that
compression may be occurring or has occurred at S4550. The hinterland is low at this
site and the substrate profile displays a slope that suggests compression. The slopes
differ between the substrate and the surface profiles.
Makikihi (S4361) is quite different to the other Hook sites in that it truncates due to
the stop bank construction directly landward, so is an area that has been modified
quite dramatically.
5.6 Barrier Substrate Profile Longshore Trends
The substrate form shows several definite longshore spatial trends:
• The substrate lower foreshore slope is greatest at the lagoon sites (Figure 5.9).
• The depth of the substrate is greater further north. This is due to the lower
elevation of the hinterland and could also be because the beaches are slightly
higher.
• The lagoon sites (middle)display a distinctive peaked substrate form.
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• Two of the three breach sites contain substrates that lie at great depth.
• The breach sites have very steep foreshore substrate slopes (Appendix 5).
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5.7 Barrier Volume Analysis
This section brings together the surface and substrate forms at each site by way of
calculating net barrier volume. The net volume is calculated from the 2004 landward
beach toe to MSL at each site. It is noted that the barrier profile extends below MSL to
the toe of the nearshore face (whichoccurs at depths between 3 and 6m below MSL in
the Waitaki mouth vicinity, as reported by Hicks and Todd, 2003). The substrate will
also extend beyond mean sea level, but there is no information on the surface or substrate
in this area of the barrier.
The net volume relates to the amount of loose beach gravel and sand on the barrier and
does not include any portion of the substrate material (Hicks and Todd, 2003).
Essentially, net barrier volume can simply be defined as the amount of sediment between
the substrate and the surface of the barrier. It is the volume of available material that
determines the 'health' of a beach and its ability to absorb the effects of storm waves
without experiencing rollover and crest lowering (Single, 1992). It is therefore of wide
belief that barrier volume has a direct link with past breach sites and may provide
foresight into possible future breach sites. Barrier volume in the past has been estimated
from an assumed substrate. In this research the actual substrate has been identified
allowing more accurate barrier volume estimates. In some cases the boundary between
the beach material and the substrate was not reached. For these cases a conservative
estimate has been calculated based on previous known depth and through using MSL as
the boundary. All volume calculations in this chapter have used the 2004 surface and
substrate profile data and all of section 5.7 refers to Table 5.3 and Figure 5.10, which
present the net barrier volume of all sites along the Waihao-Wainono barrier.
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Table 5.3: Profile site volume and the distance north of the Waitaki River
(noteS6570 and S4361 have been left out of the spatial volume variation
due to the influence of human modification). The highlighted areas are
breach sites.
Distance North
Profile Site Site Volume of the Waitaki
(m3/m) River (Km)
S7037 66.5 7.2
S6885 65.6 8.8
S6717 69.2 10.3
S6347 78.6 14.0
S6158 142.1 15.7
S5954 148.0 17.9
S5800 254.7 19.4
SSSS4 222 21.9
S5513 158.0 22.5
S5320 151.6 24.4
S5263 117.0 25
S5214 161.8 25.5
S5164 151.9 26
S4550 172.2 32
S4737 267.5 34
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Figure 5.10: Spatial variation in Longshore site volume (noteS4361 has been excluded due to the
influence of human modification. S6570 is also excluded as per table 5.3).
5.7.1 Cliff Sites
The cliff sites have the lowest volumes of all sections of the barrier, in the order of 65
m3/m. These low volumes are due to the narrow width (maximumwidth of 4 lm) and
limited depth of the barrier material. During periods of high energy events, the substrate
has become exposed in places and the cliffs backing this section of the barrier have
rapidly eroded. This suggests that the barrier volume and width exerts a control over cliff
erosion.
5.7.2 Box Sites
Further north, the box sites (Table 5.1) contain a greater volume of mixed sand and
gravel material than the cliff sites with a range of 78.59m3/m- 148.0m3/m. This greater
volume is primarily because there is a greater depth of mixed sand and gravel due to a
lower substrate elevation. Hence this area is acting as a sink for sediment from the cliffs
and river to the south. These sites are backed by low lying swampy hinterland and the
Waihao Box site is backed by a carpark area and is very near to where the Waihao Box
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outlet is located. The maximum width of sites in this area is 68.5m and the maximum
barrier height reaches 6.3m, slightly higher than the cliff sites. This section of the barrier
has never been recorded as having experienced a breach event. The substrate in this area
is located at a greater depth than the substrate at the cliff sites. S6158 and S5954 display
very similar volumes, and are double the volume of S6347 located very close to the
northern limit of the cliffs.
5.7.3 Dead Arm sites
The Dead Arm sites are the most interesting in terms of barrier volume in relation to
breaching. This section contains two past breach sites, Lows Road (S5800) and Waimate
Creek (S5554) both of which are backed by the Waihao Dead Arm. These two sites have
the two of the greatest volumes of all the sites studied along the Waihao-Wainono barrier
with 254.72m3/m and 221.97m3/m respectively. These volumes are a minimum, as at
these sites, the substrate was unable to be reached by the mechanical digger and was
located deeper than the MSL line used for volume calculations. It is unknown whether
this deep substrate is due to the site characteristics such as the Dead Arm and the
surrounding hinterland, hence influencing breach events, or whether it is due to the
breaching actually removing the substrata. It is considered the former, as from
observations the breach depth does not appear to extend down to this limit (Todd,
pers.com). Because the sites have both experienced breaching, the barrier volume does
not seem to be the determinant in where the barrier breaches and a large barrier volume
does not necessarily offer the greatest protection against barrier breaching as was stated
by Single ( 1992, 2002).
Poigndestres Road (S5513) has a smaller barrier volume 158.0m3/m, due to a higher
substrata as a result of the site being backed by farmland rather that drainage channel.
While this volume is not large compared to the sites within the same section, it is still
large when compared to other sections of the barrier. These larger volumes imply that
this section of the coast acts as a
'sink' for sediment from further south.
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5.7.4 Lagoon Sites
The lagoon sites display several of the widest (at 124.3m max) and highest (at5.6m max)
profile characteristics of the barrier, as was initially assumed. However the barrier
volume is not necessarily the greatest in this section and can be attributed to the substrate
elevation. The Wainono Lagoon, an ecologically, culturally and recreationally
significant area, backs all lagoon sites. Figure 5.11 shows Wainono South with the
Department of Conservation sign in the foreground. The volumes in this section are all
very similar with three of the sites ranging from 151.64m3/m- 161.85m3/m. This area
contains two past breach sites, located at the most northern of the lagoon sites and of
which the volume is relatively high. These sites do however display very distinct surface
and substrate profile shapes. The substrate mirrors the surface profile and contains one
distinct peak. The substrate at the breach sites is not extremely shallow or deep,
however, the backshore and foreshore surface and substrate slopes for both sites are
reasonably steep (Appendix 5). Again, the volume of material at the breach sites, 151.64
and 161.85m3/m, offers no insight as to why the barrier breached at these two positions
along the coastline. Wainono North (S5263) contains about twenty percent less sediment
volume than the other breach sites and from Figure 5.3 the width of the sediment between
the lower foreshore surface and substrate profiles is narrower then the same area in the
other lagoon sites.
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Figure 5.11: Photo of the Lagoon area. Site is Wainono South bank (S5320).
5.7.5 Hook Sites
The beach volumes at the Hook sites are large, ranging from 172.24m3/m - 267.5 lm3
due to the barrier being wide (maxof 110 m), and the low elevation of the substrate.
Makikihi (S4361), the most northward site has a significantly lower volume than the
other two sites, due to the site being backed by a stop bank that limits the backshore of
the barrier, and forces the beach into a narrower form than what would occur in its
natural state. For these reasons, this site has not been included in longshore comparisons.
However it is deemed essential when presenting the whole section, as even though
humans have modified it, it is the form of the barrier at a specific point in time. The
whole barrier needs to be managed and knowledge of how sites operate in response to
human modification is important.
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5.8 Barrier Volume Trends
There are several trends and main conclusions drawn from the barrier volume analysis of
the sites along the Waihao-Wainono barrier, these are:
• Barrier volume shows a general increase to the north. Figure 5.5 displays that
there is a significant trend (R2
=0.429).
• The deeper the substrate, the greater the volume. This can also be correlated with
the longshore trends in hinterland elevation.
• The greatest barrier volumes are in the Dead Arm section, near the middle of the
study area. This is possibly because it is a sediment sink and because the
substrate is at the lowest elevations.
• Two of the four past breach sites have the largest volumes of the entire barrier
with volumes in excess of 200m3/m. Therefore greater volume does not
necessarily mean greater protection from breaching as proposed by Single (1992).
5.9 Barrier Shape, Volume and Breaching
This section ties together all results drawn from the shape of the barrier surface and
substrate profiles, and from the barrier volume calculations. It is discussed in
combination with the breach sites in order to identify the major characteristics that are
present at these particular sites. Understanding the barrier characteristics may ultimately
aid in identifying potential future breach areas.
From the results presented and discussed in the previous sections of this chapter, several
conclusions can be drawn. The main conclusion relates to barrier volume. In the past it
has been of wide belief that the greater the volume at a site, the greater the amount of
protection offered to the land behind the barrier and the less likely the particular site is to
experience a breach or overtopping event (Single, 1992, Neale, 1987). Through volume
analysis along the Waihao-Wainono barrier, this hypothesis has proven untrue. The
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breach sites along the Waihao-Wainono barrier are all sites that comprise the greatest
volumes of all 16 sites studied, all four breach sites having a volume in excess of 150m3.
Volume is not the key as to whether a site is more likely to breach or not. Instead other
characteristics such as surface and substrate barrier shape have also been examined in
order to identify one or more characteristics specific to these breach areas.
The two major contributors to where a breach site may occur are shown from this
research to be due to both foreshore and backshore slopes and/or the depth to the
substrate. The width of the permeable layer also seems to have some influence in
breaching. At all breach sites, the foreshore and backshore surface slopes are very steep.
This steepness may cause a weakness in the barrier and when high energy events occur it
does not take long to destablise the already weakened area of barrier. The substrate
slopes also seem to play a role in determining where the barrier may breach. At all sites
(S5800, S5554, S5214, S5164), the graphs show that the foreshore substrate form tends
to mirror the steep surface slopes. Thus the combination of steep substrate slopes and
steep surface slopes leads to what is an unstable foreshore face, on which material is
easily eroded during storm events as the sediment is already at its greatest angle of
repose. Any major wave force can dislodge the sediments and hence weaken the site and
make it vulnerable to breaching. A narrow upper barrier allows percolation through the
whole width of the barrier. This is evident at the lagoon sites. Percolation results in the
slumping and slipping of backshore sediment on the steep slopes that initiated the
breaches.
The substrate influences the form of the barriers, as it is the basement structure on which
sediments lie. Another major conclusion to be drawn from this research is that at two of
the three breach sites, the substrate was not met due to being excessively deep. During
the excavation of these sites, the sediment seemed to have a lack of sand mixed in with
the gravel. The permeability of sediments at these sites may also be a factor and will be
discussed more thoroughly in Chapter Seven. From analysing the barrier, the most stable
areas seem to be those where the substrate is close to the surface form, and areas where
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the substrate slopes are flatter and more stable such as Poigndestres Road (S5513) and
Ryans Road (S6347).
At the third breach site at Wainono Lagoon, the substrate displayed a very distinct peaked
shape, mirroring that of an old barrier form. As the barrier rolls in the landward
direction, this slope will disappear through abrasion from the movement of sediment.
When this happens the whole substrate may be lost or simply left behind increasing the
possibility of more frequent breach events, especially at the sites that display this
substrate form along the lagoon area and at the Waihao Box site. If the outer barrier
remains stable for a significant amount of time the process may repeat itself.
One final obvious and important fact about the breach sites is that all breaches occurred
where the sites were backed by water. At Lows Road (S5800), the Waihao Dead Arm
backs the site, Waimate Creek backs S5554 and at Wainono North (S5263), the lagoon is
to the landward direction. The hinterland morphology and elevation is obviously
important in terms of the stability of the underlying substrate. At the water backed sites,
the through flow may be a major cause of barrier instability.
5.10 Summary
Through analysing the barrier profile at both the surface and the substrate and the volume
of sediment at each site, several major findings are prevalent. The most conclusive is that
sediment volume is not a contributing factor to where along the barrier a breach may
occur. Contrary to wide belief, greater sediment volume does not mean greater
protection from breach events.
With regard to barrier form, it has been shown that barrier height decreases to the north
as barrier width increases. Foreshore slopes become flatter and more stable to the north
and the lower foreshore slopes, particularly at the breach sites, are very steep compared to
other non-breach lower foreshore slopes. This same foreshore and lower foreshore slope
pattern displayed in the surface profiles is evident when analysing the substrate profiles.
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The substrate depth tends to vary according to the hinterland type and elevation to the
backshore of the barrier. Within the Dead Arm section of sites, the hinterland is very low
accounting for the unsuccessful attempts at reaching the substrate. The substrate form at
the lagoon sites is very different to that in other parts of the barrier. The peaked form
identified is thought to have formed through the percolation of sediments between the
lagoon to one side and the sea to the other. The non-breach sites such as Poigndestres
and Ryans Road display very flat stable substrate forms on which the barrier rolled back
onto. Both theses sites show evidence of compression of the substrate due to rollover and
the increasing weight of the sediments above. The barrier material looks to be weighing
down, hence compressing the softer layer of substrate.
These sediment characteristics will be presented in Chapter Six. Through spatial analysis
both cross shore, along shore and within the matrix of the barrier it is hoped correlations
can be made between the sediments and the breach sites.
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Chapter Six
Sediments of the Waihao-Wainono Barrier
6.1 Introduction
The barrier volume, surface profile and substrate profile results were discussed in
Chapter Five. Chapter Six effectively builds on the barrier volume discussions by
providing results of the sediment characteristics both at the surface and within the
barrier.
There is a common perception among the local landowners that the sediment size has
dramatically decreased over the past fifty years. Through excavating and gaining sub-
surface sediment information it is though that if there was larger sediment in the past,
that it should be located within the barrier due to barrier rollover.
The results are divided into three main sections (1)surface sediment characteristics,
(2) temporal comparisons of surface sediment data, (3) sub-surface and substrate
sediment characteristics.
6.2 Surface Sediments
6.2.1 Cross- Shore Trends
The graphs below display the results attained for all surface cross-shore and long-
shore mean grain size and sorting trends. Section 6.2 focuses on these results. One of
the main aims of this thesis is to determine the spatial and temporal variations in
sediment size and to gain a more in depth understanding of the sediment
characteristics at the three past breach sites. From this, it is hoped to determine why
exactly these sites have breached and other sites have not. Graphs (Figures 6.1-6.3)
have been constructed through the use of the Surfer 8.0 programme.
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Figure 6.1: Contour map displaying the distribution of mean grain size along the Waihao -Wainono
Barrier. Triangles in all the figures denote sample sites along and across the barrier.
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Figure 6.2: Contour map displaying the barrier height along the Waihao -Wainono Barrier.
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Figure 6.3: Contour map displaying the distribution of sediment sorting along the Waihao -Wainono
Barrier.
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Mean Grain Size Analysis
Grain size analysis was carried out by way of sieving; the exact method used is
outlined in Chapter Four. In terms of size analysis it was decided by the author that
mean grain size is one of the most appropriate characteristics to use when describing
mixed sand and gravel sediment data. Mean grain size is presented in millimetres
(mm)rather than phi units (‡)because the temporal comparisons discussed later in the
chapter have historically been presented using millimetres. For comparisons to be
made, millimetres are used.
Figure 6.1 shows a contour plot of surface mean grain size of the surface sediment
samples mapped as a distance north of the Waitaki River on the x axis and as a
distance cross-shore on the y axis, landward from mean sea level (MSL). Mean sea
level was used to standardise the distances from a common reference point. It can be
seen that mean grain size varies between 5.1mm and 58.6mm. There are two
dominant cross-shore trends. Overall the grain size across shore tends to be greatest
at the 30m to 55m distances, (crestand backshore samples). In general, the surface
sample sites are as expected, and fit with Bluck's (1967,1999) sediment zonation
theory. The swash sites show the smallest sizes with the majority of samples
classified as very small pebbles and the upper foreshore and backshore samples
display the largest mean grain sizes with areas containing mean sizes of 56mm. There
is one swash sample located at 14km north of the Waitaki River, which does display a
large mean grain size of 52.50mm. Kirk (1980)found this large size to be due to the
swash and backwash processes as described in Chapter Two.
The cliff sites, those that lie from 7.2km to 12km north of the Waitaki River, display
gradual but noticeable increases in mean grain size across shore. The sediments
nearest to the cliff face are the largest. In the middle section of the study area, there
tends to be distinct areas of change across shore. Surface sediment samples contain
small mean grain sizes at the swash zones. Directly landward of the swash zone the
mean grain sizes are slightly larger, displaying a transition to an area of smaller
sediments.
At Wainono Hut (25kmnorth) and Lows Road (19.4kmnorth) the mean grain size
also shows a smooth transition from very small pebbles in the swash zones to large
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pebbles and cobbles in the backshore zones. At S5164 the medium sized pebbles lie
just behind and below the first major crest. This area contains the smaller sediment as
it becomes stuck in the backwash as was explained earlier in the section. Waimate
Creek (S5554) displays an increase in cross-shore mean grain size at the mid-
foreshore/ upper foreshore area. Here the mean grain size increases from 32.3mm to
47.7mm respectively. Lows Road and Waimate Creek are two past breach sites.
Each of these profiles contain one of the five largest mean grain size samples of all
samples collected (47mmand 46mm).
Two overall trends are obvious. The first has been shown to exist in the above
discussion is that there is quite a distinct fining in mean grain size, seaward. In
general the backshore areas at most profiles alongshore display the largest sediment
size. The map does however show four major areas of difference that are contrary to
Bluck's (1999)zones.
The middle section (stheBox and Dead Arm sites) displays distinct areas of change
across-shore. The Ryans Road site, situated 14km north of the Waitaki River displays
a different pattern to that explained above. At this site, sediment size increases with
cross-shore distance to 16.1m from MSL where the mean grain size is 49.13mm. It
then decreases dramatically over the next 15m to 24.73mm in the foreshore zone and
jumps slightly to 31.82mm in the backshore area. This pattern is the same at
Wainono South (24.2kmnorth) and at the Hook Swamp and Makikihi sites at the
most northern end of the study area. Hewson (1977)found this same pattern.
Poingdestres Road displays a slightly different pattern again, in that the sediment size
increases (30.75mm)with cross-shore distance from MSL until 26m from MSL where
the size becomes smaller (22.53mm).The size then increases to 45.91mm in the
backshore zone.
The cross shore mean grain sizes appear to be different to the sizes suggested by
Single (1992).As discussed in Chapter two, Single proposed a general pattern of
across-shore sediment zonation in New Zealand mixed sand and gravel beaches. At
the backshore zonGhe stated the mean grain size as 70mm (Large cobble). From this
research it appears that Single's mean grain sizes are larger than those sampled during
this study. Large pebbles are the most common mean grain size of the 2004
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backshore samples. The barrier crest contains sizes between large pebbles and
cobbles, slightly larger than those analysed by Single (1992). Continuing in the
seaward direction the mean grain sizes found in the upper foreshore and interberm
nadir are similar to Single's with mean grain sizes of 20-30mm being the most
common. Instead of lower foreshore mean grain sizes of between 3-5mm or 18mm as
described by Single, this research showed this area to contain sediment with higher
mean grain sizes. All samples fitted within the range of 5-12mm, with three sites
containing mean grain sizes within 30-43mm. Bimodality of sediments in this zone is
not as prominent as described by Single.
When examining cross shore barrier height (Figure 6.2), the barrier elevation is rather
uniform, the highest areas are located at the ridge crests and the lowest at the swash
and backshore zones of all sites. The highest areas of the barrier tend to be where
some of the coarsest sediment is located. Figure 6.1 and 6.2 show that the maximum
grain sizes tend to correspond with some of the maximum heights along the Waihao-
Wainono barrier. This is evident at the Dead Arm and Lagoon sites (20-26kmnorth).
The swash areas are at the lowest elevations and contain the smallest mean grain
sizes.
Sorting Analysis
The degree of sorting of a sediment sample is measured by calculating the standard
deviation of the sediment distribution. Figure 6.3 shows the sorting variation along
the Waihao-Wainono barrier in relation to the cross-shore barrier distance from MSL.
Both phi and millimetres are used in the display of sorting figures. For phi, the lower
the figure, the better sorted the sample and for millimetres, the higher the figure the
better sorted the sample. Figure 6.3 shows the sorting as phi units but figures further
in this chapter display sorting as both phi and millimetre values.
Variations in sorting and grain size were found across the surface beach profile, as a
response to the hydrodynamic processes and the characteristics of the available
material. At the areas where the sediment size is very similar cross shore such as at
the lagoon sites, grading does not occur and across beach variation in size and sorting
is very minimal. Both Single (1992)and McLean (1970)did not find well developed
zones across the beach. They found coarse and fine mean sediment sizes and well
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sorted and poorly sorted samples at all beach zones from the lower foreshore to the
upper backshore.
McLean (1970)stipulated two main reasons for this. Firstly, that shore normal
variations are linked to the longshore changes and secondly that the beach is highly
turbulent in terms of swash and backwash processes that continually mix the
sediments and in response, have a major effect on sorting.
Through examining Figure 6.3 the areas of best sorting along the Waihao-Wainono
barrier occur in the swash and backshore zones. The lower foreshore at all sites (15-
30m) tends to fall into the moderately sorted category. The barrier then displays quite
a well-sorted band 30-35m from MSL throughout all profiles. Waimate Creek, a
breach site, has a moderate to very well sorted sediment sample range across shore,
while Lows Road (19.4km)shows inconsistent sorting across shore. Further north, the
Lagoon sites show very consistent sorting at all surface elevations. All lagoon
samples collected are moderately well sorted, apart from two, which are classed as
well sorted. The breach site of Wainono Hut (26km)contains one of the well sorted
samples and has a very consistent sorting range across shore (0.41,0.57, 0.55,
0.44,0.53 ø), while Wainono Hut (26km),another breach site, displays the most
consistent and best sorting across shore out of all 17-profile sites. From these results
it is clear that poor sorting does not necessarily contribute to breaching at the lagoon
sites, as the best sorted samples of the whole study area are located at two of the four
breach sites. It is in fact thought the well sorted samples may contribute to areas of
breach.
The backshore samples, landward of the crest are well sorted because once the waves
have deposited the larger material in this zone, there is not enough energy in the wave
backwash to transport them back down the barrier. The larger sediments are left and
the smaller sediments are entrained and transported back down the beach to the lower
foreshore. Often the smaller pebbles will percolate through the pore spaces of the
larger sediments and form a layer of smaller sediment below the surface. Ultimately
these processes mean that that the backshore/ upper foreshore sediments are generally
well sorted due to the limited variation of grain sizes.
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The surface of the barrier does display areas of poorly sorted material, which tend to
occur randomly. The Lows Road site (S5800), a past breach site is poorly sorted
(1.09ø)on the surface of pit one situated 25.7m from MSL. The upper foreshore and
backshore samples collected from the surface of the Lows Road profile are well
sorted.
In contrast, Hook Beach Road (32.lkmnorth), part of the Hook sites, contains a
backshore surface which contains the most poorly sorted of all surface samples
(0.36mm)collected. This is an area that experiences some human modification due to
being a popular fishing location. Vehicles travel along the backshore area of this site
and may have modified the sediment pattern significantly.
Neale (1987)added two zones to the four zone mixed sand and gravel model of Kirk
(1980)as outlined in section 2.2.1. The sorting of the sediments within three of the
six subzones was briefly described. The foreshore face (swashzone), storm face
(stormswash) and storm berm washover slope (Overwash) sorting descriptions have
been refined by this study on the Waihao-Wainono barrier. In the swash zone,
sediment samples were classed by Kirk (1980)and Neale (1987)as being well sorted.
This research has found sediment samples in this area of the barrier to be well sorted
but has also determined that the area at some sites, contains poorly sorted samples.
The same is found to be true for the washover slope, where it was determined by
Neale (1987)to be an area of poorly sorted samples. It is evident through the 2004
sediment data that this zone is in fact very contrasting either containing poorly sorted
samples or well sorted samples. Storm face zones along the barrier tend to display a
wide variety of sorting values and cannot simply be classed as moderately sorted as
done by Kirk and Neale. This area contains sediments ranging from poor to
moderately well sorted material.
There does not appear to be any particular cross shore sorting patterns along the
Waihao-Wainono barrier, except that the swash zones, upper foreshore and backshore
tend to display the best sorted material, with the exception of the two most northern
sites where these areas display the poorest sorting.
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6.2.2 Longshore Trends
Mean Grain Size Analysis
The major trends in mean grain size (Figure 6.1)along the Waihao-Wainono barrier
are that the mean grain size is finest at the southern cliff sites, where the greatest
mean grain size reaches a maximum of 34mm. The mean grain size increases
northward to the lagoon sites where the maximum sizes are found and then becomes
slightly finer again at the sites north of the lagoon.
Alongshore, most sites show similar values when the mean of the mean grain sizes at
each site is calculated (Figure 6.4). Again it is the lagoon sites that show the largest
sizes. A very poor positive linear relationship is displayed in terms of greater mean
grain sizes to the north. This slight coarsening of mean grain size to the north of the
barrier is a different relationship to that proposed by Pettijohn and Ridge (1932)with
reference to the variation series, described earlier in Chapter Two. When there is a
major source point such as a river, Pettijohn and Ridge (1932)stipulated that the grain
size diminishes away from the source. The Waitaki River and the Morven-Glenavy
cliffs are the major sediment sources to the Waihao-Wainono barrier and are situated
at the southern end of the study site. The mean grain sizes instead of fining with
distance, from the sources have shown if anything, an increase in size, especially at
the lagoon sites. This finding also contrasts to those found by Marshall (1929)and
Dawe (1997).
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Figure 6.4: Mean of the mean grain sizes from all surface samples at each profile site and distance
from the Waitaki River. Note the larger sized sediments in the 20-25km area where Wainono Lagoon
is situated.
Kirk (1967)and Single (1992)found no obvious longshore size and distance
relationship, instead stating that the across shore relationship is of a greater variation,
similar to the findings of this study. If anything, this slight northward coarsening of
mean grain size shown in this study contradicts the slight northward fining of
sediments proposed by Hicks and Todd (2003).
Several longshore trends can be seen in the fact that Ryans Road (14 km north),
Wainono South (24.4km north), Hook Swamp (32km north) and Makikihi (34km
north) sites all have similar trends in across shore mean grain size but are all located
at different areas of the barrier. The reason for the random cross shore zonation in
mean grain size could be because the wave energy is directed at these sites along the
barrier in a different way to the other sites that display the typical zonation.
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Sorting Analysis
The degree of surface sorting along the barrier ranges from poorly sorted to well
sorted. The moderately sorted to well sorted samples tend to dominate. Two general
sorting trends have developed along the barrier in regard to the cross shore
characteristics. The swash and backshore zones of the barrier are the areas of both the
best and most poorly sorted samples.
The most consistently sorted areas in terms of spatial variation are at the cliff sites and
at the lagoon sites. All other sections of the barrier show random sorting throughout
the different zones, especially within the foreshore areas. Waimate Creek and
Wainono Hut, past breach sites, display the most consistent sorting values across
shore. Although Waimate Creek displays consistent cross shore sorting, the Dead
Arm sites (19.4-22.5km)display the greatest variation in sorting of all the sections of
the barrier, with values ranging from poorly sorted to very well sorted. Therefore
poor surface sorting is not the main contributor as to whether a site will breach or not.
The most northern section of the study site, the Hook sites range from poorly sorted
to well sorted. Hook Beach (30.2km)contains the most poorly sorted of all samples
with a sorting value of 1.64 ø at the backshore zone. This northern section of the
beach is the most poorly sorted of the study site. Marshall (1929)in his study
concluded that further along shore from the major sediment source, the greater the
sorting. The poor sorting values away from the source as found in this particular
research contradicts that of Marshall's.
6.2.2.1 Temporal Mean Grain Size Analysis
The beach sediments between the Waitaki River and Timaru has been sampled and
analysed through sieve analysis on three previous occasions; 1977 (byHewson), 1984
(Kirk, 1987), and 1994 (ECan unpublished data). The recent 2004 sediment data from
this research can also be added to the previous data to examine for temporal changes.
The Waihao-Wainono barrier consists of varying size from the swash zone to the
backshore zone (Single, 1992). For temporal comparisons to be made, samples were
collected from the same morphological point at each site. The 1977 and 1994 sample
were the only samples that had collections at the mid tide zone (swash)and the upper
foreshore zone. The 1984 samples were collected at the high tide berm therefore
unable to be used for direct comparisons with the other sample dates. This lack of
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sample site compatibility in 1984 meant that only the 1977 and 1994 data could be
used to provide comparisons so the 2004 collection included samples from the swash
zone and upper foreshore (Figure 6.5).
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Swash Zone
Through analysing temporal variations in mean grain size within the mid-tide (swash)
zones at different sites along the barrier, no major changes are visible (Figure 6.5 A).
Contrary to many local landowners perceptions, the sediments of the swash zone have
actually increased in mean grain size from 1977-2004 rather than decreased. This
could be because a change in the sediment input and in the coastal processes that
transport the sediments. Waves with greater energy are able to move larger sized
sediments. This change could also be attributed to slightly different collection points
within the swash zones throughout the different profiles and the different sample
times.
Throughout all years, a slight fining of mean grain size has occurred with distance
north of the Waitaki River. The areas with the greatest mean grain size are located at
the Dead Arm and Lagoon sites, both sediment sink areas.
Upper Foreshore Zone
The temporal change from 1977-2004 is clearly displayed. The upper foreshore
(Figure 6.5 B) has shown an increase in size between 1977 and 1994. At all sites
except for two, the 2004 sediment samples appear to have a smaller mean grain size
than the 1994 sediments. The sediment size in 2004 reaches its maximum at the
lagoon sites, which lie about 25km north of the Waitaki River. Once this maximum is
reached, further northward, the sediment becomes finer. At the cliff sites, the 2004
sediments are a lot smaller than the sediment sizes at the cliff talus in 1994 but are
larger than those of 1977.
The area of the barrier where the greatest similarity in sediment size has occurred
throughout the 27 years (3 samples) of sampling is the middle section of the barrier,
the creek sites and the lagoon sites (19-24kmnorth of the Waitaki River).
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6.3 Sub-surface and Substrate Sediment Results
In the previous section, the surface sediment characteristics at both height and across
shore were presented. A barrier is a three-dimensional form and how a barrier
responds to high-energy events can not be inferred through surface analysis alone.
The size and sorting of the sediments within the barrier have just as much bearing on
the ultimate form and function of the barrier as do the surface sediments. The
sediments within the Waihao-Wainono barrier have never been studied and analysed
before so the new knowledge presented in this section can only act to increase our
understanding of how the Waihao-Wainono barrier functions. In this section all four
breach sites (Lows Road, Waimate Creek, Wainono Hut and Wainono Lagoon) will
be analysed. Wainono North, Wainono South and Poigndestres Road will also be
analysed due to the large amount of samples collected within the barrier and discussed
in relation to the non-breach sites. All depth sediments have been analysed through
maximum grain size, mean grain size and sorting. Mean grain size is focussed on
more than the maximum size simply because it is a more representative measure of
sediment. The reason for including the maximum grain size is to address the
perception of local landowners, that the largest material, which was presumably on
the surface, is now buried within the subsurface material of the barrier by the process
of rollover.
6.3.1 Breach Sites
Lows Road S5800
Sediment Grain Size
Lows Road displays typical sediment size variation (Figure 6.6). At the surface, the
largest sediments are those that lie on the highest ridge and the backshore. Within the
barrier, the smallest sediments are located at the layer just below the surface. This is
the area where very small pebbles are likely to be found as any smaller sediment
thrown up amongst the larger sediments percolate down through the pore spaces.
This percolation results in armouring, which occurs when larger sediments sit
immediately above a fine layer. At a slightly greater depth, the mean grain size
increases from the very small pebble classification to a small pebble. The lowest
sample site was taken just below Im from MSL, still part of the sub-surface material,
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as the substrate could not be reached. Both of the lowest sub-surface samples, the
mean grain size were between 16mm and 21mm, classed as medium pebbles.
A general pattern at Lows Road was found. The mean grain size is greatest at the
surface and is smallest just below the surface layer. The size then slightly increases,
although is still classed as a small pebble. Medium sized pebbles are the mean grain
size at the lowest points sampled in both depth pits. This is interesting as it is
expected that a greater depth would coincide with smaller sized sediment. Sediments
within the barrier at this site did not display any cross-shore change in sediment size
and classification. Conclusions made from observations, while excavating the pits,
were that the site seemed to have larger sized sediment throughout the pit and that this
sediment was more uncohesive (Figure 6.7) than other pits where more abrupt
changes in sediment layers occurred. The maximum grain size for all samples is
shown in Figure 6.6 and at all levels within the barrier, the maximum sizes were
classed as large pebbles and on the surface as cobbles. The sediments do become
larger with depth, but the surface samples are still coarser than the subsurface samples
and substrate. This is contrary to the local perception.
Mean Sorting
Well sorted material is on the backshore of the surface samples and all other sediment
samples collected are either poorly sorted or very poorly sorted. The very poorly
sorted samples are those that are located within the sub-surface nearest to the barrier
surface and the poorly sorted samples lie at the greatest depths within the barrier. No
areas within the sub-surface are classed as having moderately to well sorted sediment.
The sorting values reflect the chaotic range of sediment sizes within this area of the
barrier.
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Figure 6.7: Photo of Lows Road pit 2. The sediment kept sliding into the pit while
excavating, which shows how uncohesive the sediment at this site is.
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Waimate Creek S5554
Sediment Grain Size
Waimate Creek is a second breach site at which the substrate was not reached (Figure
6.8). It is only 2km north of the Lows road site, yet contains several differences with
regard to mean grain size within the barrier. No samples were taken directly below the
surface of Waimate Creek but Figure 6.9 displays the fine layer of sediment just
below the surface similar to that shown at Lows Road.
Within the barrier, the samples move from medium sized pebbles to small pebbles and
then to granules at the lowest sample points. Distinct layers of sediment size are
visible from the surface to the deepest samples but there is no obvious sign of any
cross shore mean grain size zonation within the sub-surface samples, as is obvious in
the surface sediments. The maximum grain sizes within the barrier are again large
with three of the four samples ranging from 42mm to 58mm. The surface maximum
grain sizes are larger, the majority being 70mm.
Mean Sorting
The sediment samples show different sorting values than those of Lows Road
(S5800). The majority of surface samples are moderately well sorted with the best-
sorted sediments in the swash and upper foreshore/backshore zones. Very poorly and
poorly sorted sediments dominate the sub-surface indicating the presence of a large
range of sediment sizes. Sediment sorting within the barrier shows more of a vertical
pattern from the surface to the lower depths, than across shore where no obvious
sorting pattern is visible. The vertical sorting and mean grain size patterns show some
relationship at this site.
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Figure 6.8:Waimate Creek sediment characteristics at the surface, sub-surface and substrate.
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Figure 6.9: Waimate Creek pit 2. The top photo shows the layering of the sediment.
Note the fine and coarse bands of sediment. The lower photo is an overview of the
pit.
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Wainono Lagoon S5214
Sediment Grain Size
The Wainono Lagoon (S5214) breach site has similar mean grain sizes to Waimate
Creek. Figure 6.10 and Figure 6.11 displays the sediment characteristics at the
surface and within the sub-surface of the barrier. The surface samples across shore
consist of a majority of large sized pebbles with the exception of two sample
locations, one at the swash which displayed a mean grain size of 4.0mm, classed as a
very small pebble and one at the backshore sample which contained a majority of
medium sized pebbles.
Wainono Lagoon has a very steep surface and substrate profile. At this site
unfortunately only one sub-surface sample was collected. This sample was located
just above the substrate and was analysed to have a mean grain size of 8.77mm (small
pebble). Several samples were collected at the substrate. The two most seaward
substrate samples were classified as very small pebbles. In contrast, the sample
collected from the landward side of the substrate has a mean grain size of 45.96mm
(largepebbles). It is unknown as to why this sample is much coarser than the other
two substrate samples. It could be an old barrier surface as originally thought, over
which the modern barrier has rolled. However it can be noted that just below, is a
sample with a mean grain size of 9.18mm. One other sample was collected from just
below the substrate and falls into the very small sized category. Although limited
sub-surface samples were collected, the sediment characteristics are displayed in
Figure 6.10. From this figure it is shown that Wainono Lagoon is similar to the other
breach sites, consisting of a chaotic mixture of medium mean grain sizes to those that
are very small. The maximum grain size ranges from medium pebbles to cobbles,
very similar to the surface sizes of large pebbles and cobbles. All of the substrate
maximum grain sizes are medium to large except for the most landward sample,
which shows the maximum grain size to be a cobble. The sub-surface sample also
consists of a maximum grain size of 59mm (verylarge pebbles).
Mean Sorting
The surface sorting values are not very consistent, ranging from poorly sorted to well
sorted material, the most well sorted sediments are located in the backshore sample.
The sub-surface contains a very poorly sorted sample. All other substrate and below
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substrate samples are either very poorly or poorly sorted. At the substrate the sorting
values increased slightly in the landward direction.
Figure 6.10: Wainono Lagoon site pit 1 (mostseaward). Note the distinct
layer of fine sediment at the top of the pit and the variation in grain size.
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Figure 6.11: Wainono Lagoon sediment characteristics at
surface, sub-surface and substrate.
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Wainono Hut S5164
Sediment Grain Size
The fourth and most northern breach site is Wainono Hut (S5164), located 500m
north of the Wainono Lagoon (S5214) site. This site is the most chaotic of all the
breach sites in terms of mean grain size (Figure 6.12).
Wainono Hut, similarly to Wainono Lagoon, displays a very steep surface and
substrate profile. The sub-surface does show evidence of the much finer sediment
layer that sits below the surface, with the finer consisting of a mean grain size of
5.51mm. In fact all of the samples fall into the very small pebble category with
4.20mm the smallest and 7.57mm the largest of the sub-surface samples. The
substrate however, contains a mixture of slightly larger sediment; medium sized at the
most landward substrate sample and small at the other two samples. The sediment
sizes at Wainono Hut are either large or small, showing areas of distinct layering.
Similar to both Wainono lagoon and Waimate Creek. Lows Road is different,
showing layering with slightly larger sizes found at greater depth. The maximum
grain sizes of all samples are all medium to large. The sub-surface and substrate
maximum sizes are slightly smaller than those shown at the previous two sites
presented in this section. Again, the sub-surface consists of the smallest sediment, the
substrate slightly larger and the surface containing the greatest mean and maximum
grain sizes.
Mean Sorting
The sub-surface consists of two very poorly sorted samples (thoseat the greatest
depth) and one poorly sorted sample that sits at a higher elevation. The substrate
samples are poorly sorted in the upper foreshore to backshore and very poorly sorted
in the foreshore zone. At the substrate, the sorting values increased across shore,
similar to the pattern displayed at Wainono Lagoon.
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Figure 6.12 Wainono Hut sediment characteristics at surface, sub-surface and substrate.
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6.3.2 Non- Breach Sites
Four breach sites have been analysed at depth and presented. Wainono South (Figure
6.13), Wainono North (Figure 6.14) and Poingdestres Road (Figure 6.15) are three
non-breach sites located in the same area have also been analysed. The only major
difference between the breach sites and the non-breach sites studied is that there
seems to be a cross shore mean grain size pattern within the barrier and at the
substrate of the non-breach sites.
The Wainono South substrate samples display the smallest mean grain sizes at the
most landward pit (2.30mm),increasing seaward to 15.49mm at the bottom of the
next pit and then to 47.12mm at the most seaward pit. Figure 6.16 highlights the
small sized sediment within the barrier. The opposite pattern occurs at Poingdestres
Road (Figure 6.15). Here, the most landward sample in the sub-surface has the
greatest mean grain size and decreases in value to the most seaward sample. Figure
6.17 displays an image of the sub-surface at Poigndestres Road. Wainono North bank
does not display a cross shore mean grain size pattern but rather a seemingly
structured pattern by way of a gradual sediment fining from the surface through to the
sub-surface and down to the substrate. Similarly to both Lows Road and Wainono
Hut (breachsites), Wainono North displays evidence of the finer sediment layer
directly below the surface layer.
Sediment sorting between the breach and non-breach sites in the middle section of the
study area does show some differences. The sub-surface samples at Poingdestres
Road are made up of very poorly sorted sediments, which is common throughout all
sites. However the substrate contains moderately well sorted and very well sorted
samples, a contrast especially to Wainono North, where the substrate was reached,
and was found to consist of very poorly and poorly sorted samples. Wainono South
substrate also contained better-sorted samples ranging from moderately to moderately
well sorted values.
It is thought that the depth at which the substrate lies is a major determinant in the
stability of the barrier as a whole. The substrate seems to have an effect on the
cohesiveness of the sediment layers that sit above. If the substrate is situated too
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high, the sediments are influenced too much by the substrate such as at Wainono Hut
where the substrate slope and angle leads to disorganised and chaotic sediment
Figure 6.16: Wainono South sub-surface Figure 6.17: Poigndestres Road sub-surface
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arrangement. If the substrate is at considerable depth then there is generally a large
volume of sediment sitting on the basement structure. Therefore the cohesive
substrate layer influences only a small amount of sediment and the substrate has less
of an influence on the rest of the bulk of the sediment such as at Lows Road and
Waimate Creek. It must be noted that throughout the study sites, major differences in
the substrate type were visible. This too has an effect on the stability and
cohesiveness of the sediments above. The differences in substrate reflect the type of
hinterland. As stated in Chapter five, the substrate may not have been correctly
identified at the lagoon area. It is possible that the silt deposits interpreted as being
the substrate are actually a result of the percolation processes from run-up. Figure
6.18 shows two mud/clay substrate types with no sediment visible within the
substrate. From viewing this substrate it is clear why the substrate form at
Poigndestres Road shows compression due to the weight of the barrier sediment
above the soft mud. Figure 6.19 and 6.20 are examples of the substrate material
located at Wainono North and Wainono South. This material is thought to be an old
barrier form or due to silt percolation from wave run-up processes rather than the
actual substrate; hence the pebble sized material within the mud.
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Figure 6.18: Top photo of the mud/clay substrate at Poigndestres Road
(S5513) hole 3. Lower photo of Hook Swamp Road (S4550) hole 4
substrate. Note the vegetation in the mud/clay.
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Figure 6.19: Wainono North (S5263) substrate and water table
Figure 6.20: Wainono South substrate (S5320)
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6.4 Summary
The sediments of the Waihao-Wainono barrier present a wide range of size and
sorting values both at the surface and at depth. Through presenting the results, several
conclusions can be inferred with regard to why certain areas along the barrier have
experienced breach events.
Several patterns exist through examining the surface sediments. The mean grain size
is the finest at the southern cliff sites and at its maximum at the Dead Arm and
Lagoon sites, where a high frequency of breaching has occurred in the past.
Breach sites and non-breach sites within the same area were analysed at depth with
the only major difference between the breach and non-breach sites being that there is
a cross shore mean grain size pattern within the sub-surface and substrate at the non-
breach sites. Two breach sites and one non-breach site showed evidence of finer
sediment beneath the larger sized surface layer.
It is also conclusive that the depth at which the substrate lies is a major determinant in
the barrier's stability. All breach sites have either very high or very low substrate
elevations, which has a significant influence on the cohesion of sediments.
The sediment analysis added with the volume analysis presented in Chapter Five has
created several insights into why the barrier has breached at the four sites. The next
chapter will summarise all results and form a list of reasons why the barrier has
breached.
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Chapter Seven
Controls on Breach Occurrence
7.1 Introduction
A main objective of this thesis is to investigate why certain areas of the Waihao-
Wainono barrier have breached.
Chapters One and Three described how breaching and overtopping events along the
barrier are frequent occurrences. Both Neale (1987)and Single (1992)concluded
beach volume to be strongly connected to the beach response during high energy
events. Chapter Three provided a table proposed by Hicks and Todd (2003)outlining
the different conditions under which both breaching and overtopping occur. As a
result of the findings of this study, additions to the breach conditions can be made.
Breach and non-breach sites were examined in terms of the surface and substrate
form, volume, and sediment characteristics.
7.2 Breach Site Characteristics
7.2.1 Barrier Form
Surface and substrate forms of each of the 17 sites were examined and several major
trends visible at the breach sites are evident. These are:
Surface Form
• Breach sites have steeper foreshore and backshore surface slopes compared to
non-breach sites.
• The lower foreshore surface slopes of breach sites are especially prominent
with some sites displaying particularly steep profile forms.
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• Breach sites as displayed in Figure 5.2 Have slightly lower maximum barrier
heights than most other non-breach sites. It is however unknown whether this
is a cause of the breach or an effect.
Substrate Form
• Breach sites have steeper foreshore and in some cases backshore slopes than
non-breach sites. The substrate form tends to mirror the surface barrier form.
• The two lagoon breach sites (S5164, S5214) display a distinct peaked
substrate form which has been assumed as most likely an old barrier or a result
of sediment percolation from throughflow and run up processes.
• The Lows Road (S5800) and Waimate Creek (S5554) breach sites have
substrate that lie at a great depth compared to any other sites within the study
area.
These findings indicate that the slope of both the surface and substrate profiles is
important when inferring why a certain site has breached. The slope on which the
barrier is formed and which sediment is accumulated determines the stability of the
barrier at a particular point. A site that is steep is a lot more unstable than a site,
which provides a flatter form.
7.2.2 Barrier Volume
A common thought amongst several researchers (e.g.Neale, 1987; Single, 1992,
Single and Hemmingsen, 2001) is that barrier volume is the main contributing factor
in the location of a breach. From studies carried out it was posited that the greater the
sediment volume at a site, the less likely it was to breach. From this study, the
question as to the significance of barrier volume can be answered.
Two of the four past breach sites have the largest volumes of the entire study area
containing volumes in excess of 200m3/m. The lagoon breach sites also show
considerable volumes with 151.88m3/m (S5164) and 161.16m3/m (S5214). Barrier
volume is thought to be based on the depth at which the substrate lies. The barrier
substrate type and elevation is controlled by the hinterland morphology and elevation.
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7.2.3 Sediment Characteristics
Sediment characteristics of the Waihao-Wainono barrier have been analysed in the
past where studies have focussed on surface sediments rather than the sediments
within the barrier. The breach sites contain distinct cross-shore patterns of surface
sediment size. Alternating bands of small and large sediments occur until the
backshore zone is reached where the sediment reaches its maximum mean grain size.
The mean grain size has been most consistent at the breach sites and displays the most
consistent surface sorting of all sites sampled. As well as consistency in sorting they
also exhibit moderate to high sorting values and are the best sorted areas of the
barrier. The temporal variation in mean grain size at the swash and upper foreshore
zones shows the lagoon sites, an area with two past breach sites, to have been the
most stable area over the past thirty years with mean grain sizes displaying the
greatest similarity of all sites over the past thirty years.
The sub-surface at the breach sites is absent of cross-shore mean grain size patterns,
which are clear at several of the non-breach sites. Waimate Creek had a poorly sorted
sub-surface and contained sediment that while excavating was noted as being very
uncohesive. Two breach sites and one non-breach site showed evidence of the finer
layer of sediment present beneath the larger sized surface layer. This has a role in the
permeability of the barrier sediments. The sediment characteristics and hinterland
morphology of the four breach sites seem to have a great influence on why these
particular areas have breached.
7.3 Hinterland Morphological Influences on the Breach Sites of the
Waihao-Wainono Barrier
All of the breach sites have a hinterland consisting of the Wainono Lagoon, Waimate
Creek or the Waihao Dead Arm. This water to the backshore, although sometimes a
small amount, creates a hydraulic pressure from the backshore to the ocean. This
hydraulic pressure can cause throughflow in coarse clastic barriers and has been
identified as an important factor in breaching. It has been suggested that longshore
variation in throughflow rates may determine where along a barrier, breaches may
occur (Carter et al., 1984).
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In terms of the relationship between permeability and sediments, a well sorted deposit
is more permeable than a poorly sorted one. Also, coarser sediments have greater
permeability than smaller deposits (Krumbein and Monk, 1942 in Shepard, 1963). In
relation to the breach sites along the Waihao-Wainono barrier, Waimate Creek and
Wainono Hut display consistent sorting values at the surface and are categorised as
well to well sorted.
It is thought that layers of low impermeability can increase the likelihood of barrier
breaching. At the breach sites, for example Wainono Hut (S5164), the depth analysis
displayed layers of large to small mean grain sizes within the barrier, which are
effectively layers with high and low levels of permeability. Both Lows Road and
Waimate Creek also clearly display this formation. In a letter to the South Canterbury
Catchment and Regional Board, Kirk (1985,in Single, 1992) described some of the
upper layers of the barrier fronting Wainono Lagoon during a storm in 1985 and
proposed a sequence of events leading to the formation of the breach as outlined from
Kirk, (1985in Hart, 1999:136):
1. An effectively impermeable layer of sediments in the barrier allowed high
volumes of water to be concentrated within the sediments above.
2. Concurrent with this concentration of water in the upper barrier was an
increase in the hydraulic pressure on the barrier, which resulted in high rates
of throughflow.
3. These rates of high throughflow caused scouring, erosion and fluidisation of
the upper layers of the barrier.
4. Once the barrier crest was lowered, wave run-up flowed directly over the
exposed internal sediments, scouring out deeper and wider gaps in the barrier.
From the actual sediment analysis of these breach areas it shown in figure6.6 that the
layer of fine, impermeable sediments does exist just below the more permeable
surface layer. Hart also found these sequences of layers in the Hurunui and
Ashburton barriers in her studies on mixed sand and gravel river mouth lagoons. Kirk
(1985,in Single, 1992) found that at high lagoon water levels, these effectively
impermeable layers of sediment at Wainono Lagoon allow high volumes of water to
be concentrated in the sediments above. The pore water pressure then increases along
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with throughflow, which in turn increases the shear stress with the sediments
eventually leading to the failure of the surface layers and a barrier breach is initiated.
7.4 Possible Future Breach Sites
From this study it is possible to identify areas of the barrier that are most likely to
breach (Table 7.1). These are the areas that display some or all of the characteristics
identified above.
Table 7.1: Breach Site Characteristics found through studying the Waihao-Wainono barrier.
Factor Breach Site Characteristic
Barrier Form
Surface
• Steep foreshore and backshore slopes.
• Very steep lower foreshore slopes (11°-14°).
Substrate
• Steep foreshore and lower foreshore slopes
(11°-14°).
• Substrate located at a great depth.
• Substrate displays a distinctive peaked form.
Barrier volume • Moderate to large barrier volume (154-
254m3
Sediments
Mean Grain Size (mm) • Consistent cross shore mean grain size.
• Distinct cross shore pattern of alternating bands
of small and large sediment, with a maximum
size at the backshore zones.
• Absence of any mean grain size cross shoreSorting (mm) . .
pattern withm the matrix.
• Layer of fine sediment underneath the layer of
larger surface sediments
• Poorly sorted values within the sub-surface
• Consistent cross shore surface sorting
• Exhibit moderate to high sorting values
Backshore Morphology • Water to the backshore such as a lagoon or
creek.
• Low hinterland elevation compared to MSL
Of the non- breach sites, Wainono North S5263, Wainono South S5320 and Maori
Road S6158 have the greatest chance of breaching in the near future. Te reason being
that the Lagoon, Dead Arm or Waimate Creek (watersites) lies immediately to the
backshore of the barrier. This water increases the throughflow and provides an ideal
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situation for barrier instability. It is recognised that some of these sites do not
necessarily contain all the other characteristics mentioned. S5263 has an even greater
chance of breaching than the other two water backed sites. The sediment composition
is similar to the breach sites in that a fine sediment layer lies just beneath the larger
sized layer of surface sediment, increasing the permeability of this site. It has also
experienced slight effects from the breaches that have occurred within close
proximity.
The four sites that have breached in the past are areas where the barrier may continue
to breach in the future.
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Chapter Eight
Conclusions
8.1 Thesis Findings and Evaluation
The primary objective of this thesis was to examine the relationship between barrier
variability in both time and space and sea flooding into the surrounding farmland and
hinterland. This chapter will summarise the main findings of the investigation with
respect to the aims and objectives set out in Chapter One.
The first two stated objectives of this research were to accurately estimate beach
volume at each profile site and to determine the spatial variability in sediment volume
along the barrier.
Through excavations, the substrate was identified at most sites. At some sites the
substrate was not reached and instead inferences were made. The lagoon sites
displayed substrate with a distinct peaked form, possibly an old barrier or the result of
the percolation of silts rather than the actual substrate. Volume calculations were then
made. The main school of thought in regard to why certain areas of the barrier
breach, has in the past been attributed to barrier volume. Single (1992),Hemmingsen
and Single (2001)and Neale (1987)all concluded that breach sites contain the
smallest sediment volumes after calculations of an assumed substrate form. Through
this thesis and its investigation it can be proven that a small barrier volume does not
directly relate to breach events. In fact, two of the four breach sites contain the
greatest volumes of all sites studied. Barrier volume displayed a slight increase with
distance northward, peaking in the middle section of the study area.
The third objective was to determine barrier form of the surface and substrate profiles
both spatially and temporally. Barrier height and width both show an increase
northwards. Over the past thirty years since profile data has been collected along the
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South Canterbury Coast, little major variation in height and width of the surface of the
barrier is evident. The lower foreshore, upper foreshore and backshore slopes are
different to those suggested by Neale (1987)with the 2004 data exhibiting steeper
slopes than those previously stipulated. In general, the lower foreshore slopes of the
beach sites at both the surface and substrate are steeper then the non-breach sites.
This steepness in slope is obviously an unstable form for the Waihao-Wainono barrier
to display.
The fourth and fifth objectives were to determine any spatial and temporal trends in
sediment size and sorting distributions both cross shore and along shore and within
the barrier matrix. Distinct cross shore trends are evident and overall the surface
sample sites, as expected, generally fit with Bluck's (1967,1999)sediment zonation
theory. At most sites, the swash sites display the smallest sized sediment and the
backshore zones the largest. However, several locations within the study area do
stray from this zonation. A similar pattern to that found by Hewson (1977)is evident
at several sites. The mean grain sizes found by Single (1992)are coarser then those
collected for this thesis. This is the only finding that is consistent with the local
landowners' perceptions of grain size having become smaller over the last fifty years.
Cross shore surface sorting values show the best sorted areas to occur in the swash
and backshore zones. Waimate Creek and all of the breach sites show the most
consistent and best surface sorting values of the whole barrier. From this it is thought
that the well sorted samples may contribute to areas of breach.
Temporal variation in mean grain size within the swash zone has shown an increase in
size since 1977-2004. Throughout all of the years a slight fining has occurred with
distance north of the Waitaki River. The Lagoon and Dead Arm sites have shown
consistency in having the greatest mean grain sizes along this section of the barrier
over the thirty year period. This finding is the same for the upper foreshore zone
where the greatest mean grain sizes are located at the Dead Arm and Lagoon sites.
However, the mean grain sizes in this area are smaller than those sampled in 1994.
The sub-surface sediments within the barrier show differences between the breach and
non-breach sites. Several of the breach sites display a finer sediment layer that sits
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below the coarser surface layer. The sub-surface sediments are somewhat chaotic
with often layers of smaller and larger sized sediments visible from the surface
through to the substrate. The sub-surface maximum grain size when compared to the
surface maximum grain sizes are smaller, therefore disregarding the common
perception amongst locals that grain size has decreased over the past fifty years. Other
studies (eg.Hart, 1999) have shown that the sediment layering has relevance to the
permeability of the barrier, which can ultimately lead to breaching.
Sorting within the barrier sediments is generally very poor at all sites. At both
Wainono Lagoon and Wainono Hut, the substrate sorting values showed evidence of a
cross shore increase. There is no major sorting pattern within the barrier, although
when looking at the figures, in some areas there seems to be a mean grain size/sorting
relationship.
This research added to the understanding of the Waihao-Wainono barrier through
examining the surface and sub-surface profile form and sediments. A list of
characteristics has been formed to help identify areas of the barrier that may breach in
the future.
8.2 Suggestions for Further Research
From this thesis, several suggestions for future research have arisen.
Firstly this thesis has provided baseline data on sediment characteristics within the
sub-surface of the barrier and on the form of the substrate. From this information,
new investigations can be carried out such as trials of Ground Penetrating radar
(GPR) along the Waihao-Wainono barrier.
Secondly, it would be of benefit to carry out future sediment characteristic
investigations along the Waihao-Wainono barrier, both at the surface and within the
barrier. Temporal accumulation of data would provide for an ideal understanding of
how the barrier and the sediments within it change over time.
Ideally, data pertaining to the offshore form of the barrier and bathymetry would
highlight any differences that may ultimately have an affect the location of breaches.
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Appendix 1
Geological Time Scale
Era Period Epoch Duration
Quatemary Holocene 100 000 BP to present
Pleistocene 2mya - 100 000 BP
Tertiary Pliocene 5 - 2 mya (3)
Cenozoic (65) Miocene 24 - 5 mya (19)
Oligocene 38 - 24 mya (14)
Eocene 55 - 38 mya (17)
Palaeocene 65 - 55 mya (10)
Cretaceous 144 - 65 mya (38)
Mesozoic (148) Jurassic 213 - 144 mya (69)
Triassic 248 - 213 mya (35)
Permian 286 - 248 mya (38)
Carboniferous 360 - 286 mya (74)
Palaeozoic (257) Devonian 408 - 360 mya (48)
Silurian 438 - 408 mya (30)
Ordovician 505 - 438 mya (67)
Cambrian 590 - 505 mya (85)
PreCambrian 4600 - 590 mya (4010)
Mya = millions of years.
Numbers in brackets refer to duration of the era/periodlepoch.
Only a generalreference. Durations are often modified from country to country, particularly the
Quatemaryperiod, depending on local conditions.
From: Dawe (1997:170).
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Appendix 2
Resource Consent
16thMarch 2004
Mr RTL and Mrs NJ Hayman
174 HaymansRd
Studholme
Waimate
RESEARCH EXCAVATION PITS ON WAIHAO-WAINONO BARRIER
My name is Joanne Stapletonand I am carrying out research on theWähao-Wänono
coastal barrierfor a Mastersthesisin Coastä Geography at the University of
Canterbury. The objectiveof my thesisis to determine the relationship between
variability in thesize of the barrier (egvolume, height, and width) and theoccurrence
of seaflooding of thesurroundingfarmland. In past, oneof themän limitationsto
thistypeof analysis has been thatthebeachvolume has had to be estimatedabove
some assumeddatum. In order to overcome this limitation it is proposed to excavate
a numberof testpits dong thebarrier to determine theprofileof thesub-strata below
the beach gravels.
A resourceconsentfrom ECanhas been appliedfor to carry out theexcavations. A
conditionon thatconsent, isthe notificationof landowners who have property
adjoiningthe barrier about thescaleand timingof thework.
In orderto tiethesub-strataprofile to thebeach profiles, thefieldwork will involve
excavatingtestpits across thebeach at the location of the20 ECAN profile sites from
Carrolls Rd, Glenavy,to Makikihi. The locations of theseprofiles are shown on the
attached maps. The pits will be excavatedby Gary Rooney Contracting, and will be
filled in immediately following theextractionof the requireddataon sediment
stratigraphyand gravel depth. In is estimatedthatthiswill takeapproximatelyone
hour per pit.
In order to takeadvantageof low tides,thefieldwork is proposedto takeplace in the
week starting 22ndof March, and continue in theweeks beginning 5thand 19thApril if
necessary. AII excavationswill be finished before May, to avoid duck shooting
season.
If you haveany concernsor queries pleasedo not hesitateto contact either myselfor
my thesissupervisor,Derek Todd.
Joanne Stapleton Derek Todd
021-688804 027-2787439
Masters Thesis Student Thesis Supervisor
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Yoursfdthfully
Joanne Stapleton
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Environmen
-- Canterbusy
21 Apni, 2004
Meridian Energy Limited
Cl- Dtec Consulting
PO Box 11 279
Sockbum
CHRISTCHURCH
Attn:Mr Derek Todd
Daar Mr Todd
RESOURCE MANAGEMENTACT 1991
NOTICE OF DECISION: RESOURCE CONSENT NO. CRCO41904
The decision of Environment Canterbury is to grant your application on the terms and conditions
specified in the attached resource consent document. The reasons for the decision are
1) Any adverse effects on the environment as a result of the proposed activity will
be minor.
2) There are no persons, who have noi provided wdtten approval who are
considered to be adversely affected by the granting of this proposal.
For some activities a report is prepared, with officer recommendations, to provide information to the
decision makers. If you require a copy of the report please contact our Customer Services section
and a copy can be provided,
il you do not agree with the consent authority decision, you may object to the whole or any part of the
decision. Notice of any objection must be in writing and lod0ed withEnvironment Canterbury within15
wor1dngdays of receipt of this decision.
AIIematively you may appeal to the Environment Court, PO Box 2069. Christchurch. The notice of
appeal must be lodged wlth the Court within 15 working days of receipt of this decision, with a copy
forwarded to Environment Canterbury within the same period. If you are in any doubt about the
correct procedures, you should seek legal advice.
The commencement date for your resource consent is the date of this letter advising you of the
decision, unless you lodge an appeal against the decision. The commencement date willthen be the
date on which the decision on the appeal is determined.
Enclosed is our Customer Satisfaction Survey. Please help us to provide a quality service that meals
our customer needs by filling out the survey form and retuming il in the postage paid envelope
provided. Your feedback is anonymous unless you complete the space provided on the survey form
with your name and consent number. If you would like a reply to any matters raised in your survey
reply, please tick the box provided on the form.
Also enclosed is a Consent Holder Fact Sheet, which you should read and keep for future reference.
This fact sheel contains important Information about your consent and answers some commonly
asked questions about what will happen next in the life of your resource consent.
Our Ref COOC/21549
Vour Ref:
Caniset: Custorner Services
Environment Cantertury
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Charges, set in accordance withsection 36 of the Resource Management Act 1991, shall be paid to
the Regional Councti for the carrying out of ils functions in relation to the administration, monitoring
and supervision of resource consents and for the canying out of its functions under section 35 of the
Act.
Thank you for helping us make Canterbury a great place to live.
If you have any queries please contact our Customer Services Seedon by telephoning (03)365
3828, or 0800 ECINFO(0800324 630).
Yours sincerely
Tania Hams
TEAM LEADER CONSENTSADMINISTRATION
on behalf EnvironmentCanterbury
Encl.
O
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CRCO41904
RESOURCE CONSENT
Pursuant to Section 104 of the Resource Management Act 1991
The Canterbury Regional Council (known as Environment Canterbury)
GRANTS TO: Mendlan Energy Limrted
A Land Use Consent: 10 carry out works in the coastal hazard zone
DATE GRANTED: 20 Apol 2004 EXPIRY DATE: 20 Apol 2006
IN CONNECTION WITH THE FOLLOWING PROPERTY:
LOCAym: Coasthne MOHVEN GLENAVY CLIFFS TO MAKlKlHI
LEGAL DESCRIPTION:
SUBJECT TO THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS:
1) The works to excavate expkwatory pris and trenches in the Coastal Hazard Zone.
(a) Shall only tw carned out between snap references NZMS 260 J40.63941801 and J:1 61:37
8603, and
(b) Shall only be careeri out at the sites K.lenbhed on Plan CRCO41748 at1ached to Rus nos.int,
except that
ics Additional sites to those identified on Plan CRCO4t748 may be excivded provnimi tha
W.chao Runanga and any ad¡acent landowners are nobbed al least hve working days por to
commencement of works.
2: Works shall cease if a New Zealand Meteorological Service coastal stonn warning e
issua .tud shall
only resume after consultation with the Canterbury Regonal Council s Coastai Rosaurces Section
3) Excavahon shall cease on reaching the substrata of the beach proille
4) No trenches shall be excavated at sites north of Morven Reach Road at or atout map re'erence
NZMS 260 J40:6549-1801.
O 5) Representatives of the Washao Runanga and adjacent
landowners shall both he nobbed at least 48
hours poor to the commencement of works al each site, and shall be allowed on site by the consent
holder lo observe the works
6) The Department of Conservation. Fish and Game New Zealand and all adjoinmg landowners to the
site of works shall be notified at least 48 hours poor to the commencement of works
7| The consent holder shall Iollow the Acadental Discovery Protocol provided by Waihao Runantaa, and
works shall cease «f requested by the representative of Waihao Runanga on site
81 No works shall be carned out dunng the hrst week of May or dunng any weekend or pubbc hohday of
May June or July. Dunng these months machmery shall not be m operation on the beach poor to 9am
dunng weekdays.
9) Machmery shall only enter and exit the beach vta exishng tracks, and all practicable measures shall be
taken to avoid disturbance of vegetahon on the beach.
Environment Canterbury is the p<omotional name of the Canterbury Regional Council
Environment
Canterbury
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. a CHCO41904
RESOURCE CONSENT
Pursuant to Section 104 of the Resource Management Act i997
The Canterbury Aegional Council (known as Environment Canterbury)
GRANTS TO: Mendian Energy Limited
A Land Use Consent: To carry out works tn the coastal hazard zone
OATE GRANTEU: 20 Apni 2004 EXPIRY DATE: 20 Apol 2006
IN CONNECTION WITHTHEFOLLOWING PROPERTY:
LOCATION: Coasthne. MOHVEN GLENAVY Cf IFFS TO MAKIKlHI
LEGAL DESCRIPTION:
SUBJECT TO THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS:
1) The works toexcav.de expkaratory pits and trenches in the Coastal Hazard Zone
(a) Shall only be comed out between map references NZMS 260 J40.6396 1801 and J.:1 6427
8603, and
(b) Shall only tae carved out at the sites identified on Plan CRCD41748 attached to this consent
except that
Ki Additional sites to those Kjenttiled on Plan CRCO41748 may t>e ex<:,iv.sted provided tlast
Wohan Runanga and any adjacent landowners are notfied at least hva workino d.tys prior to
commencement of wortes.
2; Works shall cease if a New Zealand Meteorological Service coastal slorrn wuning is usand .nid sti<sil
only resume after consultation withthe Canterbury Regional Councti s Coastal Resources Section
3) Excavation shall cease on reaching the substrata of the beach prollie
4) No trenches shall be excavated al sites north of Morven Beach Road at or about map reference
NZMS 260 J40:6549-1801.
O 5) Representatives of the Washao Runanga and ad¡acent landowners shall both he notiftM at least 48hours pnor to the commencement of works al each sne, and shall be allowed on site by the consent
holder to observe the works
ni The Department of Conservation. Fish and Game New Zealand and all ad¡oining landowners to the
site of works shall be notiised at least 48 hours preor to the commencemeni of works
7) The consent holder shall follow the Accidental DiscoveryProtocol pmvided by Walhao Runanga. and
works shall cease si requested by the representative of Walhao Runanga on site.
8) No works shall be carried out donng the first week of May or durmg any weekend or pubite hohday of
May. June or July Dunng these months machinery shall not be m operation on the beach pnor to 9am
dunng weekdays.
9) Machinery shall only enter and exit the beach vra exishng tracks. and all practicable measures shall be
taken to avoid disturbance of vegetanon on the beach.
Environment Canterbury is the promononal name of the Canterbury Regronal Council
Environment
Canterbury
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2 CRCO41904
i . All excavabans wd! De in hfled an the sanw day is they art- excavaled and any gravel. S30d and
natural matenal disluthod by the .vorks shall De rash;lpell and formed la a state foritistent with 1he
arvaunding beach pu,Me
11) (a) LUThe Cantertnary Helponal Council shall be notthed at least 48 hours poor to the
COfninencernen1 UI Works Ill edCh 5110,
.100
(b) A plan showing the location of all excavoians shan be forwarded to the Canterbury Hegional
Council within one month nHhe sampfenno of works
12. AN prachcable measures shall le undertaken 10 mintmise effects on ameurty v<sioes. wildtete,
ve<wtahon and ecologic il vatues.
There sh,ill be no storage oHuei o< reLidimi af v theles and machinery anywhere an the foreshore
14) For the daninon of the works all ie r,an ob na r,ui a all be taken to rmntrnie th hans b
public a on to, or along. Ih t .wshan
15) Vetucles and machmery
.hdi
n-H - np tb d in H..in i wbr and
.ilue.r
rabV m ves
«9.911 t -
taken lo pt. vent oilleakiop t n ai v ise ry
O
ISSUED AT CHRISTCHURCH ON 21 APRIL 2004
i<tnra Harri,
TEAM LEADER CONSENTS ADMINISTRATION
un benau a the Caolerbury Regional Council
O
Environment Canterbury is the pmmotonal name of the Canterbury Regional Counal
Environment
Canterbury
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Locadomsof Beach Excavadon Location for Meridian energy Coment
Application CRCO41748
Note: numbers at locations are ECan profile site numbers)
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Derek Todd Environmental
and Coastal Consulting
Eu 03 164 1%
ConsultingLtd
APPLICATION Bi M£RIDI.AN taERGY IOLNDERTAKE
EXCAVATION OF BEACH AND FORESHORE IN THE COASTAL
HAZARDZONEANDCOASTAI 31ARINEAREA.
1. INTRODUCTION
O The appheants, Meridian Energy seek consent to excarate a number of pits acrossand along the Washao-R amone coast.il hamer from Andrews Road, Glenary toMakikihi River for the purpose of research This excasation is part of the ihneetAqua mvestiganons. bemy required to determme volumes of gravel m the bari terUniversirv of Canterburv Geographs student. Joanne Stapleton. will undertake the
research as part of a post-graduate diests smdy
It is proposed diat these excasanons will take place over a 2-monthperiod inMarch and April 2004 as this is the aprunum tune for udes. and wall not effeelduck shooting season, berinning m Mav
2. DESCRWITON OF PROPOSED ACTitTIT
The apphcant proposes to excasate on the coastal bamer m the Coastal HazardZone and the Coastal Marine Area under the followmg condinons the apphcantneeds to excavate m order 10 find the volume of the gravel bamer, which will
conmbute to a greater understandmg of the barner
i The pits will be excavated along twenry Entwenment Canterburv
(ECAN) profiles between map references kom140 640-162 to14 I 41-
858 The general location is shown m the locanon map in the applicanon
femi, and a list of profile locations is auached to this report
ii Up to fourpits w,Il be dug along each profile from the backshore to the
foreshore (figureI L The most seaward pit mas be located below meauhigh water sprmg i MHWS), hence may be in the Coastal Marme AreaThe other pits are m the Coastal Hazard Zone
iii The pits wtil extend as deep as the substrate of the bamer T11isis
estimated to be l-8m below the bamer
DTec Consulang Ltd
Derek Todd Environmental and Coastal Consult
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iv The psts will be immediately filled with the anginal material once data
has been coDected. T1us asestunated to be a maxmium of I hour No
excavanan will remam open over night
v A mechanical digger will cany out the excavations
e
7
Figma 1 Example of milere the pats wdi be located along the hne of profile
vi Transportanon will be along the barner and will avoid all vegetation
Entry and exit pomts wiHbe via existmg access tracks
vii. Tmung wtHcomcide with low tide at midday to allow maximum tune for
data coHection.
3. LEGAL AND PLANNINGMATTERS
3.1 Researce Management Act (RMA) 1991
Section12 of the RMA satesthat
"The RMA prohiMr naast ergvisiesla the CoastalMarine Area antesr theyare
exprestd)allinself 6y a rair ils a sugional cessartplira, or a resource consent"
Some of the proposed excavation wiDtake place in the Coastal Marine Area,
thereforemust be autbonzed bya rule ina regional coastal plan or resource
im-sm Consent Appi-bon for Excavaban of beach malertal 24/0212004
CUENT REFERENCE 1063 123NFWA
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3.2 New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement
The proposed excavations do not contravene any poheles in the New Zealand
Coastal Policy Statement
3.3 Regional Policy Statenient and Plans
Canterbury Regional Cosatal Environment Plan
O The followmg rules are considered relevant to this apphcation
Rule 9.2 Discretionary Activities within Coastal Hazard Zones.
(e) The ercavadon, fining, or disposal of spoil in volumes greater
than 5 cubic mekes per 100 square meres of land aren;
Because of rius rule the excavations are considered a discretionary activity.
3.4 Restriction of Discretion for Rule 9.2
"The Regional Council reswicts la discreden & the faßewingnurgers when
considering an appäcadon for a resource consent in accordance with rule 9.2
of this plan and in imposing condident in accordance wlá section 108 of the
Act
O
(a) whether the acdsky is äkely a gracerbaar coastelerosion; and
(b) whether the acdvity is utheyto lead e adverse efects fromnaarral hazards
on any other property, (whereproperty har the same naranhag as in Serdon
2eftheBuëdIngActif91);
(c) proséion for de remomi of any structure or para of any swacture that are
rendered unasa6/e through coasmi erosion."
111eexcavations will not exacerbate coastal erosion or lead to adverse effects
from Natural hazards on other property No stnsctures are mvolved with this
proposat
4. DESCRIPTION OF THE AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT
emmem Consent Appheason br Excavanonof Deach malenal 24/02/2004
CLIENT REFERENCE 1003 123NIWA
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1. MITIGATION MEASURES
The applicant considers that the procedure proposed m section 2 is adequate for
the miliµtion of adverseeffects No other mitiµtion methods are considered
necessaly.
8. CONSULTATION
Due to no adverse affects, consultation is not considered necessary However
adjoinmg landowners, Waihao Runanµ and the Departnent of Conservanon will
be notified in writing pnor to excavation startmg.
9. PART II MATTERS
O 9.1 RMA Section 5 (2):Purpose of the Act
"Prenoote de zusalisabi¢asanagensent of sentral and physical resources whHe-
(a)Sasmiabig thepokadal of aantral and pãpsical retourcer (ercinding
minerair) do mest he ramenab(y foresembleunrds offaarregeneradons;
and sqfegaarder meI¥eempporang esylacky of air, .mrer. seu and
ecosysams; and
(6)Avoidag, reaardying, or ad(gadsg any adurrse ej¶rce ofeedvites on the
¢œsireament"
The research thatwill takeplaceis seen to promote the purpose of the Act as i: is
part of the invesdytionsmto adverse afects that Project Aqua may have on the
surroundingcoastalenviramnent.
9.2RMA Section6: Matters of National Importance
"Recognire sadpsewide forthefollowing as &ers of andomal impor mace:
ta)Tar presarmden of menaarrat characer of meconsari enviromanent
(hachidbyde cessari neerine aren), mittlandr,and lakes and rivers and their
naargies, and de promedonof themfPom inapproprismsuhävision, ase,
and geweispasene
(a) Tarpreerdematemaansangnaarratfesarresandiandseqperfrom
laapproprimersuhdheten, ase, ang develqpmene
(e) ne pressegonof areer of sigagleant Indigenousvegetados and sigagicant
ha6tiga of hadigraestfauna:
ammem a Appinagon br Excennen or beach meters 2002/2004CUENT REFERENCE 1063 123NIWA
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(d) The maintenance and enhancement of public access to and ahmg the
cessarl marine area, lakes, and rivers:
(e) The reladonship of Maori and their culaare and tradidons with their
ancesual landr, water, sites, waahi tapa, and other taonga."
The excavation of test pits will not compromise any of the matters of National
Importance
9.3 RMA Section 7: Other Matters
ne proposed activitv does not contravene any part of section ?
9.4 RMA Section 8: Treaty of Waitangi
The proposed excavation takes account of the Treatv of Waitangi
10 OTHER RELEVANT MATTERS
10.1 Decisions of the Environment Court
The apphcant is unaware of any decision of the Fnvironment court that would
preclude the grant of tlus consent,
10.2 Previous CouncilDecisions
The Regional Couned has approved a sumlar apphcanon for excavatmg test pits
m a Coastal Zone under similar circumstances to those proposed.
11 CONCLUSIONS
O 11.1 Section 105 Restriction on Granting Consent for Discretionary .tcdvities
Secnon 105 sets our prerequisites that must be met before consent can be granted
for a discrenonarvactivity withm the CoastalHazard Zone and Coastal Marme
Area Given all adverse effects on the environment are mmor, tius test is me!
11.2 Notiilcadem
"In secordamee with Sec#en 94 (1A) ofthe Act, an applicagon for a resource
coment for en ac#vig that is sought in accordance with Rule 9.2 of this plan
assy be cessidered without the sted soobtain the wriden approval of gected
persons,and thereforeneed not 6e nodfled in accordance with secdon 93 of the
der".
Emwonment Cmn
imumum Coneent Appiaston ¾<ExcavenonofDeacn metenal 2mc2/2004
CUENT REFERENCE 1063 123NfWA
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h as considered that this application meets these criteria, and therefore should
proceed non-nottfied
I1.3 Duration
Due to the nature of the research, it may benecessary to excavate further pits at a
later date However this wsUnot be known until the research of the initial
excavanons is known. I recommend that the Land Use consent and Coastal
Perunt are granted for a period of I year
I l.4 Suggested Conditions
1. T11eapphcant only wishes to excavate along the 20 ECAN profile sites
rangmg from Map refersuce 140 640-162 to 141:641-858
2 The apphcant wiB fiHthe pits with Ihe ongmal material once all data is
logged
3 No pils wdi be left open over mght.
4. Written notaficanon to adjommg landowners, Washao Runanga, and the
Department of Conservation pnor to excavation.
5. The mechamcal excavator wiß only enter and exit the beach via existmg
access tracks.
6. ABnansportalong the beach wtHbe below vegetated areas
T1:ankyou for takmg the time to read tius application and I look forward to your
quick response.
Jo Stapleton
For Derek Todd
DTecCaosukingLtd
Enunonment Cammanny 7
emessem Consom Agipica50n bf Excavanen ofbeach malenal 2402f2004
CUENT REFERENCE 1081123NIWA
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FOR OFFICE USE ONLY
Application for a
resource consentApphcat on No: lie The Chet E Enuunnment Car arbury'
Charges Rec eret 58 1Mmtse Stmet. PO Bon 345. CHMis iCHURCH. pn (031366 3628. tax (03)365 3194
pod No 75 CherchSemer. PO Box 550. T1MARtJ ph (0.¶ 688-9000, fax (03) 405 9067
Beach Road, PO ficx 59. MAIKOUHA.on rC3)319 5781. fax (03) 319 SIKF)
If you need guidance m filhng out this form please contact our Customer Services Section on 365-3828
or toll free 0800 EC INFO (0800 324 636) who will be able to provide some general assistance or pro-
vide you with a list of consultants who can help you with your application.
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PART A APPLICATION DETAILS
Please complete allquestions and sign and date the form
1 Fuli names and address of applicant(s)
Surname. F 'st Name:
Sumwne
_ _ _
F-st\res
OR Company name
Postal acdress
Phone theme now
fax (huPlei t.5 rCSS
email: --
contact person
October 2001
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cent.et Person 94~¾¥ WRD (g wpork
Postal ada oss
e
Occupier
)
4. messe.Man et e alta to wiinh is
PR-M malli--
Legal descnption:
Map reference (ifknown):
The legeldesedpnan canbe found on the certincate of mia,valuulian notice, subdivision
plan er raio dammd for the
alle. Please includea copy of any of thesewilh your M
Thisappicagonform alsoincludes a fullpage for a pim al the alta. Please compînte thisplan showing the
location of
aspropeop¢acuenyand incuente any relevant idenutwing temassaauchas tudkang.,teams, stuurssee.
The inserts the
Counophas toasalatyou in compledng Part 8 af your appicagon.Mosessment ofEliaciaon the Environ-
n!-f, askiordalais to be Iricludedan tils plin.
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Reclaim or drain Place. alter or Disturb foreshore Deposit substance
foreshore or seabed remove structure or seaDed
Planting foreshore Occupy coastal Remove natural Install/Alter bore
o< seabed manne area material (eg sand)
Take water Dam water Divert water Use water
Discharge contaminant Descharge contaminant Discharge contam nant Other
to air Of W3ttf tO Water 10 land
Install/alter bore Higt1country buming Eannworks Vegetation Clearance
Contaminant storage Activity in coastal Fencing/granng in Planting in watenway
hazards zone waterway
Use. place. alter or remove Disturb bed of waterway Deposit substance Reclaim or drain
structure in waterway 6nci excavation of gravel) in waterWay waterway
Place a structure within 8 metres of a waterway
ndwater Take surface water Dam water Divert water Use water
7. Demedpaan a anihiilr.
Please describef proposal for which consent(s} are being sought. It is important you ful this out onectly. as the
CounclicannotgantBoneertfarany activityyou do not apply for
Other informaden requhed by sugional piens or regulations:
AegionalPlans or reguladons may specify ather information that must tie provided as part of your appHcation. If addi-
tional informaban is required, this oli be set out in the appropriate insert the Council has prepared to assist you en com-
pleting Part B ofyour applicaban, •Assessment of Effects on the Environment".
PART B ASSESSMENT OF EFFECTS ON THE ENVIRONMENT
You must include an saaessmestof the eRects of your activity on the environment as part of your appHeaUon.
Section 88 of the Resource Management Act 1991 requires that each application include an assessment of the actual
and potentialeNects of the activityen the environment. This assessment must be prepared in accordance with the
FourtkSchedule of the Resource Management Act. Acopy of this schedulels reprinted in full an the back page of this
appifcadan form.
The of eRectsshai be Ïnsuchdetail as corresponds with the scale and significance of theellects
thaftNeactivitymayhave onthee This assessment wmdlRerfor each applicanon depencing an (Aetype
and acideof theactMir. Consultadon is oneofthe best ways of identifying adverse eNects. Information on consultanon
is given ontheback page.
To assist you in preparing thisassessment, the Counci has prepared a number of Inserts that provide guidance for
complaung thispart of the arrar.unn. For minoracuvides, as thatwil be required is thecompladon of these inserts.
Where the potendal eSacts of the actMty are molealgnificant, we recommend you undertake a fullashessment of
eNects, with professianal assistance if
For furthe(asalstance In pmpoling Uds as the Councilalso has a fact sheet available endued of
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wish to pm that b mier paki in $ et your
The IInstdecision toaduardes an tie inmie by Em mment Canistasy. r
PI..sanoes alaten cannethe ad..,s..s unt... amain nunici.nt inrannanon for thenonce thatmarias it
clear What is liebig aggled for,and how it might sSack te envimnmentgncludingpsopia).
I request U-tmy appinadon la pubicly aduerUsed (Uck box)
puration m.r
specNythe duraUonanught for your conseni(s) / years months
N.B. Other than for reclamadone and some land use consords the maxIrman duradon allowed under the Act is 35 years
5. Start date:
Reeamce caneents lapse two years aber their commencement dele untees the consent has been given eNect to or an
applicadan is rrmde to the Counallto extend Stis period. However. IfUse Counci is aware during the processing of your
appication that you may not give olisct10 Stoconsent WMhinthiBS (kWÊtWO UEra plouteion can be made as part of
meconsent to extend Um period before de consent
When do you propose to start Uteacuulty? / A3 /
SIGNATUREAND DATE:
to My onopnafofaccuesto
omONAL NOTESTOAPPUCANTS
1 Your apolicationneed not be pubicly notined et Envuurwnent Canterbury s satrsfiedthat the adverse effects on the enveronment wiu
ne minor and entten apµrovai nas been obraned from everyperson the Council considers may be adversely anected by the grantmg
of your apoucahon(unless trte CounCd ConSIØe¢ssi orweasonable to terµte the antainsng of every such approva0. Enclosed as a form
Written Approval of Persons Lekelyto be Adversely Affected to meio you obtain auch 10provals
? Section 128 of the Resource Management Act 1991 sets our the c:reumstances in which Environment Canterbury may ruvrew the
conditions of a resource consent Under Sociton 120Ici the Couned may atadertake a review at any time of itse app4caboncorttatemd
any inaccur-Clas Wfucit malenelly inligenced me decosion made
3 The inioFmagon you provide wrin your opphcab0n45 OIActaldiformation li Will De used fO pf0Cess your opphcx00n and. together with
other officral udormabon.450tst m the management of 1710 rege0n s natural and pflyocal resources. Access to mformat:on held Dy
Enviraranent Canterbury is administered in accordance with the Local Gowarnment OWicial information and Meetmgs Act 1987 and
Prrvacy Act, 1993 Your inkxmation maybe diecioned in accordancewith the termsof these Acts R is theroloro important you
CH
Have you remembered to:
Complete all the details set out in Part A of thas include a copy of the centlicate of title, rates demand,
application form subdivision plan or valuation notice for the este your
include an assessment of effects of tne activity on
the envirolWoont, set out in Part B of this apphcanon Sognand date the apphcation form
include the apprognate prehminary fixed charge as set
include a site plan out in the Schedule of Charges
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FFIGF (JSF CONSENT ND
piete%E p\an onowmg the site wilt the ocätson of the proposed aúbvity and «Kkain any
nt cent tymq teatures such as bulidings roads. rrvers ete The enserts the Councd ha; preparea to
you o win pienny Part R ni yot.r appLcation As=,essment of E"ect on the En.trunment i
for delmV, to De included on this plan
N
A
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Appendix 3
Udden - Wentworth Scale
Grain size (mm) microns Phi class (ø) nominal classifications
4096-2048 ---------
-12
to
-11
-- very large boulder -- Boulder - GRAVEL
2048-1024
-11
to
-10
large boulder
1024-512
-10
to
-9
medium boulder
512-256
-9
to
-8
smallboulder
256-128
-8
to
-7
---- large cobble ---- Cobble
128-64
-7
to
-6
small cobble
64-32
-6
to
-5
---- large pebble --- Pebble
32-16
-5
to
-4
medium pebble
16-8 4 to
-3
small pebble
8-4
-3
to
-2
very small pebble
4-2
-2
to
-1
-- granules ------ Granute
2.0-1.0------- 2000-1000 -----
-1
to 0 ---- very course sand ------- SAND
1.0-0.50 1000-500 0 to 1 coarse sand
0.50-0.25 500-250 1 to 2 medium sand
0.25-0.125 250-125 2 to 3 fine sand
0.125-0.0625 125-62.5 3 to 4 very fine sand
0.0625-0.031---- 62.5-31------ 4 to 5 ---- coarse silt ------ MUD
0.031-0.0156 31-15.6 5 to 6 medium silt
0.0156-0.0078 15.6-7.8 6 to 7 fine silt
0.0078-0.0039 7.8-3.9 7 to 8 very fine silt
0.0039-0.0020 3.9-2.0 8 to 9 ---- very coarse clay -- Clay
0.0020-0.00098 2.0-0.98 9 to 10 coarse clay
0.00098-0.00049 0.98-0.49 10 to 11 mediumclay
0.00049-0.00024 0.49-0.24 11 to 12 fineclay
0.00024-0.00012 0.24-0.12 12 to 13 very fine clay
0.00012-0.00006 0.124.06 13 to 14 extremely fine clay
The Udden-Wentworth scale is the most commonly used scale for sediments. It is a logarithmic
scale in that each grade limit is twice as large as the preceding grade. The phi (ø) scale, devised
by Krumbein (1934),quickly gained wide usage and is now used almost exclusively over the
millimetres scale. The highlighted text is Wentworth's (1922) simplified classifications. The
other nominal classifications are the authors, based on Uddens (1914)version.
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Appendix 4
Barrier profiles
87037 Archlbalds Rd:7.2km north of Waltaki River
2 o 23o 24o 250 260 270 2eo
5
Profile Disiance (m)
-.-10/11/03 --2004 --2002 2000 -m 1995 -=-1992
-.-es
SOBBSMcLenys Rd: Bokm north Waitaki River
e7e geo eso 7oo 710 720 7ao
Proni. Distance (m)
.-2004 2003---2002 2000 1995-.-1986
86717 Morris Rd:10.3 km na rth of Waitaki River
2 o 280 270 250 290
2
Profil. Dts ance (m)
c4 +-2002 ---2000 1995
---1992 .-1985
6570 Morven Beach Road
a2
o 22o 240 260 280 300 320 340
Distance (m)
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4550 Hook Swamp Rd: 32km north of Waltaki River
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Appendix 5
Slopes
Site Barrier Zone Slope (*)
S7037 Surfaceforeshore 7.47
Substrate foreshore 9.36
S6885 Surface foreshore 10.06
Substrateforeshore 9.07
S6717 Surfaceforeshore 9.12
Substrate foreshore 6.49
S6347 Surface foreshore 6.96
Substrateforeshore 8.14
S6158 Surfaceforeshore 9.8
Surface lower foreshore 14.5
Substrate lower foreshore 10.0
S5954 Surface foreshore 11.20
Surface lower foreshore 12.86
Substrate lower foreshore 11.05
S5800 Surface foreshore 8.59
Surface lower foreshore 13.82
Surface backshore 5.52
Surface lower backshore 11.24
S5554 Surface foreshore 9.07
Surface lower foreshore 13.7
Surface backshore 24.3
S5513 Surfaceforeshore 3.27
Surface lower foreshore 10.9
Substrate foreshore 5.0
Substrate lower foreshore 4.32
S5320 Surfaceforeshore 8.2
Surface lower foreshore 12.2
Surface backshore 9.05
Substrate foreshore 8.56
Substrate lower foreshore 14.2
Substratebackshore 2.2
S5263 Surfaceforeshore 8.7
Surface lower foreshore 12.2
Surface backshore 7.8
Substrateforeshore 5.61
Substrate lower foreshore 11.06
Substrate backshore 3.14
S5214 Surface foreshore 11.9
Surfacelowerforeshore 11.7
Surface backshore 4.5
Substrate lower foreshore 6.1
Substratebackshore 3.0
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Site Barrier Zone Slope (*)
S5164 Surfaceforeshore 9.8
Surface lower foreshore 11.3
Surface backshore 3.5
Substrate lower foreshore 6.9
Substratebackshore 2.7
S4550 Surface lower foreshore 26.2
Substrate lower foreshore 5.5
S4737 Surfaceforeshore 7.4
Surface lower foreshore 15.2
Surface backshore 2.6
Substrate foreshore 2.7
S4361 Surfaceforeshore 4.5
Surface lower foreshore 12.7
Substrate lower foreshore 4.0
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Appendix 6
Sorting Table (Phi)
Ünder.35 O, very well sorted 1.0 2.0 0, poorly sorted
.35
-
.50
O, well sorted 2.0 04.0 0, very poorly sorted
.50
-
.71
O, moderatelywell sorted Over 4.0 0, extremelypoorly sorted
.71
1.0 0, moderatelysorted
From: Folk (1965:46).
